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Theodore Presser, Publisher Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
TEACHERS 11 TEACHERS M 
SCHOOLS. CONVENTS. AND CONSERVATORIES OF 
MUSIC 
ARE SUPPLIED WITH EVERYTHING NEEDED IN THEIR WORK 
PROMPTLY — ECONOMICALLY — SATISFACTORILY 
By THEO. PRESSER. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
years as a publisher, have revolutionized 
the music-deeding trade. 
It will pay every one interested in any manner to 
investigate at first hand the liberal system and 
policy followed by this house in its efforts to— 
The unique but reasonable methods of the music 
supply house of THEO. PRESSER, the out¬ 
growth of his intimate knowledge as a teacher 
Of their needs, and perfected during twenty 
Publish Modern Teaching Material; 
To Give the Best Discounts Possible in Every Cases 
To Allow the Most Satisfactory Terms; 
To Carry a Stock (no matter where published, or by whom) that will 
Contain Everything of Value to Music Teachers and Students; and 
Thus to Aid the Cause of Musical Education and lighten the labors of its followers. 
In the new building, 1712-1714 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., lately purchased and remodeled for the best use 
of this business, with its six floors carefully planned and stocked with everything needed in the Music Teacher s work, we 
cannot say too strongly that we are 
Equipped to Supply Every Teacher and School of Music in this Country and Canada 
No matter how small or how large the trade, with everything needed. 
THE ON SALE PLAN (original with us) is arranged and carried out on a far more liberal basis than obtainable from any of our imitators. We will 
gladly allow any teacher the use and advantages derived from this plan, and the same liberal discounts, even if they desire to place their regular 
orders elsewhere. 
All Orders, Large or Small, receive the same Attention. 
All Orders are Attended to on the Day they are Received. 
OUR SYSTEM OF DEALING; OUR MANY CATALOGUES, ARE ALL FREE FOR THE ASKING. 
SEND A TRIAL ORDER AND ASK FOR OUR PLANS AND CATALOGUES, AND THUS SAVE TIME. 
A FEW OF OUR STANDARD PUBLICATIONS 
HISTORY 
A HISTORY OF MUSIC 
For Classes and for Private Reading 
By W. J. BALTZELL 
Price, $1.75 Illustrated 
Contributions from leading American 
writers. Includes the most approved ideas 
for teaching and studying history, making 
it the BEST TEXT-BOOK on the subject 
from the earliest time to the present day. 
Concise and comprehensive. 
FIRST STVDIES IN MVSIC BIOGRAPHY 
A Children's History of the Classical Period 
Thomas Tapper Price, $1.50 
STUDIES AND EXERCISES TECHNIC HARMONY 
Standard Graded Course of 
Studies for the Piano 
W. S. B. MATHEWS 
10 Grades. 10 Books. $1.00 eacH 
The original course of studies after 
which all others have been copied. We 
Standard^studies by the best composers, 
progressively arranged, carefully edited, 
fingered, phrased and annotated. 
SELECTED “ CZERNY " STVDIES 
A Graded Course 
Edited, Annotated, Explained, and Fing¬ 
ered by EMIL. L1EBL1NG 
Three Books, each 90 Cents 
TOUCH AND TECHNIC 
Dr. WM. MASON 
Four Books $1.00 Each 
to the finished artist.’ Recommended by 
Pade'Ptoskt, Josrffy and Lsaf^and used by 
THE LESCHET1ZKY METHOD OF PIANO 
TECHNIC 
“The Modern Pianist." Price, $1.50 
EXERCISES IN EXTENSION 
By Isidore Phillip Price. 75 Cents 
A TEXT-BOOK. Dr. H. A. Clarke . $1.25 
Key to Same.50 
COURSE IN HARMONY. Geo. H. 
Howard.1.50 
STUDENT’S HARMONY. 0. A. 
Mansfield.1.25 
Key to Same.75 
PRACTICAL HARMONY. Homer A. 
Norris. In Two Parts, each . 1.00 
Key to Same.75 
COUNTERPOINT 
By Dr. H. A. Clarke.$1.00 
By Homer A. Norris.1.25 
By E. E. Ayres.1.00 
ALL OF OUR PUBLICATIONS SENT ON EXAMINATION TO RESPONSIBLE PERSONS 
VOICE 
Technic and Art of Singing 
FREDERIC W. ROOT 
METHODICAL SIGHT SINGING. 2 
Books, each.$0.50 
INTRODUCTORY LESSONS IN 
VOICE CULTURE  1.00 
THIRTY-TWO ELEMENTARY SONG 
STUDIES. 3 Keys, each.50 
SCALES AND VARIOUS EXER¬ 
CISES. High or Low Voice, each .60 
TWELVE ANALYTICAL STUDIES . 1.00 
EXERCISES IN THE SYNTHETIC 
METHOD.75 
The Standard Graded Course of Singing 
H. W. GREENE 
Four Grades, Four Books, each $1.00 For Conservatory, School and Studio Use 
PIANO COLLECTIONS 
FIRST PARLOR PIECES.$0.50 
POPULAR PARLOR ALBUM.50 
MUSICAL PICTURES (Piano or 
Organ).50 
FIRST RECITAL PIECES.75 
THE TWO PIANISTS (Piano Duets) 1.00 
MASTER PIECES .1.00 
ALBUM OF LYRIC PIECES.50 
MODERN DRAWING ROOM PIECES 1.00 
STANDARD COMPOSITIONS FOR 
FIRST GRADE.’.50 
FIRST DANCE ALBUM (Revised) . .50 
ORGAN 
REED ORGAN METHOD 
CHAS. W. LANDON. Price, $1.50 
SCHOOL OF REED ORGAN PLAYING 
Studies compiled by 
Chas. W. Landon 
Four Books Four Grades $1.00 each 
VELOCITY STVDIES Theo. Presser 
Price. $1.00 
THE ORGAN PLAYER. 
Pipe Organ Collection 
Compiled by P. W. Orem Price, $1.50 
IMPORTANT WORKS 
First Steps in Piano Study 
Compiled by Theo. Presser 
The most widely used beginners’ instruc¬ 
tion book. Price, $i.oo. 
DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSES OF PIANO 
WORKS 
c JEd5vftrd Baxter Perry 50 Standard Compositions analysed. 
A work for every music lover. Price. $1.50 
DICTIONARY OF MVSIC AND MVSICIANS 
Dr. Hugo Riemann Price, $4.50 
The latest Encyclopedia of Music* 
PIANO TVN,ng. REGVLATING. AND RE¬ 
PAIRING. Fischer. $2.00. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 1712 CHESTNUT STREET. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
STRICH & ZEIDLER 
Manufacturers of ArtUtic Grand and Upright Piano*. 
PIANOS n°ted f°r PUrity’ P°WCr’ ftnd Resonance of Tone; Respon- 
HBnLmHaBHBLHaHHM siveness of Touch, Unsurpassed Construction, Workmanship, 
" ‘ : and Excellence; and New Artistic Designs of Cases. 
132d Street and Alexander Avenue, NEW YORK 
THE ETUDE 
THE EDITOR’S COLUMN 
Subscription, *1.50 per year. Single Copies, 15 Centi 
Canadian Postage,25 cents. Foreign Postage,72 eenti 
Liberal premiums and cash deductions are allowed for ol 
tsinlng subscriptions. 
•nlttnnce. should be made by post-office or express 
money orders, bank check or draft, or registered 
letter. United States postage stamps are always 
received for cash. Money sent In fetters Is dan¬ 
gerous, and we are not responsible for Its safe 
DISCONTINUANCE.— Iff 
the f the dci 
CONTENTS 
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PREMIUM BOOKLETS. 
Let us send to everyone interested in the 
obtaining of subscriptions to The Etude our 
premium booklet. This has been compiled 
for two reasons, one, to give a clear and con¬ 
cise statement of the field and purpose of 
The Etude, and the other, to name definitely 
the reward that can be allowed to those who 
think enough of the paper to recommend and 
obtain subscriptions for it. 
will 
be prl- _—-„ -- 
tlon la paid up, which serves ns a receipt for 
your subscription. 
MANUSCRIPTS.—All manuscripts Intended for publica¬ 
tion should be addressed to THE ETUDE, 1712 
Chestnut Street, and should be written on one side 
of the sheet only. Contributions on topics con¬ 
nected with music-teaching and music-study are 
solicited. Those that are not available will be re¬ 
turned. 
ADVERTISING RATES will be sent on application. 
Forms close on 10th of each month for the suc¬ 
ceeding month’s Issue. s 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Entered at Philadelphia P. O. as Second-class Matter. 
THREE-MONTH OFFER. 
This is the last month of our Summer offer 
of three issues of The Etude for 25 cents. 
Hundreds of our subscribers take advantage of 
this offer each year, sending the paper to some 
musical friend or pupil either as a remem¬ 
brance or with the purpose of keeping the 
subject before them during the vacation sea¬ 
son. The offer will expire the last day of this 
month, and is for any three months from 
May to September for 25 cents. 
MAGAZINE CLUB RATES. 
The club rates which are offered by this 
journal, by which a subscription to The Etude 
and other papers can be obtained at a very 
reduced price, will be found in every case to 
be as low, and in some cases lower, than can 
be obtained through any other means. We 
guarantee rates to be as low. 
We would now, at the opening of the sea¬ 
son, when the fall business is about to begin, 
suggest several valuable offers appropriate to 
the time. The papers mentioned with The 
Etude are first class or we would not offer 
them at any price. 
The Etude and World To-Day, a monthly 
world review. Both papers for $2.00. 
The Etude and Harper’s Bazar, $2.00. 
The Etude and McClure’s Magazine, $2.00. 
And a special Summer offer of The Etude. 
Pictorial Review, the fashion journal, Ladies 
World and Modern Priscilla, all four for $2.15. 
Canadian postage on the first three offers is 
75 cents extra, on the last offer $1.00 extra. 
THE MASON ISSUE. 
Owing to the fact that the death of so im¬ 
portant a musician as Dr. Mason has made 
this Mason issue necessary, we are obliged 
to postpone many of the exceedingly interest¬ 
ing articles we had announced for this Sep¬ 
tember issue. The significance of the articles 
upon Dr. Mason will more than make up for 
this. All our readers may learn much from 
the review of his noble life. 
PHONOGRAPHS. 
The phonograph that was offered a few 
months ago has given excellent satisfaction. 
We can offer a high grade machine, unequalled 
for clearness of tone reproductions, that will 
play all makes of cylinder records and include 
two records from a list that we will send, for 
but eight subscriptions, delivered free East of 
the Mississippi, or for ten subscriptions de¬ 
livered free West of the Mississippi. We men¬ 
tion the phonograph because of the strong and 
unsolicited testimonials that we have received 
from those that have already earned one of 
these instruments. 
PRESERVING THE ETUDE. 
It is hard to realize that a bound volume of 
e Eti e for o 
PREMIUM SETS OF DISHES. 
We offered for the first time in the August 
issue of The Etude chinaware as a premium. 
We did so only after thoroughly investigating 
what we were to offer. The result of this one 
month’s trial has been perfectly satisfactory. 
A 31-piece breakfast set of very attractively 
decorated china, dainty flowers and gold, given 
for only five subscriptions, or a 42-piece din¬ 
ner set of the same decoration for seven sub¬ 
scriptions. 
We explained to the manufacturers that 
quality was more important to us than a low 
price. That is, we wanted both in proportion, 
and we have a special offer from them. A 
44-piece dinner and tea set combined, an exact 
imitation of the Colonial ware of one hundred 
years ago, which has been seen only in the 
highest class shops (it is octagon in shape, 
and decorated with gold lines), we can offer 
for ten subscriptions. It is the best ware 
that the manufacturer makes. Satisfaction is 
guaranteed. This is true of every premium 
that we offer at all times. 
rally valuable to the teacher as a Grand Piano, 
but such nevertheless is the case. The possessor 
of a fine grand takes every possible precaution 
to iirevent injury to it. Similar care should be 
taken of The Etude. Teachers who so desire 
may procure from us a specially made binder for 
$1.00. This makes a fine covering for twelve issues 
of The Etude and at the same time makes all 
the issues far more accessible than in the loose 
condition. The issues are inserted each month 
as they reach the subscriber and thus the danger 
of loss or destruction is reduced. We strongly 
advocate the purchase of this valuable means of 
preserving such valuable educational matter. In 
a few years a considerable library may thus be 
achieved—a library, that in five years would 
contain about 1500 pages of music, 2500 pages 
of reading matter and thousands of illustrations 
of historical and musical interest at a cost of 
only $7.50 and the price of the binders. Start 
your musical library to-day and if you haven’t 
a binder send for one at once. 
LETTERS. 
One of our significant Anglo-Saxon herit¬ 
ages is that of protest. Wherever there is a 
man with Anglo-Saxon blood in him he re¬ 
serves the right to protest. It was the 
essence of the Magna Charta and the Declara¬ 
tion of Independence. 
If you feel that there is something that you 
would like to write The Etude about, we want 
you to know that we will always be glad to 
get your letter—if we feel that it is of 
general interest to our readers we shall be 
glad to publish it, whether it be a letter of 
protest or a letter intended to encourage and 
foster educational principle. Of course the 
letter must bear directly upon musical educa¬ 
tional subjects. We feel that we can measure 
the pulse of the musical public in this way and 
we shall be glad to notice an interest among 
our readers in this connection. 
Among the hundreds of enthusiastic testi¬ 
monials recently received from all parts of 
the country is one which reads: 
“f look upon The Etude as a music teacher’s 
Bible. How a progressive teacher or student 
can manage to do without it I cannot under¬ 
stand. Whenever I find a teacher or pupil who 
does not take it I always tell them that they 
are missing a great blessing. You seem to 
know just what the teacher and pupil need 
and how to make these necessities attractive, 
even entertaining.” 
We want to thank all our admirers and our 
sincere critics as well and to assure them that 
one of the reasons why we have succeeded in 
hitting the mark is that the men behind The 
Etude are all practical teachers with years of 
experience in metropolitan centres. Theories, 
dreams, fads and fancies are not a part of 
the scheme of The Etude. We endeavor to 
make every number “the musical magazine you 
cannot do without.” 
547 
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NEW PIANO TEACHING 
=material 
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ing music. Each cGmposiUon a JJj ^ are carefully 
grJcvt which charges 
all of our publications. 
lbneckb, max. Op- f9> No- 4' 
GRADE I. 




Presser Collection. No. 83. Grades 
XII-IV. Price, 81.00. 
This popular work is well known 
under its original German ti 
“Der klelne Pischna. H is - 





These numbers have all 
been refingered, revised 
and carefully edited, print¬ 
ed from plates especially 
engraved for this edition, 
“IN THE KINDERGARTEN” 
“MUSICAL HIGH TEA” 
SPECIAL TO TEACHERS 
Any of the above books, 
35c postpaid 
E WITMARK & SONS 
Dept. T, 
New York City 
New Publications 
Juvenile Album 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE OPERETTA FOR YOUNG PEOPLE 
CARL REINECKE Text by JESSICA MOORE 
Music by GEO. L. SPAULDING 
Keyboard Chart 
Price, 25 Cents 
THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia, Pa. 




By PAUL LINCKE 
. T. Pauli Music Co.’s 
Best Publications!!! 
“popular INSTRUMENTAL PIECES 
BOSSBDD Thebe-Stw-A )U|R 
" ’ “r the Free Muicw-Flue lor Bct.ool Work. 
WE TO THE Mook—u«rri£lr»« Mmjk- 
| Ol” tl^iRT M\ec^—SMlrn^^kMbm. 
Forest Echoes Reverie. 
POPULAR SONGS 
Ir Too Loved Me as I LovbYoo- Be«ut 
ItaUcir-AclI™* r little novelty 
'1=^ 
«,b“ "u“ 
ny A ~_  
This beautiful composition ^Uvc recogni^ at 
U“1 - — as 3 teaching piece- 
“GLOW-WORM” 
is published for piano solo in 
two grades. 
Original Form (grade 3). 
Simplified (grade 1) as per 
thematic printed herewith. 
TO READERS OF“TUB ETUDE” 
^SSrBRerot'h,5SW^,ap«y°Vo” 
See if the Following Interests You 
THE ETUDE 549 
HP i. amagB 
PUBLICATIONS OF G. SCHIRMER: NEW YORK 
Just Published: Easy Piano Music Grades 1 to 3 
TERRY, FRANCES E. 
tbe Treble Clef 
. Off for the Country.25c 
!. Going to Camp.25c 
i. The Little Stranger.25c 
Behind the Sleighbclls.25c 
i. The Old Violin.25c 
i. Going to Sleep.25c 
DUTTON, THEODORA 
ROGERS, JAMES H. 
Four Little Plano Pieces 
1. Bird Song.25c 
2. Valse.25c 
3. Marching Along.25c 
4. Courtly Dance.25c 





A Moonlight Boating Party .... 25c 
A War-time Story.25c 
Morning Song.25c 
HYATT, NATHANIEL IRVING 
K'i"c"Jo'o 
2. The Clown onthe tight-rope ' 
t&tifST:::::: 
By A. K. VIRGIL: 
Si Virgil Method—Foundation Exercises 
STEP BY STEP—A Text Book in Piano Playing for Teachers, 
Players and Students. Price $2.00 
EDUCATION IN MUSIC-A Book for Teachers. Price 25 cts. 
HARMONY TEXT BOOKS HARMONY BLANK BOOKS 
iy. bv Arthur E. Heacox. Professor of Harmony and Counterpoir 
Music-clear concise und practical. It comprises ihe first term < 
._ jberliu Conservatory. 
Price 25c. 
The second term of Tlarmonv by the same author. Price 50c. 
trts 2, 3. 4. and 5 by A. E I ieacox and K. J Lehmann. Cloth, 81.50. 
/, Parts I. II, III, IV, V, Heacox ami Lehmann. Complete in one 
Tablet, ” No. 1, 20c.; No. 2,15c.; 72 and 50 rages respectively. 
-oks, Nos. 1. 2, 3. The best tablets ami blank books lor harmony and 
on the market. Prices 25c, 30c and 50c. 
For discounts to the trade and profession, address the publisher 
A. Q. COMINGS, Publisher and Music Dealer, OBERLIN, O. 
A TRIBUTE TO AMERICAN 
PEDAQOQY 
1,000,000 32Z2SK 
TOUCH AND TECHNIC 
By DR. WM. MASON 
In four hooks. Price, $1.00 each. 
A complete technic from the beginning to the finished artist. 
Two-finger Exercises ; The Scales; The Arpeggio ; Octave and 
Bravura Playing. 
THE STANDARD GRADED 
COURSE OF STUDIES 
By W. S. B. MATHEWS 
In jo grades, 10 hooks. Jr.oo each. 
A compilation of standard studies progressively arranged, edited 
fingered, annotated, for the cultivation of Technic, Taste and Sight 
Reading. & 
Universally used by the leading educators of America. 
American works for American teachers. 
Thousands of unsolicited testimonials are being 
constantly received. 
Recommended by the world’s greatest musicians. 
Every teacher should examine a set of these works. Sent on in¬ 
spection by the publisher to any responsible person. 
THEO. PRESSER 
1712 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
the e t ube 
Publications of G. Schirmer, Newark 
LarnhevCs^ Piano Method 
For Beginners 




Price, flexible cloth, net $1.00 
PADEREWSKI says: 
cf at?*, sit. ✓ 
J/ /. 
/cr<t.tc At,*. Ys *. yX**-"* «- 
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SCHOOL OF TECHNIC. By ISIDOR PHILIPP 
The Latest Technical Work :: Thoroughly Up-to-date :: Comprehensive :: Exhaustive 
^ A compendium embodying the 
best and most modern methods of 
treatment. The product of the ri¬ 
pened experience of a noted contem¬ 
porary teacher and player. Mon¬ 
sieur I. Philipp, leading Professor 
of Pianoforte in the Paris Conserva¬ 
tory, has included in this volume 
all the technical exercises used in 
his own classes in addition to’ other 
materials of the highest importance 
and greatest practical benefit. 
*1 All phases of technic and mechan¬ 




Contraction and Expansion 
Crossing Exercises 
Scales and Arpeggios in all 
Forms 
Double Notes 
Octaves and Chords 
Bravura Passages 
Virtuosity 
«I The various exercises are all written out in f 
«I Copious directions are given for the practi 
cordance with the best usages of the pre 
«I A large, handsome volume, substantially bo 
It should be in the hands of all progressive t 
<1 Indispensable for daily practice 
Advance Publication Offer: Mntil the 
- ----charged, p 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
ull, many of them being carried out ch 
ce of the exercises in various rhythr 
:sent day. 
und, an addition to any musical libre 
eachers, students and pianists. 
work appears we will accept orders « 
'ostag'e will be additional. 
Publisher, 1712 Chesti 
romatically or diatonically through the keys, 
ns and with a variety of touches, all in ac- 
try. 
at 50 cents each, postpaid, if cash is sent. If 
nut St„ Philadelphia, Pa. 
NOVELLO PUBLICATIONS 
FOLR NEW compositions for organ 
i!oo 
.75 
By E. H. LEMARE 
OVERTURE IN P MINOR .... 
PASTORAL POEM (Op. 54) 
LIEBESTRAUM lOp. 55) . J 
SPRJNG SONG (“From the South”; Op. 56 \ " 
A NEW CANTATA by S. Coleridge.Taylor 
BON-BON SUITE 
(Words by Thomas Moore) for Baritone Solo, chorus and orchestra. Price $1 
NEW ANTHEMS 
Harvest, Thanksgiving and General 
««H„SDREWS KS;"”1’-*”' • !f« 
Hearken Unto This . '“c 
O Be Joyful in the Lord - . ' 
I Will Magnify Thee - ' ,%c 
Come Ye Thankful People - . i2c 
The Vineyard of the Lord - ’ ,oC 
s.w;sv'EN„„LMt s TBHc,J,^i"'w,:rdLP"is. Lord- j \£ 
For Organ Dedications and Festivals 
Hark, the Organ Loudly Peals . . ,2c 
General Use 
(Arr. by West) Shew Us Thy Mercy 
Heaven is Our Horae - 
Patriotic Occasions 
(Arr. by Smedley) God of Our Fathers 12 
My Country ’Tis of Thee . . ' 
Copies Sent on Approval. 
By Herbert E. Carse 
n authority and text-book for students and teachers ■ Finger, hand and arm positions and strokes 
j Sfbl^Endore^d by °™<^fAtlhHS a"d accurate'> 
pianists. Price $2.00 postpaid to any addreu C°"Ce'1 
CARSE TECHNIC PUB. CO., Los Angeles. C„l. 
H. E. BUTTON 
A. R. GAUL 
A. W. MARCHANT 
BRUCE STEANE 
H. W. WAREING 
' E. WEST 




ARR. BY ELGAR 
' »°ok The Dolls’ Musical Festival mom 
T™££3 S0^a°nfd 
3 many helpful suggestions 
Anthem Magazines forVolimtepr Choirs 
Choir Mmc,v:„_. r - - 
Of each ma„ecrro™ere'nUA0„tgeleTfHrIeESTa; 
isof^I1EsLORvEN2 publishing CO. 
_ - ve.. New York Dayton,! 
SPECIAL OFFER for this month only 
GRIMM'S 
GRIIVUVI’S 
Practical Instruction Book 
JUST PUBLISHER! 
“PRACTICAL 




The H. W. GRAY CO., 21 E. 17th St., New York 
SOLE AGENTS FOR 
NOVELLO & CO., Ltd., LONDON 
LE0' fUST'^KKffiTvoiir 
Arthur P. Schmidt 
Boston 
120 Boylslon SI. 
LEIPZIG 
JUST I SSU E D 
Pianoforte Solos 
Randolph FrimJ 
Op. 35. Suite Mignonne 
(2B) .30 
N°* 2* M ' i °ong . (3a) .30 
No 3. Valse romantiquo. (3a) .30 (3A) .30 
No. 5. Danse Bohemieime. 
No. G. Contemplation. 
Complete. (Edition Schmidt No. 129). 
Op. 36. Three Compositions 
, (3a) .30 
. (2c) .40 
.75 
. (3c) .40 
No. 2. Twilight. 
No. 3. Melodie Sentimentale. 
. (3b) .40 
(3a) .40 
G. A. Grant-Schaefer 
Op. 12. The Circus 
No. 1. Circus Parade .. . (2a) .40 
.(2b) .40 
•NT ' Pamela .(2b) .40 JNo. 4. uaraeis. 
» mi. . Cl 1,~ Plmrmor . |2A) .4v) JNO. O. me OIUUU3 .  
No. 6. The Juggler. . (2b) .40 
Ernst Kullak 
Op. 31. Four Recital Pieces 
No. 1. Pierrot’s Dance. . (2c) .‘40 ■ 
. (20 .30 
o' A Tolo - .(2b) .30 JNO. O. zV. I’duj .. 
. (20 .30 
Pianoforte Solos 
Frank Lynes 
Op. 50. Scenes from “Alice in Wonderland” 
No. 1. Chasing the White Rabbit .... (2a) .40 
No. 2. The Swim in a Pool of Tears . - • (2a) .30 
No. 3. The Story by the Mouse.(2a) -4B 
No. 4. The Grand Procession.(-A> 
No. 5. The Dance by the Sea.(1°) “ 
No. G. Through the Looking-glass . . . . (-B) .63 
No. 7. On the Train. 
No. 8. Tweedledum and Twced'.edee . . . (2a) -«o 
No. 9. TIumpty Dumpty.A.n 
No. 10. Queen Alice.(2c) ‘ 
Ludvig Schyttfe 
Op. 150. Pour Piano Pieces 
No. 1. The Fountain.(3B) 
No. 2. Moorish March.(3a) •£,“ 
No. 3. A Dream Fantasy.(3b) 
No. 4. Evening Music.(3b) -50 
N. Von Wilm 
Op. 225. Little Suite in F 
No. 1. Intrada.(2a) -30 
No. 2. Gavotte.(2b) -40 
No. 3. Meditation.(2c) -30 
No. 4. Intermezzo.(2A) -3® 
No. 5. Finale.(2c) -40 
Complete. 
Mrs. Crosby Adams 
Op. 21. Three Artistic Piano Sketches for 
Young Players 
No. 1. Miniature Waltz -> (1a-b) 
No. 2. Dolls Reverie / 
No. 3. A Little Requiem.(2a) 
Frederick M. Voss 
Op. 30 No. 1. Impromptu Scherzoso . . . (2b) .40 
No 2. Chanson Payeanne . . ..(2c) -30 
No. 3 Rondo Grazioso.(2c) -00 
Walter Niemann 
Op. 6. Dresden China. Little Suite in 
Ancient Style 
No. 1. Praeludium.(3b) -40 
No. 2. Sarabande.(3b) 
No. 3. Gavotte.(3B) •43 
No. 4. Air.(3b) -40 
No. 5. Rigaudon.(3b) .50 
Oscar Straus 
Op. 150. Etincelles. Valse Brillante 
Original Edition  .(4a) .65 
Simplified Edition..(3b) .65 
New York 




i, l. Praeludium . . 
2. Valse Lente . . 
3. Larghetto . . • 
>. 4. Intermezzo . . • 
>. 5. Rococco . . • • 
>. 6. Humoreske . • 
7. Valse Noble . 
j. 8. Polka Boheme . 
3. 9. Polonaise . • • 
A. Sartorio 
Op. 174. No. 5. The Victors Return. March . . .50 
Op. 785. Pleasures of Spring 
No. 1. Approach of Spring.4( 
No. 2. ’Neath Swaying Boughs.4; 
No. 3 Under the Linden.4( 
Pianoforte Studies 
Carl Faelten 
Progressive Lessons in Pianoforte Technique 
Book 1. Book 2.each 100 
Violin Studies 
Gustav Hille 
Op. 48. 105 Violin Etudf.s. For the rapid de¬ 
velopment of the technic with special 
REGARD TO THE 4TH FINGER 
Book 1..75 
Books 2, 3, 4.each 1 00 
Organ 
New Operetta by L. E. Orth 
The Three Bears 
This little musical play, founded on the well-known tale 
of the Three Bears, is intended chiefly for performance by young 
children at School and Church entertainments. Send for Circular 
Offertory and Recital Pieces 
Bohm, Carl 
Op. 358. No. 1. Prologue.40 
No. 2 Melody.4« 
No. 6. Romance.4® 
Dunham, H. M. 
Op. 22. 3rd Sonata in D minor.1-25 
Gaul, Harvey B. 
Eventide. A Meditation.4® 
Legend.50 
Lynes, Frank 
Op. 44. Revery. 
Schumann, Georg 
Op. 23. No. 2. At Evening.40 
Zerlett, J. B. 
Op. 182. Meditation. (Albumblatt). 
SENT FREE! Novelty List end Complete Cata¬ 
logs containing port-aits of America i and for 
composers. No. 1, Piano; No. 2, Vocal; No. 3a, 
Anthems and Par -so-'gs for Mixed Voices; >" 
3b, Women’s Voices; No. 4, Violin; No. 5, Organ 
Selections for Teachers and Schools a Specialty 
New accounts opened upon receipt of the customary references 
Dn THE ETUDE wl 
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EDITORIAL 
“He who combines the useful with the agreeable, carries off the prize”—Horatio. 
THE death of Dr. William Mason marks an 
important epoch in American musical educa¬ 
tion. Precisely as Dr. Mason’s father. Dr. 
Lowell Mason, was the most significant figure in 
the musical affairs of his day in our country, so 
has his distinguished son been one of the most 
prominent and helpful workers of our own genera¬ 
tion. Many people imagine that the teacher’s work 
is simply a matter of passing on knowledge that 
has been previously revealed through the investiga¬ 
tions of scientists and thinkers of the past. The 
teacher’s province, however, is far larger than that 
of imparting information. He must create methods 
of teaching, and must analyze and classify the sub¬ 
ject matter he has to teach until he evolves the 
most simple and direct method of informing the 
individual pupil. No vocation demands a higher 
degree of inventive power. Herein lay the secret 
of Dr. Mason’s life success. He was a creator, not 
merely an imitator. His technical treatment of the 
simple two-finger exercise, as well as the scale, the 
arpeggio and the octave, were pedagogical inspira¬ 
tions. His methods of elucidating exercises were 
so simple and so understandable that “Touch and 
Technic will remain a monument to his genius. 
Liszt, Paderewski, Joseffy and many other 
virtuosi recognized his ability, and were loud in 
praise of l.is famous work. 
His was a valuable life and his death is a severe 
loss. It was given to Dr. Mason to witness a great 
advance in the music of the world. 
Dr. Mason knew personally Meyerbeer, Liszt, 
Moscheles, Schumann, Hauptman, Wagner, Joachim, 
Dreyschock, Thalberg, Schindler, Brahms, Raff, 
Klindworth, Remenyi, Cornelius, Ole Bull. Vieux- 
temps, Sivori, Wieniawski, Henriette Sontag, Marx, 
Rubinstein, Gcttschalk, Von Billow, Paderewski, R. 
Strauss, and, in fact, most of the great musicians 
of cur time. 
Ur. Mason have died, but many other able musi 
workers have also passed away. Although Dr 
Mason s work as a composer may not entitle hin 
to rank with the three great masters recently de 
ceased, his work as a teacher and author of edu 
caticnal material for pianoforte instruction admit: 
him to the highest planes in musical history. Th< 
thousands of teachers and students who emploj 
■touch and Technic” in their daily work have 
a deep debt cf gratitude to the memory of the 
man who has made their technical burden lighter 
and more agreeable to them. 
Few men have played a more important part in 
the great advance of musical culture in our own 
country. He was loved and respected by all who 
came under his elevating influence. 
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THE greatest incentive to practice a child can 
have, aside from the little one’s own innate 
love for music, is the sincere regard of loving 
parents for the child’s musical welfare. We do not 
mean that kind of regard that we frequently see 
represented in expressions like, “Mary! go to the 
piano. You know that your father will scold you 
if you do not practice.” “I don’t know what we are 
going to do with that girl. We have spent lots of 
money on her musical education, but she doesn’t 
seem to care anything about it.” 
The parent who takes an interest in the latest 
music, reads the musical magazines, and keeps 
abreast with the times will have little difficulty in 
inciting the child’s love for music. The love will 
then be genuine and not artificial. 
The great difficulty in American city life is that 
fashion is disrupting the family circle. The child 
is gradually being removed from the care of the 
parent and placed exclusively under the control of 
mercenary hirelings. In the announcement of a 
great^new hotel going up in an American city we 
find: “There will be a splendid dining hall, and upon 
the floor above there will be another dining room 
for children and their maids." Poor little excommuni¬ 
cated tots, we feel for you. Your parents have 
turned their meals into rituals, and your idea of 
home will be less lovely than your little orphaned 
contemporaries who will be brought up in an 
institution. When the days for your music lessons 
come you will be handed over to a teacher whose 
chief aim in life will be to secure a “fat” fee. The 
parental interest you should have to encourage and 
assist you will be devoted to the more serious 
objects cf “monkey dinners,” germans, or coaching 
parties. If you in the end turn out a social dere¬ 
lict, without ambition, without education, without 
conscience, who indeed, shall we blame? . 
- --..oimiuii-am-mara 10 accept : 
very desirable position in the excellent Hoch Con 
servatorium, with the intention of spending his re 
maimng years in his native land, has recenth 
returned to America. He says: “There’s mor< 
atmosphere here now than there is over there. 1 
was very much disappointed with my return tc 
Germany. The musical life here is much broadei 
and more cosmopolitan.” Just how true this is nc 
one can realize who has not lived abroad. The 
residents of some cf pur American musical centers 
are often far better acquainted with modern master- 
pieces of all countries cf the world than are many 
of the tradition-bound German musicians. We have 
been importing “atmosphere” in large boatloads for 
many years. It has been exnensive; but then we 
have been prosperous and generous. Perhaps, as 
Mr. Schroeder intimates, the supply of “atmosphere” 
in European music centers is running low. “Atmos¬ 
phere” in the sense in which we speak of it is not 
indigenous in any one particular country, state or 
city. Think of the Athens of Sophocles, JEschylus, 
Homer, Praxiteles! The Hellenic atmosphere has 
long since evaporated and left us little but the 
glorious yet dismal monument cf Attic greatness. 
“Atmosphere” depends not upon a territory but upon 
the ambitions cf the people. If the ambition of a 
strong, persistent cosmopolitan nation like our 
great country is directed toward music we will 
generate our own “atmosphere.” Let us hope that 
it will be more stimulating, more invigorating and I 
more salubrious than any similar “atmosphere” the 
world has known. 
great deal to students and teachers of music during 
the coming year. The signs were put there by a 
wholesale fruit dealer and they read, “Tremendous 
Crops. I-Iard Times Over. Watch Us Get to Work.” 
These signs are endorsed by greet pyramids 
of all the kinds of fruits in season, opulent peaches, 
shining melons, lucious pears, a wealth of crisp, 
fresh vegetables. A great blessing has come to our 
country, for no “hard times” could withstand this 
splendid wave of prosperity which has benificently 
poured out cf the horn of plenty. 
It is a well-known economic law that after severe 
depression the financial equilibrium must be re¬ 
stored by the wealth that comes out of the ground 
and by the mental and physical labor of the people. 
Our men and ,women and our fields and orchards are 
responding gloriously. Make your plans for a fine 
season, work hard to bring it about, be confident, 
energetic and tactful and you will be able to wring 
success out of a year that many thought would be 
disastrous. 
Of course, it is true that we have just passed 
what has unmistakably been a severe panic. We are 
also awaiting a presidential election with the cus¬ 
tomary unrest with which our constitution, perhaps 
unwisely, confronts us every four years. Not¬ 
withstanding this our great resources, our elastic 
temperaments and our optimism have so thoroughly 
outbalanced these heavy incumberances in the scales 
of fate that success seems ours. The great mills all 
over our country are again employing all their 
former workers and in many cases are enlarging 
their forces. There is confidence and large hope 
everywhere. Let the music teacher start the season 
with the motto, ‘Watch me get to work.” 
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THE INFLUENCE OF CHOPIN. 
BY FREDERICK KITCHENER. 
Chopin was undoubtedly one of the few supremely 
original personalities who have appeared m the 
world of music. His works are so well known and 
so popular among all musicians that we can scarcely 
imagine what novelties they must have seemed to 
the world upon their first appearance. Nothing 
like them had ever been done before. Strange to 
relate the new art was on the whole well received, 
there' were, of course, the few inevitable cavillers 
who always decry any rising luminary but the 
criticisms of these had no weight with those who 
counted for something. The charming personality 
of Chopin, and the superb artistry of his playing. 
told in favor of his works, and he became one of the 
most brilliant lights of that constellation of planets 
which made Paris the center of the world s artistic 
life at the time. It was not Chopin’s desire to ap¬ 
peal to the crowd of vulgarians who loved noisy dis 
play; refinement was the essence of the man an o 
his work, and consequently he never became popular 
in the usual acceptatio- of the word. Among the 
aristocratic and exclusive society in which he moved, 
however, he was most popular; after his death1 *”s 
friends spoke of him in the highest terms of affec¬ 
tion and regard. , . . 
In our time, Chopin is played or attempted by 
everyone who claims to play the piano at all; it 
would be very desirable if only certain competent 
persons were allowed by law to lay hands upon 
Chopin’s music, as he is of all composers the one 
who requires the most finished and subtle rendering. 
Most of the Chopin-playing one hears, even by those 
who call themselves professionals, is heavy, coarse, 
inexpressive, unimaginative and as contrary to the 
spirit of the composer as anything can well be. 
The most salient feature of Chopin s music is that 
it never seems old-fashioned or dowdy. One might 
imagine while listening to it, that the composer be¬ 
longed to our own epoch, so modern is the feeling 
shown; in many ways we have not gone beyond it 
—the harmony is still advanced, even in our day. 
What a contrast to Mendelssohn, contemporary with 
Chopin, whose works do give the impression of be¬ 
longing to a bygone time. 
Chopin died at the early age of thirty-nine, we 
can only conjecture as to what he might have at 
tained had he reached the threescore and ten years 
of Wagner’s span of existence. We may say with 
certainty that a richness and novelty of harmony, 
apparent in his later works, such as the “Barcarolle, 
would have become habitual with him. The Bar¬ 
carolle” seems to point the way into new paths; 
there are in it certain passages unlike anything else 
that the composer had hitherto penned—but death 
intervened, alas! and those paths were destined 
never to be trodden. 
The influence of Chopin upon later composers has 
been great. There is no doubt that Liszt’s manner 
of writing for the piano was in a large measure 
suggested by Chopin. Grieg, too, certainly based 
his method of composition upon that of our com- ■ 
poser, who is the only writer whom it can be said 
that Grieg at all resembles. Though Anton Rubin¬ 
stein was a man of very pronounced character and 
temperament. Chopin’s influence is plainly to be 
felt in his work; while, coming to later times, such 
music as that of Paderewski, Scharwenka or Mosz- 
kowski could not possibly have been created with¬ 
out the previous existence of the pattern which they 
had in Chopin. 
In England, Chopin’s influence has been but little. 
He appears to have exercised no fascination over 
the minds of our present-day popular composers. 
Can a greater contrast be imagined than that be¬ 
tween Chopin and Elgar? This can easily be un¬ 
derstood, as Elgar is not a pianist, and consequently 
has little sympathy with piano music, having gone 
so far, in fact, as to declare not long ago that in his 
opinion the piano would soon be an obsolete instru¬ 
ment. One man’s ideas, nevertheless, are not suf¬ 
ficient to prevent the influence of Chopin from be¬ 
coming strongly marked upon the composers of this 
country. That influence would be shown more in 
the manner than in the matter of writing. Chopin 
was of mixed Polish and French descent, and, 
while he always remained a patriotic Pole, he lived 
in France during most of his life, and the French 
side of his personality is very prominent in his work. 
We English are a hybrid race, coming from many 
peoples, including those of old Gaul; and though it 
is not to be expected, and is certainly not desirable, 
that our music should follow that of other nations, 
it is highly probable that something of the French 
the etude 
elegance^ vivacity and ’1“"*” 
future work, and particularly 
qualities. 
e u 1)dnii .n..j — ' . 
instrument which demands all these 
in one characteristic of his it is to be hoped that 
we shall not follow Chopin; and that This 
saets? o< •Sj^«3£rsJSS delicacy are not incompatible a d hou 
kno £ ffl?admL^^thlgh the robust 
feeling in our national music has been fairly evident, 
he delicacy and tenderness have been almo t alt 
gether wanting. Delicacy and melancholy are very 
opposite qualities, and for melancholy we certatn y 
have no room. We attain nothing by vague dis 
satisfaction or yearnings for other conditions of 
life; the capacity for decisive and vig:<?«>»* act*° 
has always been a distinguishing feature 
EThe greatekTo/the departments in which we shall 
do well by taking Cliopin as an. ’ “urCs as 
use of national folk-song and meartres as 
the basis of his work. Certainly the foMc-musiic o 
Poland is no more distinctive than that of our own 
country; but we have suffered ours to decay^ an^ 
only recently has there been any interest 
shown in it People who live in large towns and 
cities can scarcely be aware that ^uchmusicevcr 
existed; but not very many years ago these old 
melodies were the every-day songs of English 
country folks. , „ „ 
Could any academy have turned out a 
Hardly. This kind of musician is not to he bound 
with bands of scholastic forging The Bird ot 
Paradise will take to its wings and fly away from its 
cage, leaving its astonished captors wondering at 1 
ingratitude in escaping from them after their kind 
ness—shown by caging it! . , 
Some there are who say that Chopin s tempera¬ 
ment was of an entirely opposite kind to that ot a 
representative Englishman. It is high time that 
the nonsense which is talked about our English, 
roughness, bluntness and general ungentleness 
should be dropped. No man upon earth is so I 
refined, gentle, and yet truly manly, as the cultured 
Englishman; in our general mode of living we are 
also more refined than any other people. When we 
think of our delicate, fine poets, such as Shakespeare. 
Tennyson. Byron, Shelley and Keats; or of our 
artists. Turner, Leighton, Millais, Burne-Jones and 
Walker, for instances, we wonder why our music 
is expected to be boisterous and coarse. Truly, we 
are not given to wearing our hearts upon our 
sleeves, but at the same time we are a sensitive, 
highly-strung and romance-loving people. 
In conclusion, it may be hoped that something of 
the spirit of Chopin will enter into our national 
music of the future—the patriotism and nobility; 
the grace, delicacy and refinement; the grandeur, 
fire and force; the unconventionality and originality. 
STOCK PHRASES OF THE PIANIST. 
BY CHARLES E. WATT. 
It was William Mason, I believe,_ who coined the 
expression “stock phrases of the pianist, but it is 
such a good one that every teacher should contin¬ 
ually have it in mind and should constantly explain 
to his pupils what it means. The “stock phrases” 
in literature are those wise sayings, apt illustrations 
and pat quotations that have been used again and 
again because of their aptness and their wisdom, 
and which will be used through many succeeding 
generations of writers for the same reason. So, in 
music writing there are certain passages which on 
account of their ease and showiness have become 
the composer’s “stock,” and which are used so often 
that the pianist who knows them intimately has 
nearly any piece of music half learned before he 
opens its pages. These include all sorts of scales 
and arpeggios, as well as certain other much-used 
devices, and it is because of this fact that the stu¬ 
dent is asked to familiarize himself with a great list 
of these things. 
Technically the student might become entirely 
proficient in scale playing merely by the practice 
of the scales of C, D flat and D, and in arpeggios 
he would need but one of each group, as for in¬ 
stance, C, A flat, A, and F sharp; but this would 
not answer the purpose of gaining familiarity with 
“stock phrases” at all, and he must continue the 
study of these forms through all the keys in both 
- , and in chromatic order, or else 
natural progression < ^ may come upon some- 
in even the simplest P ed ^ by note; when .f 
thing which must b ^ ^ arpeggios he 
he were familiar w _e at a glance, and have 
could «al, thefi^“ es sufficient technic to present it 
already m his Rns the reason for the seem- 
promptly. Here, t ks and arpeggios, and as 
ingly endless study should be kept up until 
?hn“.rof .h“ « ^.ocK h»* b"°n" “ '*• 
miliar as the first- ■ ✓ only every major and 
This last will and c[)ntrary motion, and 
minor scale m p h but will not cease until 
in thirds, sixth*; and; tenths,_b ^ ^ o{ rhy(hms 
these have been ntil they have been prac- 
and special fi.£u]'es’ -th the metronome. Arpeggios 
ticed exhaustively treatment, and cannot stop 
must receive the chords, but must abso- 
with the major and dominant and diminished 
,UteVnasUwell and! if possible, all of the secondary 
sevenths Trouble thirds and double sixths are 
sevenths also. D should not be taken 
equally important, ^^^and chromatic double 
up at the first by any n elaborate drill 
S'aU sorts of embellishments, including a consistent 
lone-extended working out of the trill in 
the musical ear. 
by ALLAN EASTMAN. 
At a recent meeting of the “Credit men” of several 
large commercial establishments the various features 
of theE“Tiling were discussed. In this gathering 
were men whoSdetermine how much credit they can 
safely grant to their employers’ customers. With 
the nod of a head they determine the d.rection of 
thousands of dollars’ worth of merchandise Among 
many other conclusions reached was the following. 
“It is rarely advisable to extend credit to the cus¬ 
tomer with a ‘musical ear.’ 
These guardians of capital did not go so far a> 
to assert that the man with a musical ear was likely 
to be dishonest, but they insist that he is in all prob¬ 
ability a poor business man and one incapable ot 
successfully carrying through a new commercial en¬ 
terprise. They contend that the artist and the 
business man represent distinct species and that the 
artist is not to be trusted with large financial trans¬ 
actions, . , 
This attitude seems somewhat unfair to one wno 
has made a study of musicians. Let us assume that 
Mozart, who possessed what is regarded as a typical 
musical ear, was a bad business man. As far as we 
know, he died in a miserable state of poverty. Patti, 
who has an ear which is considered a “perfect mu¬ 
sical ear,” both from the standpoint of appearance 
and ability, has proven herself a fine business 
woman and has accumulated a large estate. 
What then is a musical ear? Think for a moment 
upon the radical difference in the shape of the ears 
of Beethoven, Wagner, Brahms, Liszt and Rossini. 
Many of these masters were perverse enough not 
to have musical ears that would coincide with the 
laws of physiognomists. If you are curious enough 
to observe you will note hundreds of people who 
have what would be called musical ears, but who 
have no musical ability whatever. 
Moreover, an entirely erroneous impression exists 
regarding the business ability of the musician. 
There are innumerable musicians who are note¬ 
worthy artists and who are at the same time fine 
business men and women. Remember Wagner, 
Beethoven, Brahms, Kalkbrenner, Clementi, Richard 
Strauss and Saint-Saens. It would seem that the 
credit man who bases his judgment of a customer s 
business capacity or ability by his “musical ear 
would be about as biased and unfair as would be a 
horse dealer who would judge a horse’s speed by 
the animal’s aural appendages. 
The quality of the true artist is best shown in his 
rendering of small pieces, for, in larger works—as 
in scenic painting—the finer details, the deeper ton¬ 
ing, the artistic touches are either overlooked in, or 
overshadowed by, technical bombast, which covers a 
multitude of sins. There are many public performers 
who manage to get through a difficult composition 
of Liszt’s, who could not play decently a simple noc¬ 
turne of Field’s, because, paradoxical though it may 




LIFE OF DR. WILLIAM MASON 
[Editor's Note.—Dr. William Mason, author of “Touch 
and Technic.” and the most noted of American bom mu¬ 
sical educators, died of heart disease at his home in New 
York City on July 14th. He was in his eightieth year. 
Karly last winter lie gave up active teaching. 
Or. Mason's wife died in 1881. and two sons died in 
•early manhood, lie is survived by one daughter, llrs. H. 
’'--i Sindern. 
' " ‘ Tm E 
will..._ ... 
by Dr. Mason's foremost pupils and friends, doubly i._ 
estlng. Those who knew him were continually given occa¬ 
sion to be grateful for his thoughtfulness and consideration. 
Ills position was unique, and in devoting the larger part of 
this issue to Dr. Mason and his work we feel that we are 
rendering but scant justice to one who has benefited so 
many. The following biography is considered the best that 
has appeared.] 
Dr. William Mason was born in Boston, January 
.24th, 1823. He was the third son of Dr. Lowell 
Mason, a man whose services as a pioneer teacher, 
a teacher of elementary teachers on the soundest of 
sound principles, and in laying the foundations of 
musical intelligence in New England, .cannot be 
■overestimated. With such a father, it is not to be 
wondered at that William Mason showed musical 
talent early, nor that he became a genuine musician 
while he was yet a child. He devoted himself to the 
piano, and by 1846, when he was seventeen years 
-old, he was already a concert pianist. He played in 
•one of the Boston Symphony Concerts in March, 
1846, and during the following winter season he 
played the pianoforte part in the chamber concerts 
•of classical music given by the Harvard Musical As¬ 
sociation. His studies in Boston as well as his con¬ 
cert performances continued until the Spring of 
1849, when it was decided to send him abroad for 
further study. Leipzig, then in the fullness of the 
•early Mendelssohnian enthusiasm, was the musical 
Mecca cf the time, and thither young Mason went. 
There he enjoyed the instruction of Moscheles, 
Moritz Hauptmann and E. F. Richter, great teachers, 
all of them, and there he imbibed inspiration and 
enthusiasm from that wonderful musical atmosphere 
which has always made Leipzig a paradise for musi¬ 
cians and students. But he did not restrict himself 
to the instruction to be had at one place, however 
valuable. He broadened and deepened his mental 
life by travel and by contact with different minds. 
He spent some time in Prague, as a pupil of Alex¬ 
ander Dreyschock. He visited many of the cities of 
Germany, making the acquaintance of musicians and 
playing with great success in public, and spent a 
part of the years 1853 and 1854 in Weimar, with 
Liszt, where he had for fellow-pqpils, ,am,ong. others, 
Hans von Billow, Karl Klindvvorth and Dionys 
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Jervis and W. S. B. Mathews, all of whom have 
reached the front ranks of the musical profession. 
His Lovable Personality. 
As a man Dr. Mason was distinguished by his 
sterling integrity, his genuineness, his lack of preten¬ 
sion, his openness and candor and his thoughtful 
consideration for others. He was quick to appre¬ 
ciate merit wherever found, generous in his sym¬ 
pathy and encouragement to younger men, and won 
• not only the respect but the love of many who knew 
him but slightly. He was, essentially and technically, 
a gentleman, in the best sense of that abused word— 
a man who commanded universal respect, and of 
whom not only the whole musical profession but 
every American ought to be proud. 
tour, going as far west as Chicago, and taking in 
most of the larger cities. These concerts were 
pianoforte recitals, given with no assistance—prob¬ 
ably the first of their kind in the country. But public 
playing was never much to Dr. Mason’s taste, nor 
did he enjoy traveling. So he settled in New York 
after this tour, where he became known as one of 
the most efficient, practical and live teachers of this -— 
or any other country. The writer of this article can _„ 
testify, from personal knowledge, that he was held JOURNALISTIC COMMENT ON DR. MASON’S 
in great respect and admiration in Leipzig—in fact, DEATH. 
his reputation extends wherever music is known and The weekly musical papers, as well as the daily 
prized. papers of the country, have devoted a great deal of 
space to notices and eulogies of Dr. Mason. In the 
city of New York, where he had so many friends, 
there were many beautiful journalistic tributes, and 
we reprint the following fine editorial from the New 
York Sun as an indication of the reverence of his 
fellow-citizens for this notable teacher and splendid 
“For more than half a century Dr. Mason repre¬ 
sented the highest in our musical culture. Himself 
the son of a distinguished educator of hardy New 
England stock—Lowell Mason, who ‘made Boston 
a self-developing musical city’—he was not only a 
distinguished pianist and teacher, but he was a 
pioneer, being the first to introduce the piano music 
of Robert Schumann on his return here from Ger¬ 
many in 1854. He went abroad in 1849, no small un¬ 
dertaking for a musical student in those days, and 
studied the pianoforte at Leipsic with Moselles, 
with Dreyschock at Prague, and from 1853 to 1854 
was a Liszt pupil at Weimar. In his very interest¬ 
ing ‘Memories of a Musical Life’ Dr. Mason gave us 
one of the best portraits of the great : Hungarian 
virtuoso and composer. He s^Wj-.Jjleyfjr^ep, he 
knew Schumann, Berlioz, Rustem, Ypn .Btilow, 
Raff. He took lessons in Ij^rnjqny.from the veteran 
Moritz Hauptmann. _ H;e..spent,,<m afternoon at 
Zurich in 1852 with Richard Wagner. Mason, was a 
genuine musical linjc between thq.01.ii World and the 
New. , rj (■ 
“He became a zealous propagandist for tlie works 
of Chopin ai4: Schumann and associated, •himself 
With the Tjieodpr^ Thpwas ^tring.fluariiefc.in.the per¬ 
formance of chamber,,prutsjq,,. There are, New York¬ 
ers who ^tilLr[rqmeriihRr, the time ; wiren, Theodore 
Thomas dr.cwi.the bpw across the strings, long be¬ 
fore Jie.sjyuirg his magpptic,baton.Matzka, Mosen- 
thal, Bergner were; the three .others, in;this quartet; 
After h, m m ciVett „ , K.ch.r W #M. 
LAST PORTRAIT 0 DR. MASON. 
Labors, for American Music. 
”^tubheand ^ & ass°Haf5rf.himkelf'witH'Tlieo. Thomas, CaH 
Studies with Liszt. 
.t™, “ ?.- .........v. ... never a muster of broad 
mmmm msmmm 
mmmm mmmm 
Thomas, will,forgef Jlje, pungent,qliarm, the pearli- 
.qes.s.of scale,and, passage -WQrk„j9r.jjie iij.trrnate, mel- 
That Liszt .entertained a continued -friendship for, 
and interest,!in.:his;pupjlsi was .manifest^ ,in. various 
ways* ancE-especialljt fromhthenfact.-that.heJkept,,up 
an occasional, correspondence with him .until within khOwrTin New Yodtj I ^yh^torship of Theodpre 
most entertaining:iistyip,, and .nearly; . cpyerS eight 
•closely-written , pages,. It -abounds- in,,-ryitticisnas, 1 Teacher. 
As a Virtuoso. 
In another letter dated Budapest, March 2d, 1877, 
he writes; “During;thq tjrqg of,your sjaidie^aj.-Wei¬ 
mar, twenty-rfiye years ago,, you were then considered 
a virtuoso, and;, mprf ./than 1. price ’ astomsne^'''and 
charmed me by the display of your talent. It is ex¬ 
tremely ffratifvimr tA mo til... „„„ o 
fe'Clitlege 
l.-w,interpretation. Not.a remarkably composer. Dr. 
- Mason- has added- his graceful ,.ftu,qt,a to pianoforte 
literature. As a teacher he ,was remarkable.' His 
influence was incalculable at a time when the coun¬ 
try was full of musical quacks and charlatans. A 
.. . well-read, gentleman, his heart was 
5 important a -part of his'“Pianoforte ever y°ul1S> though he was nearly fourscore, and 
1 exercise which is,'without ifoubt, the Almost,-to,the v,eqy, daslbhe-fpjjpiyed, the new devel- 
most important single contribution to the technics of “xQpment4f:of!Tis.afrt j-jipjj, attended musical, functions 
piano-playing mademThis? Century. It entails far- 'tyith; the-zest ^f,Ja..tfu^,tuume>4pver.,' Hisduterest in 
re^P.hm§5 ..consequences, and has revolutionized,, the -iy-o^ngnAwBCiain-mjtpiciafls.iimyier' abat^.', 
6f"tMY besTtSaSie'rs W'Tfte Mme/ofpthe-Ma^qnsTas. alwfftys .bieen' prom- 
rpf !-*nentIylasSpciMed;With.the artsv^ith,mu?ic, with t! 
'putifis 
Dr. 
tremely gratifying tome that you have estahli’shed a great, taleiit/TndtTvW’^ -n !m« '-in',i’*Z' 
rn,dex.rraPo of 1Ie wro^ many pile's for IxisTihftTru’th^n'f'1 WHicl?vgi-e » !“Tfcfc-awis*Us tile-dfiild' in rfh* fu-l 
In 1854. SK& abroad,, he returned to His St°-cruel 
native country and soon made a successful concert pupils are W! H. Sherwood, E. M. bowman, PHJee SSSS’^ fdSShS— *° make 
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the etude Lassan. 
WHAT IS GIPSY MUSIC? 
By EDWARD BAXTER PERRY 
I-r has become quite the fashion of geyea” 
class of composers and players to 
x°n«g»uecr?“X;; <■» -*•*™d 
‘“TO. very 
of cases inaccurately, applied to P n if 
Stt r-‘ 
public. 
Imitations of Gypsy Music. - 
They are, however, as easily 
the real article, by now flooding 
Mfop£t“rs 
£tii from before the war and 
s*:»s£M«w5«3»S 
style and manner, by which the ongmal may be 
^Ther'els'a real gipsy music, the crude but forcefu1 
• nf the itroression, emotions, and expen 
CT?n“f”u singular r»cc, .hrongh «.«»nly m.dkrm 
of self-utterance which they know, and it has a ^ 
cal and historical value entitling it to a legitim 
PlaTCLingiihiesWare?o "In'Sllh because at 
Knee, ‘-Egyptians" gradually perv.rt.d in P°P<d" 
oarlance into “gipsies.” But they have nothing in 
common with the once powerful, highly developed 
race ruled by the Pharaohs, in physiognomy, lan 
guage, customs or temperament. 
g In France they are called “Bohemians for a 
similar reason, and Liszt, in his able work on the 
race and its music, uses that name because he was 
writing in French and there was no other appella¬ 
tion by which to intelligibly designate them to the 
f n„t thev are not Bohemians and have no 
kinship with them as manifested by racial char- 
aCtFar Stback amid the mists of prehistoric ages they 
had their origin, certainly, in Asia, probably some- 
’ where in India, and they are supposed to have been 
driven out of their early abiding place and forced 
to begin their nomadic wanderings by the Mon¬ 
golian invasions between the tenth and thirteenth 
^AlTthat is known is that they are the oldest, and 
at the same time the least civilized and progressive, 
of the races now in Europe; having a distinct lan¬ 
guage and certain customs and unwritten laws 
exclusively their own. 
Liszt on Gipsy Music. 
Liszt says of them: “This people, that shares the 
toys the sorrows, the prosperities, and misfortunes 
of no other; that, like an incarnate sarcasm, laughs 
at the ambitions, the tears, the combats, and festi¬ 
vals of all others; that knows not whence it came 
nor whither it goes; . . . that has no faith and 
no law, no belief and no rule of conduct; that is 
held together only by gross superstitions, vague 
customs, constant misery, and deep humiliation; this 
people that nevertheless is obstinate, at the price 
of all degradation, to preserve its tents and its 
tatters, its hunger and its liberty; this people, that 
exercises upon civilized nations an indescribable and 
indestructible fascination, passing as a mysterious 
legacy from one age to the next, all defamed as it 
is. offers nevertheless some striking and charming 
typ„ ,o ” £££ 
srs’.Sifaih. •r^s/'ScSsk 
of its heart, some tofty qualities, si , P has 
of idealization, it has Realized ’tseh^for 
Rhapsodies. 
Their Sole Form of Art. 
sion.1SThe craving for 
Sf=gs&tsiS 
intercourse, the different departments of litera- 
the primS but .potent moods and ideas of these 
untutored' children of nature. ■ 
endless wanderings, made simply bu ^tive^ 
audible in melodies and harmonies of their own 
untaught devising-as direct, natural, and free from 
subtile complexities as the life they emb y. 
A Music of Moods. 
As in every racial art-product, coming straight 
from the heart of the people, the form is the natural 
outgrowth or crystallization of the subject matter, 
hence in this case extremely simple—it. consists 
entirely of songs, dances, and marches of varying 
moods and styles, but all elementary in construction. 
Yet all have certain physical traits in common cer¬ 
tain distinguishing birth marks so to speak, by 
which they may be recognized. 
Peculiar Characteristics. 
Among these we may note specially the constant, 
almost invariable use of the augmented second m 
melodic progressions, in the minor, as from B flat 
to C sharp, from F sharp to E flat etc., also the 
frequent, sudden modulations, or rather unprepared 
transitions from the tonic to the key a major third 
above or below and back again—as from L to E 
major or A flat major. But the most characteristic 
ear-mark is the peculiar ending to the majority of 
their melodies, to be found in the music of no other 
race a sort of slow turn or lingering embellishment 
on the key note, as if loath to leave it. 
For example B-A-A-B-A-G sharp-A, or some 
similar figure, varying slightly in rhythm, but always 
practically the same. 
By one or all of these features true gipsy music 
may be known at sight. 
The common belief that their dances are mostly 
in the minor is a mistake. They are usually in the 
major key and bright, though fantastic in character, 
but they contain frequent digressions into the rela¬ 
tive minor by way of contrast. 
“Frischka.” 
The best known among them are the “Frischka,” 
a playful, capricious, daintily coquettish little dance 
in two-four or four-eight measure and moderate 
tempo, reminding one in mood, as in name, of our 
English word, frisky; and the ‘Zardas, a frantically 
impetuous movement, corresponding somewhat to 
the “tarantelle” though in a different rhythm and 
even more wild and furious in mood, suggesting the 
dance mood gone delirious. 
The best example of this form within my acquaint¬ 
ance is the last movement of the sixth Rhapsody by 
T.iszt. 
r ... , s0nK from among the gipsies 
The most fan»l»arJ^fedike chant, slow, sombre, 
is the “Lassan, a a‘ ge expreSsion of the deepest 
intensely melancho y, Their marches, of which 
depression, even despair. rugged, rather harsh, but 
there ere M, ™ $?m,' of rough hunt., 
stirring, wdh; “otherwise stern, defiant mood. The lightening their othe .<Rakoczy” (pronounced 
most familiar o these and dedicated to the cele- 
Sr'iun'g.riaTgeu.r.l ,„d phtriC 
Marches. 
, r._. niaved upon a rude and very These marches were PjamQng ^ gipsies which 
ancient form of ha^P instead of with the hngers, 
is played witdi hmM s tone well fitted for 
producing a clang musjc in the open air. 
this half barbaric {ullest development and 
Gipsy music rea h d less than a hundred 
greatest plentitude « H people . 
years *8°- and granted many privileges for 
tected, enco"rh| successive kings, and attained more 
centuries, by t dornicile and the beginning of 
civilization than anywhere else, hence, their one art 
form flourished- obtained thc t 
iai7orthe^hgapsyoiies.” The “tone epic of the 
giPBtS’lt Ys hnotCaHungariTn music as is so often 
But it is n that the gipsies were, 
f'°",h' 
far away past of humanity. 
A Common Imposition. 
rn this connection, though it is perhaps not strictly 
in line with the subject of this article, 1 am impelled 
» ■>»»“ “ impertinence on the pari ui o 
kurpaiis one or two seasons back. ■ A string band, composed of alleged Hungarian 
busies was widely booked in the West and South 
wfth Ly^im Committees, Y. M. C. A. courses, and 
the liK on the statement that it was the Hungarian 
“Court Orchestra.” Now as Hungary has no 
“Court,” and has not had one for many 
having been absorbed by Austria Ring ag , 
'hardly have a “Court Orchestra.” The cool 
ery with which the ignorance of our public 
agers included—was taken for granted, was an insult 
to our national intelligence. 
education. 
A systematic education in the childhood ot a mu¬ 
sician presents the greatest advantage It may also 
be taken for granted that the moral and mental edu 
cation of the young composer is not less imp . 
than are his musical studies. Nay, his moral training 
is even of higher importance, since one may De a 
good musician, but must be a good man. Moreover, 
he is sure to become a better musician it he pos¬ 
sesses an acute discernment of right and wrong, wi 
love for the former and dislike to the latter. *s 
gards his mental education, it is more important tor 
him to know how to think than what to think A 
clear discernment is preferable to much informa 1 » 
at any rate, it is better to know but little and to 
understand that little clearly, than to know a grea 
deal confusedly. There can be no doubt that a 
classical education is of* great advantage to the mu 
sician, not only on account of the refining influence 
which a familiarity with classical literature exercises 
upon the artistic mind, but also on account ot 
languages. . . . Talented musicians sometimes 
appear rather deficient in their mental cultivation. 
The enthusiasm with which they pursue their mu¬ 
sical studies is apt to cause them to neglect ot e 
stdies.—Engel. 
“Beauty in all the arts is the result of softness, 
smoothness, delicacy, smallness, gentle undulations, 
symmetry, and the like. When, therefore, in music 
the melody is vocal and flowing, the measure 
rical, the harmony simple and intelligible, and the styi 
of the whole soft, delicate and sweet, it may with as 
much propriety be called beautiful as a small peffec 
Grecian temple, or a landscape of Claude Lorraine. 
William Crotch. 
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TRIBUTES TO DR. MASON 
From His Well-known Pupils, Associates and Friends 
By W. S. B. Mathews, H. T. Frick, Perlee V. Jervis, W. H. Sherwood 
what more conspicuous manner than entirely in keep¬ 
ing with the ensemble; tl e other men did their work 
. - —e artistic spirit, wnne yan. 
always in evidence in the right proportion, with 
perfect taste and with an authoritative control, which 
really dominated the performance and carried the 
work through splendidly. 
Dr. Mason’s work on Touch and Technic contains 
much material that is unique, and as time goes on 
will be standard the world over. Like Konrad Kunz 
in his “200 Canons in the compass of five-finger ex¬ 
ercises,” Dr. Mason had the idea that the intellectual 
training of a piano player should be begun and car¬ 
ried on alongside of the technical and musical, in the 
very first stages or formative period of a student’s 
career. 
Mason’s treatise on alternate legato and staccato, 
and his exhaustive treatment of the practice of 
scales and arpeggios, all subjected to a complete 
method of rhythmical control, are so well done that 
they will serve as a foundation to build upon, wher¬ 
ever piano music is known. While we may intro¬ 
duce new ways of mechanical detail 
in passage playing and new and 
different varieties of staccato, and 
although we continue to expect valu¬ 
able works, both in the study of music 
and of piano playing and of their re¬ 
lation to each other, there is much in 
Mason’s work that is permanent and 
need not be done over. 
My own course of instruction at 
Mason’s hands in Binghamton, N. Y., 
where he taught one summer, with 
Mr. Hamlin E. Cogswell and other 
musicians, who have become re¬ 
nowned, can be numbered among the 
most progressive and serviceable ex¬ 
periences in my entire career. The 
models of taste, artistic insight and 
musical feeling, as exemplified by 
Mason at this time, no less than sev¬ 
eral practical and highly valuable 
rules to guide my technical practice, 
have been of lifelong value and cer¬ 
tainly stamp Mason as one of the 
truly great teachers, such as Kullak 
Weitzmann, Deppe and Liszt, with 
whom I studied. 
Dr. Mason’s kindly spirit and will¬ 
ingness to encourage and help a young 
hopeful like myself I remember with 
gratitude. His ideas and high stand¬ 
ards were maintained consistently 
throughout his life. 
AN APPRECIATION. 
tioLEffi, wMe'iy^s^ fair mental qualities, upon whom Dr. Mason’s per- 
preparation of his famous educational works.] sonality did not make this strong impression. Al¬ 
most invariably in after life they have referred to 
his lessons as having- oil the whole left the strongest 
impressions of any. 
Some day he will be recognized as an epoch- 
marking authority in piano technic; because he tried 
to teach something besides keyboard fluency, begin¬ 
ning where technic properly ought to begin, namely 
in “tone-production”—because tone-production is 
:. MATHEWS. 
William Mason’s wholly peculiar position in 
American music and in the city of New York was 
due to a combination of at least three strong ele¬ 
ments: First, to his musical equip¬ 
ment, which was broad, deep, culti¬ 
vated, and commanding. Second, to 
his personal character, which was gen¬ 
tlemanly, stable, affectionate, true, and 
pervading, whereby it made itself felt 
in every contact he had with the 
world about him. Nathum Stetson (of 
Steinway & Sons) voices this well 
when he says that to take lessons of 
Dr. Mason was “almost a musical- 
religious training”—honesty and thor¬ 
oughness being the keynote of the 
whole. 
And, third. Dr. Mason entered the 
New York musical life at an advan¬ 
tageous period; he set in operation 
new influences, and he was an indis¬ 
pensable element in the development of 
the young Theodore Thomas, who 
stood, later on, a most imposing figure 
in his turn. 
This sensitive and affectionate young 
pianist of twenty-six did great things 
in a quiet way. He set in motion 
the Mason-Bergman (afterwards the 
Mason-Thomas) chamber concerts, to 
maintain “the same standard as that 
of the celebrated chamber concerts of 
Mr. Liszt at Weimar;” out of this 
grew Theodore Thomas. He invented 
handy processes of piano practice, to 
mitigate the boredom of sweet South¬ 
ern girls who hated exercises. Out of 
these inventions, many of them sug¬ 
gested by things he had observed in 
the practice of artists, grew the sys¬ 
tem of technics. 
Later on, in Paderewski’s first sea¬ 
son here, when the critics were still in 
doubt whether Paderewski’s playing 
,y,a* good or bad, it was certainly so 
different,” Mason sounded the proper 
note in an easy letter to a daily news¬ 
paper. Suddenly it set the keynote 
which everybody has since recognized 
to be the true one. 
There is no one of the younger pianists, the great 
ones of cmr iater experience, who has not experi- 
enced fresh inspiration from contact with this 
shrewd, many-sided, gentlemanly and sweet old 
musician. Baur, Gabrilovitch, and many others have 
testified to this. 
To me personally William Mason was much the 
est musical friend I ever had. For thirty-eight 
years we had occasional contacts, and never without 
my learning something new of him. admiring more 
h,s/are personality, and looking up to the 
gure he made in the American musical world, even 
life 6 ead‘ng such a quiet and seemingly absorbed 
To me, as to Mr. Stetson, the religious and 
Si!de °f ^Hiam Mason was equally strik- 
"gt W1.tl? h’.s mus>cal gifts. Nobody came in con¬ 
tact with him without feeling this. 
trni.Hl3 fnen,d he was steadfast, true, willing to take 
e- ready t0 stand up for one, ready to fight 
ff necessary And best of all, he never forgot. 
In y°U *1'm’ there you always found him. 
this kin^ yfrS °f musical activity in a great city 
«i'Ef q”Utzis b»“d« 1* 
I have never met a pupil, an intelligent pupil of 
DR. MASON IN HIS STEINWAY HALL STUDIO. 
the source of expression in piano playing. That is 
to say, the means whereby expression can be 
realized. 
Commencing at the head of the procession in 
New York m 1855, he died fifty-three years later, 
a most commanding figure, although a very old man! 
Such is the impression he gives from whatever 
standpoint his character may be studied. 
He stood for the very highest ideals in music in 
piano teaching, and in life. 
DR. MASON’S GENIUS AS A TEACHER. 
BY W. H. SHERWOOD. 
In the death of Dr. Wm. Mason America loses 
one of her very foremost musicians and teachers. 
Dr Mason was a most original and poetic musician 
of hne culture. His compositions are ideal, expres¬ 
sive and attractive to a high degree. His playing 
was full of rare sentiment, uniting a most exquisite 
touch with rare sentiment and color. I once heard 
him play the Schumann Quintet with Wilhelmj at 
the first violin in New York. Wilhelmj played as if 
his part was that of a solo artist, in fact in a some- 
WILLIAM MASON A MODEL 
TEACHER. 
BY HENRY T. FINCK. ' 1 
It is often said that only one or 
two of every hundred students of 
music succeed in becoming public 
performers,_ the others—unless they 
— change their profession—being “con- 
de<^ned t0 t*le dfudgery of teaching.” 
. . Condemned,” indeed! Is there no 
drudgery m the career of a singer or player ? And. on 
the other hand, cannot a teacher win fariie and for 
‘“TVfr6 wTr” a\? Pianist 0r a Prima donna? The late William Mason was proof incarnate that 
a man does not necessarily make a mistake when he 
dehberate y, prefers teaching to playing in pubIic 
ftd, ° th's ow,n teacher. Liszt, do the same thing in 
the last three decades of his life? 
It was as a pianist that Mason began Sis career 
after his return from Europe, in 1854 He used tn 
express the belief that he was the first' whl rS l 
tour this country without a singer or nlaver tn ' ° 
trem’i*Si&’SSSZ’Z 
fike7iy T 'Vh°/e days; what his audiences 
and Old Hundred" sinnihtn^ 
on the ?”) ',,; !,eat 
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European Study no Longer Necessary. 
When he »,« . 
,0 go to Europe for » me.ieal education. I« the tut 
""u^'Med’fo 7»“,nt°'fi' ti?“t'het wh»t distin- 
iSnsssrtss 





minimum_an enormous advantage when one 
"how many hours a day even famous profes- 
Si0BnyalpPrSTand SS*he'SSSTthe fcret of 
that^varietyPof touch which helps the pedal in secur 
S the richness and the chameleonic changes 0f 




amotion " He toad, them attend to the., nuances, 
sirSaS.er£eis’txrs; 
JKS <» * 
b°8k,d(P£V2M^hM8h. technic alone he ««« 
never have become as famous as he djd. It was his 
regard for expression that made him a model 
rss r. z^x*-a£5xZ' 
h HdeS'pronou|ed views as to the importance of 
providing good instruments for beginners. An 
tJei! ear for beauty cultivated by having mellow 
tones at their command from the beginning- 
'°“ dllcueelng pi.nl.te of the da,, ft• «»»«. and 
I had many an “Indignation meetmg M 
BemowCcallte0d thT“sewing machine^styK M* re- 
a™posable'”'followed by “still 
faWhen Mason's book came out I was surprised 
that he endorsed in it the current amazing idea of 
tempo rubato—the notion that it is only within 
the bars themselves that retards or accelerations 
must be made, strict time being otherwise 
mined It was not thus that Chopin conceived the 
rubato (Berlioz came to the conclusion that Chopin 
“could not play in time if he tried ), nor Liszt, nor 
Rubinstein, as I know from personal hearing; nor 
does Paderewski, nor did Mason himself when 
playing! 
His Kindliness. 
He lived eighty years, but, till nearly the end his 
short, stocky figure, inclined to stoutness, and his 
kindly face, with its obbligato big eyeglasses and 
genial expression, was a familiar and welcome sight 
in New York concert halls. Unlike so many profes 
sionals, he was always sympathetically interested m 
the new composers and players. From Paderewski 
and MacDowell down, those who had real talent 
found an enthusiastic and appreciative friend in Wil¬ 
liam Mason and a welcome at his home, where one 
could always find the elect of the musical world. 
the etude 
.1 „„„ of his great enthusiasms. 
Maxwell was °"e fb"ok |ow he made con- 
arid he has told us in enrmtas till the hearers 
verts for him by playing his sonatas 
‘nr-ssiss g a 
once said to me that y'th/n Paderewski did. 
rhapsodies more wonderlui y . . ; turn is 
How highly Paderewski esteemed him^ 
shown by the fact tbathew pianist never 
American friends to whom the g „pf what- 
failed to cable a “Happy New Year i 
eVer part of the ^^^^Ff^ations for the 
n 1 were mvealed the walls of his drawing 
rSm bdng^e/with Pointings by Chi.de Hassam 
Retractors, so 
—a fact which speaks volumes for his charact - 
PITHY SAYINGS BY DR. MASON. 
W. GREENH0F. 
ssrs & ‘fs 
of deep, personal loss, and as °«e have 
one of the greatest privileges of a litetin e 
studied with him, I venture to offer a ew p 
re£n~ y of enforcing his teaching by short 
pithy sayings and illustrations whieh were ofte 
manner “Cease to do evil, learn to do well. 
‘in regard to pupils who failed to follow his di¬ 
rections he said that he would not employ a physi¬ 
cian unless he meant to take his medicine. 
He once said to a pupil who had not mastered 
the art cf quiet hand in legato passages, “Your hand 
bebs up and down like a hen’s head when pick.n 
uo corn” and to another whose touch was de 
fective, “You ought to have a touch like the tread 
of a cat, but yours is like the tread of an ox. 
He likened the piano to a human being which 
only gave out its best in response to love and 
gentleless, saying that pounding <^ y brought fort., 
harsh tones from the instrument and that the sweet 
est, richest tones were produced by a caressing 
stroke upon the keys. . . , . .. . A ,, 
His own touch was exquisitely beautiful, and the 
writer always felt that he touched the keys as, 
though he loved them. 
He had no patience with inaccurate reading and 
remarked once that one might as well rc> to- h'S 
a b, c teacher every time he read a new book as to 
depend upon his music teacher to correct mistakes 
of that kind. He said on one occasion, If there is 
even a fly-speck on your music, I want you to know 
it and where it is on the page.” 
He had the rare faculty of inspiring his pupils 
to do the best that was in them; in fact one felt 
that it was almost an unpardonable sin to do other¬ 
wise. Severe and unsparing in his criticism he was 
equally appreciative of work well done, and a word 
of commendation from him could lift the pupil to 
the seventh heaven. . 
His teaching was in principles which always in¬ 
volved more than the mere work on hand, and his 
constant aim was to make his pupils self-reliant. 
He used to say, often, “You don’t want to take 
music lessons all your life. I want to make you in¬ 
dependent as soon as possible.” 
He, also, entered into his work with all the ear¬ 
nestness of a religious teacher. He affirmed that he 
considered no teaching worth while that did not 
deal with the principles that pertain to life, and not 
only to this life but the life beyond. “Try to do a 
little better each day than you did the day before,” 
was one of his sayings. 
About two years ago he was speaking one day 
of the future, and said that he believed that the 
present life was only a preparation for the next 
and that all the knowledge in any line acquired 
here would be of use hereafter. “People ask me.” 
he said, “if I expect to play the piano in the other 
world. No, not exactly that, but I expect to use 
that knowledge in some way.” 
Those who knew him and felt the power of his 
strong personality can but think of him as having 
joined the “Choir Invisible.” 
dr. MASON’S PERSONALITY. 
by PERLEE v. JERVIS. 
, departure from the city I find 
“h?p.ntaS’ i”a 
upon teaching and P*ahi P so universally known 
matter of record and history ^ i ^ ^ tQ 
that I need not enl■ S ? { the m(I„, however, 
speak of some charactensu ^ ^ undoubtedly 
that have be« pupils who loved him as 
to hundreds of his etner^v ^ ^ kflew 
much *°r wha* !absolutely free from personal jeal- 
First. He v as ab y eyen jn his enemies; 
ousy; he saw at once the-. g and ,f forced to 
generously dwel^idP in the most kindly spirit. At 
criticize always did with him his health gave 
one penodofmy tQ give up teaching for 
way and he wa considering the matter of a 
nearly two years. In list of the promi- 
new teacher ®e one of whom he recom- 
n"Vr,oem-'n.aS, “Hedoe, no, beli.v. ,» I do. 
b„', to '2”'e mX pr'e.m” £• - 5= 
SLr“.rb"‘.h,S.n fnerm; O. D, M.«» and bad 
3w,Yfiit »' “co’gnHeTnd,0.mU«rSood poS 
Jointly to-day who had his first encouragement and 
country to uay Mason’s enthusiastic “bravo.’ 
“S« £cSis“ Of Dr. Mason was his will¬ 
ingness to help others; what he did in this way will 
probably never be known More than one teacher 
owes his start on a successful career to Dr. Masons 
kindly interest; he sent me my first pnpxls, and con- 
tinued to send them as long as he lived, was ever 
ready to give advice drawn from his rich experience, 
thfsalways freely and without charge; many other 
pupils can tell the same story. 
His Patriotism. 
He was an active propagandist for Grieg, Mac¬ 
Dowell and many American composers when they 
were practically unknown in this country. A well- 
known work on music by a fellow-musician, in my 
opinion, owes its success in getting before the pub¬ 
lic largely to Dr. Mason’s efforts in its behalf. On 
every subscription list for the aid of a sick or UI)'. 
fortunate artist you could always find Dr. Masons 
name. 
Another characteristic of Dr. Mason was his pro¬ 
gressiveness. He was always up-to-date, nay, ahead 
of date; he knew- all the great pianists, attended 
their recitals marked their excellences as well as 
their defects, and was ever on the lookout for bet¬ 
ter ways of doing things. How in advance of his 
time he was is evidenced by the fact that many 
features of technic that are being noisly exploited in 
certain methods at the present time originated with 
or were used by him twenty-five years ago when I 
studied with him. I have it on good authority that 
there is, or was, one teacher in Europe who made 
use of some of the prominent features of “Touch 
and Technic,” giving his pupils to understand that 
they were original. 
More than any teacher I ever knew. Dr. Mason 
had the power of throwing a flood of light upon a 
subject by an apt illustration and in a few words. 
A well-known musician said recently that he got 
more from Dr. Mason in one lesson than he e'vcr had 
from any other teacher in five. 
The keynote of his character was love, love of 
Gcd and of his fellow-men; love was a word he 
used constantly in his teaching and from which he 
drew many effective illustrations, and perhaps his 
most enduring monument will be found in the hearts 
of his pupils who, in Wordsworth’s words, will re¬ 
member him for 
“His little, numberless, unremembered acts 
Of kindness and of love.” 
ihe study ot thoroughbass (harmony), 
though it be superficial, conduces to a better ui 
standing of good compositions, for it renders 
construction intelligible; indeed it is the grar 
of music, and therefore affords an indispensibl 
sight into the nature thereof.—Moschelcs. 
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With Dr. Mason in the 
[The 
BY E. M. BOWMAN 
interview especially obtained for The Etude from ] 
teacher, who was closely associated with Dr. William 
Studio 
“For a great many years I had the honor and 
privilege, as pupil, friend and associate, of knowing 
Dr. Mason intimately. For a time, after I came 
f.-om St. Louis to settle in the East, I was privi¬ 
leged, at his invitation, to receive my New York 
pupils in his studio at Steinway Hall, he, on those 
days, receiving at his beautiful home in ‘the Or¬ 
anges,’ New Jersey, such pupils as lived in that 
vicinity. 
“Following, and ever since, that period I have 
occupied a studio on the same floor or adjoining 
Dr. Mason's at Stein way Hall. We have at times 
taught the same pupils, he guiding the interpretation 
and I the technics. Our pupils have gone freely 
from one of us to the ether and all our relations 
during these more than forty years have been charac¬ 
terized by unbroken confidence and affection. 
Musically, William Mason was my father, my 
brother, my example and my nearest, dearest 
friend. I feel his loss deeply; it is irreparable; there 
is none to take his place. 
“Naturally, however, I feel some delicacy in ob¬ 
truding my personality at the present time when the 
grief of friends and loved ones, nearer to him than 
I, is so fresh and poignant. When a famous person 
dies unimportant people sometimes seek to make 
capital out of an alleged intimate acquaintance or 
friendship. I do not care, even by the remotest sus¬ 
picion. to be counted in that class. I may be war- ■ 
ranted, however, in saying a few things about this 
master whom so many loved. It seems but yester¬ 
day when, as the result cf a youthful companionship 
(in St. Paul, Minn.) with Frederick W. Root, the 
now and for many years well-known voice teacher, 
of Chicago, sen of George F. Root, the composer, 
I imbibed my first inspiration to come to New York 
to study with William Mason. The morning will 
long be remembered on which I went to take my 
first lessen in his studio at Steinway Hall, and the 
feeling cf trepidation which certainly did not in¬ 
spire my first performance before him of his charm¬ 
ing study, Au Matin. He was kind enough to place 
a cushion fer me cn which to break the fall, as I 
finished, and ere long I was able, with one foot on 
the pedal ar.d two hands on the keyboard, to steady 
the world a bit and to reduce, to bearable degree 
the sensation that I was somehow up in the air. 
How He Taught. 
“It was his custom at that time to devote the 
first part of the lesson to technic and the latter part 
to interpretation. The technic included the more 
primitive forms of the two-finger exercise; slow, 
full-toned scales, and scales in accents of 3ds, 6ths, 
9ths, especially of 9ths, (i) hands together, similar 
motion, an octave apart; (2) in mixed, contrary 
and similar motion, and (3) in canon form, in 
tenths upward and sixths downward, and in sixths 
upward and tenths downward. Then came the ar¬ 
peggios founded on the major and minor triads, and 
then thsse founded on the diminished and other 
seventh-chord formations, as seen in his clever se¬ 
quence cf Primary and Fourteen Changes, which, 
with a few transpositions thereof, practically covers 
the field cf seventh-chord arpeggios. 
“The technics were practiced with accentual 
treatment, as now, but less elaborated in that par¬ 
ticular. Dr. Mason ever sought to impress us with 
the idea that the practice of all the fundamental 
forms of scale, chord and arpeggios in fundamental 
varieties of touch, style, rhythm and speed was in 
the highest sense economical, sensible and neces¬ 
sary. With the added years these have become 
more elaborate. 
“His method in regard to the teaching of pieces 
was as follows: 
“By talking about the piece as a whole, and in 
the larger sub-divisions, the phrases and, finally, 
in the details, dc.vn to the smallest motive, or by 
playing the piece, in whole or in part, he sought to 
enable us to grasp the inner poetic meaning of the 
work and then to utter that meaning as though it 
emanated from the soul, as an improvisation or 
composition of our own. We were taught to under¬ 
stand and to feel; to apprehend and to express. 
“At school we were taught the ‘three R’s.’ From 
William Mason we learned to set equal store on the 
three H’s, namely: 
“To understand with the Head. Intelligence. 
“To feel with the Heart. Emotion. 
“To express with the Hand. Execution. 
“Dr. Mason’s pedagogic system laid equal stress 
on each of these three. The head must grasp and 
illuminate what the heart is to feel and the hand 
to express or execute. The heart must quicken into 
life that which the head has analyzed and the hand 
Dr. William Mason and E. M. Bowman. 
is to utter. The hand must be trained to utter the 
message which is given to it by head and heart. 
Who of Dr. Mason’s pupils has not listened time 
and again to his lecturette on Head and Heart, ever 
new in some detail of word, expression, look, gest¬ 
ure or illustration, but ever old, like Truth and Vir¬ 
tue? And who will forget the emphasis on impor¬ 
tant words expressed by his gestures, sometimes 
in one form, sometimes in another, taking form fre¬ 
quently in a stroke cf the back of the fingers of the 
right hand (the hand half open like a jack-knife half 
open), against the music-page under discussion, or 
of the back of the fingers of the right hand in the 
palm of the left; or, again, of a certain fashion he 
had of pointing with the index finger of the right 
hand to the passage in question, a movement that 
was individual and characteristic? 
“When any certain passage presented greater tech¬ 
nical difficulty than neighboring parts, he was wont 
to pull the passage to pieces and build up or have 
us build up special exercises in sequence form on 
the particular motives offering the obstruction. 
These be would require to be practiced with vary¬ 
ing accentual treatment and so exhaust and batter 
down the difficulty. 
His Teaching Methods. 
“About Dr. Mason’s teaching in respect to meth¬ 
ods cf practice much can be said. I can tell you 
what I have heard him say so often that no wonder 
at times their utterance took on an earnestness and 
intensity that suggested dangerous proximity to the 
limit cf patient endurance. He has tcid me repeat¬ 
edly that among all his pupils there were not more 
than ten or twelve who had ever learned and per¬ 
sisted in positively correct habits of practice. Just 
whose names were on this honor roll 1 cannot say. 1 would not if I could. Let every Mason pupil ex 
amine himself or herself and see ‘if t-here be any 
wicked way in him,’ and if there be, ‘let him re¬ 
pent and do his first works;’ let him practice ac¬ 
cording to the way the master preached, namely: 
slowly, accurately, musically. This means slow 
enough to perfectly anticipate what hi due to be 
done; slow enough to prepare every finger and 
playing-member to do that very thing at the very 
first attempt (no stuttering or stumbling or second 
trial); slow enough to accurately sense it with the 
head, and to accurately perform it with the hand. 
This means: Putting the right finger on 
the right key in 
the right time wijth 
the right touch. 
“Keep doing these exactly right Things until the 
habit of doing them is established. Then speed up 
the movements by prudent advances until the de¬ 
gree of celerity and ‘reserve skill’ shall have been 
reached which is necessary to impart to the playing 
that sense of ease and repose which are positively 
necessary to artistic performance. 
Dr. Mason’s Playing. 
“If the thousands of teachers who read The Etuee 
will burn this method of practice, so as with a brand¬ 
ing iron, into the minds and hearts of their tens of 
thousands cf pupils there will be in the next gener¬ 
ation of players less cause for boastful comparison 
as to accuracy between the foot-pedal-thumb-lever- 
machine players and the l-.ead-heart-and-hand play¬ 
ers, which is now made by agents to the disadvan¬ 
tage of the latter. Witness William Mason’s own 
playing. How clean and perfectly finished it was! 
How finely cut was every phrase in every part! 
How rhythmically clear from beginning to the very 
end! There was no blurring of pedal; no slovenli¬ 
ness; no ‘brushing the dust into the corners’—a fa¬ 
vorite criticism of his on unfinished playing. And as 
to tone-quality, it was full, round, mellow, musical; 
under his fingers how a melody sang! Who ever 
heard him shatter a tone, or smite the keys as do 
many pianists of the present day? 
“Mason’s playing was ever and always idiomatic 
to the piano as such; he knew its limitations as well 
as its qualities and powers, and, gr. * id by a won- 
drously sensitive musical ear and taste, it was as im¬ 
possible for him to transcend those limitations as 
it would have been for him to strike a friend. All 
his ideals as to piano playing were models in 
artistry—tone, touch, rhythm, finesse, phrasing, 
climax, cadence, everything that operated to express 
the poetic content of the music. 
“To him music was the Art Beautiful. Tone that 
was strident, noisy, hideous, and effects that were 
extravagant, bizarre, non-idiomatic to the piano, 
found no toleration in his teaching, his playing or 
his hearing. He was a pianist in an ideal sense and 
his compositions, like those of Chopin, are essen¬ 
tially piano pieces. On listening to them it would 
not occur to one, except in isolated phrases, per¬ 
haps, that the effects obtained could be improved or 
even maintained by transcription to the orchestra, 
organ or other instrument. 
... .w..wc snan swing Dack to : 
purer, more beautiful style of pianism, the composi 
tiens cf William Mason will be regarded with mori 
and more favor and their use will greatly increase 
In the hands cf a real pianist they are jewels 
They are all familiar to me; I have seen many o 
them grow from the first sketch to the completec 
manuscript and have often had a small part in help¬ 
ing to decide the better way, in two or more ways 
when the composer thought that he needed to heai 
the passage with ether ears than his cwn 
“Every composition of his has more or less distinc- 
hen. I do not recall a trivial one among them all 
it was his pract.ce to compose only when he had 
musical ideas to express. He never wrote a ‘pot- 
boiler m Ins entire career. His own compositions 
particularly cf later years, and especially 1 is edi¬ 
tions of the writings of other composers, are always 
exce.lent as to fingering, phrasing and style cf de¬ 
livery, and are therefore always helpful to t’ e stu¬ 
dent. In this the Mason editions are very different 
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from the work of certain other editors whose pur¬ 
pose is apparently to enable their publishers to beat 
the copyright law, rather than to facilitate the study 
and performance of the piece itself. 
Dr. Mason’s Position as a Teacher. 
“To me the teacher’s art is the greatest of all. 
The teacher lives in his pupils and in his pupils’ 
pupils, an ever-w'idening stream of influence. Pianist 
and composer though he was, William Mason’s 
supreme title to musical immortality is vested 
in his superb genius as a teacher. I do not hesitate 
to declare that in my opinion the theories, principles 
and practice presented in Dr. Mason’s various works 
on piano study and piano playing, as in his piano 
methods, and notably in his greatest work, “Touch 
and Technic,” constitute far and away the most im¬ 
portant contribution to piano pedagogic and piano 
study that has ever been made by anyone since the 
invention of the piano. The truth of this statement 
will be admitted, I think, by anyone who will ade¬ 
quately, with open mind, investigate and test the 
system. Its value will be appreciated better and 
better as the years shall come and go. 
“The readers of The Etude and of other periodi¬ 
cals owe a debt of gratitude which cannot be easily 
measured to W. S. B. Mathews, co-laborer with Dr. 
Mason for his always lucid and loyal analyses • of 
the Mason system. 
“Dr. Mason’s influence as a teacher, through hb 
hundreds of pupils and by the spread of his works, 
will widen and deepen like a great river on its course 
to the sea. His ministry, too, to his pupils was not 
alone musical; it dealt with the problems of life. 
In his lessons we shall ever remember with what 
fine and perfectly natural gradations he was wont 
to pass from the correction of a specific fault to the 
enunciation of broad principles of thought and ac¬ 
tion, the observance of which would make not only 
the specific fault, but, as well, the whole brood of 
analogous faults, in music or out of it, impossible. 
“Personally, Dr. Mason was a refined, noble, lov¬ 
able character; modest, approachable, ever sympa¬ 
thetic and helpful to younger artists and students 
needing encouragement and advice. I could fill an 
entire edition of The Etude with personal incidents 
and illustrations of his characteristic traits, but I 
must close with a reference to his last visit to my 
•studio. 
A Last Visit. 
“It was a lovely day in June and but a few days 
before the final illness. I was in the midst of a les¬ 
son,!.but I: quickly recognized the familiar knock on 
the door and hastened to open it and invite him in. 
As :he crossed the threshold there seemed to be a 
hald about him irradiating sunshine, illumination and 
benediction. Hp Was, it is true, pale of face and 
hesitant .‘in pace, but his spirit was still regnant in 
the familiar ‘H.ow are,ye?’ the greeting that I have 
heard these manifold hundreds of times, and I saw 
not, save by intentional scrutiny, the enfeebled form 
or the drooping eyelids nor noted the slower steps 
as he passed along and took his seat in the chair 
that I had just vacated—my teaching-chair—almost, 
it semed, as if to give me a lesson, as of yore. 
“I seemed to see him that morning as I had so 
long known him and as he now must be, in that 
realm of eternal youth, health and happiness, with 
eye alert, with face illumined, with mind intent, with 
form erect and squared as always to duty and op¬ 
portunity to do good. As we sat there, he in my 
chair and I on a piano stool facing him, he fell to 
ruminating on the past. At length he remarked, 
referring to his long career, accompanied by a pe¬ 
culiar nodding motion of the head as if to lend 
emphasis to the doubt in his mind: 
“‘I don’t know if it has been at all worth while.’ 
‘“Well! / know if you don’t,’ was my quick re¬ 
joinder. ‘Speaking for myself, and I am only one 
of your hundreds of pupils who no doubt feel much 
as I do, I began taking lessons of you in 1866; this 
course of instruction in one way or other has 
continued to the present hour and I want to tell you, 
my dear friend and master, that in all this time I 
have never practiced an hour or given a lesson 
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which has not been permeated and blessed by your 
instruction and influence. I am sure that 
were then, as now, while I speak to you, tears in 
my eyes and in my voice.’ 
“The dear old smile spread over his face, a tain 
trace of color came to the wan cheek, his eye kin¬ 
dled and the voice, warmed and deepened by the 
unique love which a great teacher ever feels toward 
an earnest, loyal pupil, took on again the old-time 
firmness and chiseled clearness of enunciation as he 
“ ‘That is very kind in you; I thank you.’ 
“As he uttered the last clause he brought his hands 
together across his chest with the tips of his 
touching each other in the significant way which 
those who are familiar with his gestures will readily 
recall. 
“This seemed to be the natural conclusion of our 
visit and he rose from my chair to take his leave, 
the last time, in the Providence of God, that he 
was ever to honor me by sitting there. I followed 
him, impressed by sad forebodings, as he passed out 
of the door and along the hall to the head of the 
stairs, down which, accompanied by his attendant, 
he went, the stairs up and down which he has gone 
for nearly fifty years, but which, alas! will be hon¬ 
ored bv his steos nevermore.” 
WHAT SHALL OUR PUPILS PLAY? 
’ FREDERIC S. LAW. 
How many of o,ur pupils are always ready with 
something to play? Does it not frequently happen 
that the pieces they are studying are insufficiently 
prepared for performance before others, and that 
those less recent have .been partly forgotten, so 
that they also are equally'out of the question? Be¬ 
tween these two unsteady stools the would-be player 
often falls to the ground, as all teachers know to 
their sorrow- 
The best remedy for this disheartening state of 
affairs is the radical one. of last year’s pieces. 
Most pupils, however, greet this proposition with a 
feeling of dismay. “What!” they cry. “Those old 
things long ago consigned to the limbo of forget¬ 
fulness?” Yes. If they were worth playing last 
year they are worth playing this year—more so, 
indeed; for with your general advancement in mus¬ 
ical experience and technical skill they can be ex¬ 
ecuted with great mastery and intelligence, their 
possibilities more fully exploited. 
Keeping Pieces Ready. 
Learning a piece that shall always be at one’s 
command is like roadbuilding. When a fine road 
is completed it does not long remain of itself in 
its first condition; it soon requires care and atten¬ 
tion, more so at first than later when its bed shall 
have been thoroughly shaken down and accom¬ 
modated to the ordinary exigencies of travel. So 
a well-learned piece also requires constant care and 
attention to keep it in its original state of finish. 
Few realize what vigilance is necessary to keep up 
even a small number of pieces that shall always 
be at one’s command. In art, as in life, one’s present 
acquirements are built up on what has been pre¬ 
viously attained; a strengthening of the foundation 
results in the greater solidity and beauty of the 
ever-growing superstructure. At the beginning of 
every season the teacher should review the work 
of the season before, which is thus brought up to 
a higher point of refinement than was possible at 
the first time of study, and forms the basis of a 
working repertoire. 
A Practical Plan. 
The following letter, which was written by a 
teacher to one of his pupils, suggests a plan that 
may be recommended to those who labor under 
the chronic disability of having nothing to play. 
The scheme, to be sure, is on a rather extended 
scale, being designed for one who was herself a 
teacher and hence eager to improve during spare 
time; but it can readily be cut down for the less 
ambitious student. An hour a day devoted to such 
practice for two or three months will be found 
to work a vast change for the better when study 
with a teacher begins again: 
My dear Miss: 
It occurred to me that if you adopted a system 
, . nrartice vou could accomplish a great for regular practice you this pian: 
Playvourmrepertolrl ° Pieces that you know very 
UP1iy need be Reviewed but two or three times a 
week Then take another period for technical 
*vP_studies finger exercises, scales, arpeggios, 
em until you can execute them fluently and easily. 
I should not attempt too much variety in these. 
Find what seems to do the most good and keep 
J up for a month or more, when a little change may 
be advisable. I think studies are only valuable 
when played with the utmost fluency, so do not 
take many of them but work them up to a high 
point of execution—half a dozen will last for three 
months, if well selected. Then do not attempt to 
do all your technical practice at one time; let it 
alternate with some familiar pieces, so that you 
may not fatigue yourself and thus run the risk of 
muscular strain. . , 
In this way I should review all your recent work. 
Constant reviewing is the only way to keep up a 
repertoire, and this is not always possible when one 
is with a teacher. Then, too, you have no doubt 
found out that you can accomplish more with a 
piece by letting it go for a time and taking it up 
later. You could carry out this scheme in two hours 
a day, with perhaps taking a little extra time to 
play well studied pieces for your own enjoyment at 
MUSICIANS AT RECEPTIONS. 
The custom of inviting musicians to receptions 
with the object of inducing them to perform, is 
one that many great artists feel is altogether repre¬ 
hensible. The artist likes to feel that he is person¬ 
ally desirable as a guest. It is uncomfortable to 
know that the sole reason for his presence at the 
social function is to entertain. The doctor, the 
lawyer, the merchant is not required to give an 
exhibition of his ability—why the artist? 
The young teacher who is endeavoring to establish 
a business finds the reception a valuable adjunct in 
securing publicity. It is to the young teacher’s 
interests to secure an engagement to play at local 
concerts or receptions, no matter whether there is 
any remuneration or not. With the mature artist 
the condition is different. Except when visiting 
friends to whom the artist is under personal obliga¬ 
tions there is. no reason why he should be called 
upon to give his professional services without 
remuneration. The following, which appeared in 
Harper’s Weekly, gives some interesting aspects of 
the question: 
At a reception Jules Massenet, the composer of 
the operas “Werther,” “Manon.” “Ariane,” etc., the 
other day related out of his rich treasure of anec¬ 
dotes some amusing artist stories. Liszt was talked 
about, and Massenet told that the great virtuoso had 
a genuine dread of invitations, because he was 
afraid of being asked to sit down at the piano and 
play. “They throw a cotellete before you.” he ex¬ 
claimed, “and say, ‘Now you must play.’ No, no, 
I don’t want this.” 
v-hopin, too, hated playing at social festivities. 
To a lady who, after the dinner, asked him to play 
he melancholically answered: “Is it really neces¬ 
sary? I only ate sp little.” These stories reminded 
Mrs Munkaczy, the widow of the Hungarian painter 
Michael Munkaczy, who among others had listened 
to Massenet, of a singular experience she had with 
Rubinstein. It was in London. A prominent lady 
wanted to invite the artist, together with some 
princes and diplomats. “If he has any idea that you 
wo“'d ask him to play he is certain not to come,” 
said Mrs. Munkaczy to the lady. “I must be able to 
promise him that he will not be importuned.” “The 
P-0”ShaU be h,dden>” the hostess replied. “I swear 
Rubinstein came. Everything went all right. The 
piano was standing in a corner of the large salon, 
e in a sofa, and was even, out of precaution, 
f rugsT ,After the dinner Rubinstein 
^^d Mrs- Munkaczy: “Why, haven’t they a 
° bfre’ No- no, dear friend; but, yes. of 
cou se they have one, but it is never used. I think 
LZ 7Z tC-e Under- those ru^s ” minutes 
and he ^ S!tting bef°re the instrument, 
and he played for a whole hour. 
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LETTERS TO PARENTS 
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE 
A Tactful Way for the Teacher to Tell Some Things That All Parents Should Know 
The intelligent cooperation of the parent is of 
greatest value to the teacher. Very few parents of 
our day have had any musical advantages whatever. 
The teacher requires the pupil to do many things 
that seem illogical, even unreasonable, to the parent. 
How to inform the parent is always a great question. 
An individual ‘etter sometimes offends, but if you 
make an announcement stating that you intend to 
send a series of letters to the parents of all your 
pupils with the view of improving your work 
through their cooperation you will doubtless find 
that the parent will look forward to your letters 
with delight. 
The writer has tried this y n and he has found 
the most enthusiastic appr, intion among his 
patrons. The work of the puj Us improved from 
the start and the good effects of tue initial campaign 
have lasted for many years. A written letter is al¬ 
ways more effective than a printed notice, but some 
of the writer’s pupils have had letters similar to the 
following printed and have made a practice of send¬ 
ing them at stated intervals of one month after the 
first lesson of the jiew pupil. 
unless the pupil plays slowly at the first he becomes 
confused and forms the almost ineradicable habit of 
making mistakes. No pupil should be permitted to 
play a new piece or study rapidly. By slow play¬ 
ing the mind and the fingers become so carefully 
trained that after a time a kind of automatic control 
comes into being. The fingers seem to go by them¬ 
selves. Then the mind steps in and again takes a 
higher control and the pupil who has mastered the 
finger part of the problem is able to play with ex¬ 
pression. 
The great Napoleon once said, “I am in a hurry— 
therefore I will go slowly.” Virtuoso pianists all 
know that if a passage in a piece is to be played 
at a very rapid rate, it is better to prepare that 
passage at a very slow rate until mastered absolutely. 
Then the speed is gradually raised. 
Encourage your child to play very slowly. It 
saves both, time and useless mistakes. 
Very cordially, 
III. 
Instructing the Pupil Not Enough. 
Teachers make the mistake of expecting their 
pupils to discipline themselves. Discipline is a 
matter of habit and must be cultivated. Very few 
young pupils have wills strong enough to direct 
themselves. They need continual reminders from 
their parents. In this way they in time attain self- 
control, but intelligent parental assistance is always 
valuable. The following letters may be changed and 
adapted to circumstances. The additional interest 
in your work which these letters indicate will also 
have a very good effect upon your business and 
unquestionably secure the interest of other parents 
who may be seeking musical instruction for their 
children. 
A Letter on Practice. 
I have found that it is best to commence a letter 
campaign with the subject of practice. Announce 
your intention in a short paragraph and do not make 
the body of the letter longer than three hundred 
and fifty words at the most. 
My Dear Mr.: 
I have planned to send a series of letters to the 
parents of all my pupils during the coming season. 
My object is to invite your assistance in the cultiva¬ 
tion of some details that must be worked out at 
home. The pupil is with the teacher only one or 
two hours out of one hundred and sixty-eight hours. 
It is what the pupil does in the one hundred and 
sixty-six hours at home that counts. I want you 
to know that I am taking a personal interest in your 
child and am anxious to work with you for success. 
Practice is the great lever of success in music. 
Practice must above all things be regular. To 
practice three hours one day and not at all for the 
three following days is worthless. One good half 
hour spent regularly is better than the above plan. 
When possible it is better to have the practice period 
divided. The following plan is a good one: 
Morning Afternoon 
Technic, 10 Minutes. Technic, 10 Minutes. 
Studies, 10 Minutes. Pieces, 10 Minutes. 
Pieces, 10 Minutes. Review, 10 Minutes. 
When a larger period is prescribed the time may 
be divided proportionately. When once the pupil 
has commenced musical work it should be pursued 
with great regularity to the end. My next letter 
will be upon the necessity of slow practice. 
Very cordially, 
II. 
A Letter on Slow Practice. 
My Dear Mr.. 
Parents often wonder why teachers oblige piano 
pupils to play so slowly. The reason is that in play¬ 
ing, so very many things have to be considered that 
A Letter on Concentration. 
My Dear Sir: 
Without concentration practice is useless. The 
teacher’s greatest problem is to secure concentration. 
It must be cultivated and can rarely be developed 
by continual criticism. I endeavor to make the 
work of all my pupils as interesting as possible. I 
choose as attractive teaching materials as I can find 
and then I try to present them to my pupils in the 
most interesting form. 
The pupil should never be permitted to practice 
when genuinely tired. The plan of having the pupil 
practice immediately upon his return from school is 
not advisable. Better let him play for an hour or so 
and then let him read some interesting book for a 
little while. Then he will be in condition to do 
some good practice. 
The piano should be so located that the pupil may 
not be distracted by the sight of his companions 
playing in the street. He should learn to know that 
his practice hour will be respected. He should know 
that he will not be disturbed by conversation in the 
room or by the intrusion of strangers. Time and 
again I have pupils come to me and say: “I couldn’t 
practice. We had company.” I have known weeks 
to be wasted by “company.” 
If the pupil apparently has his mind on other 
things or is not doing the lesson assigned to him 
he should certainly be reminded by the parent. Any¬ 
thing you can do to assist me in securing concentra¬ 
tion will be heartily appreciated. 
Very cordially, 
IV. 
A Letter on Exercises. 
My Dear Sir: 
I frequently have parents ask me: “Why are ex¬ 
ercises necessary?” It would be possible, of course, 
to teach piano without the use of exercises, such 
as finger technic, scales, arpeggios, etc. In fact, 
many pianists advocate this, but teaching piano and 
playing piano are two very different things. Teach¬ 
ers find that exercises are an economy of both time 
and labor. Exercises then are given for economy. 
They are short cuts. One exercise may embody 
movements that may be found in a thousand places 
in pieces. Exercises make the acquisition of pieces 
more agreeable. 
I do not think that too many exercises are ad¬ 
visable. I endeavor to select a few good ones at 
a time. Exercises are also desirable in cultivating 
touch. In pieces the mind of the pupil is diverted 
by one hundred or more other things. In exercises 
he can if necessary concentrate his mind upon the 
matter of touch. 




A Letter on Regularity. 
My Dear Mr.: 
Very little can be accomplished in music without 
regularity. It is very much the same as with school 
work. In some European countries teachers have 
arisen who have advocated a plan of public school 
education upon an irregular basis. The pupils were 
taught at “all hours” and without system. These 
methods have always been short-lived. 
It is best to have a regular time for practice and 
the pupil should report to the musical instrument 
at that time if his inclination, interest and love for 
music do not induce him to go to the instrument 
earlier of his own accord. 
The lessons should be regular. A lesson missed 
always means a set-back. It seems to break the 
chain and upset the teacher’s plans greatly. This is 
one of the reasons why most teachers make a prac¬ 
tice of charging for all lessons lost except in cases 
of illness. The other reason is that the teacher who 
reserves a period for a lesson can not afford to have 
it forfeited for idle causes. Time is the teacher’s 
stock in trade, and if not taken as agreed, is a loss 
which no teacher should be asked to sustain. 
Pupils should be encouraged to be ready a few 
minutes before their regular lesson time. Much 
valuable time is often lost by tardiness. 
Very cordially, 
VI. 
A Letter upon “Reviewing.” 
My Dear Mr.: 
Reviewing old pieces is just as important a part 
of a child’s musical work as acquiring new ones. I 
always endeavor to have my pupils at work review¬ 
ing some old piece. It is human to forget. In piano 
playing we have not only the mental but. the digital 
side to consider. The fingers need constant practice 
on old pieces, otherwise the pieces are soon for¬ 
gotten. 
It is better to take fewer new pieces and keep the 
old ones up than to take a great many new pieces. 
Most pupils continually clamor for new pieces. If 
I were to give them a new piece every time they 
asked for one their work would become very im¬ 
perfect in a very short time. It is far better to learn 
the old pieces thoroughly and advance slowly than 
to have a number of pieces “half-learned.” 
Very cordially. 
VII. 
A Letter on “Exactness.” 
My Dear Mr.: 
A player who is not exact is always a difficult 
problem for the teacher. The way to cultivate ex¬ 
actness is by means of slow playing and careful ob¬ 
servation of both the notes and the fingers. Inexact 
players are usually nervous, excitable children and 
are frequently ones who are very anxious to become 
exact but who have difficulty in securing self-con¬ 
trol. 
Some of the parents of my pupils may think that 
I keep them needlessly behind. At the same time I 
am usually fighting hard for exactness. Nothing 
makes such a drain upon the teacher’s patience or 
nerves. It sometimes takes months to conquer an 
inexact pupil. Even when conquered the teacher is 
obliged to resort to . continual vigilance to keep the 
pupil in control sufficiently long to develop habits 
in the pupil which will lead to permanent accuracy. 
If you hear your child making mistakes, or play¬ 
ing carelessly, the child should be cautioned to play 
slower and to take more pains. There is always 
some slow rate at which the pupil can play the pas¬ 
sage right. The trouble is that pupils like to “hear 
how the piece sounds” at the sacrifice of precision. 
This is a dangerous practice and one which everv 
parent should curb at once. 
Very cordially, 
VIII. 
A Letter on “Interest.” 
My Dear Mr.. 
Our greatest teachers have all laid much stress 
upon interest. The parent should leave nothing un¬ 
done to foster the pupil’s interest. A kindly con¬ 
sideration for the pupil’s musical welfare, a willing- 
listen to the pupil’s crude attempts to play 
,„al conversatton upon musical sub 
***- 
, put the child ahead than hours 
ness 
and an occasio 
jects will do more 
o,Th”hHM,;Si b« 
22JZZ.Z srsgpiAi st 
uHtc the child’s desire to excel. 
The child should also have the advantage of a 
good musical paper. A budget of adv.ee suggestion, 
historical and biographical factspertamingt ^ 
and a collection of new and interesting music 
brought to the house monthly have an incalculable 
Sf‘the subscription for'the piper. many time* ovef 
If we can maintain the childs interest halt or uie 




What the Master of Eo.ngP 
By ARTHUR ELSON 
noetry, especially at first. Homer and IW 
stable example* o the earliest perio-], t 
"hefr epics to the lyre, like the WeUh U.\ 
ater date. Then came hymns and odes. a„(1 
of more delicacy and brilliance, SUc!l. 
nf Sappho and Anacreon The Attic drami!r 
01 1 miviure of solo and choral .1, oniplex ixt re f s l  a  choral decl^ 
we know, the melodies were 0{t 
,,y .- effect. The scries wttt ^ 
with different intervals from ourj. fv 
So far 
tinctly minor 
but 1 (f closes the bU,,esoonds with our scale of C. The K 
national com- ^ode _ra„ from D .» D while the D, 
A GREAT ARTIST ON MUSICAL CHARITY. 
js 2 s^jsvss: 
which artists are itiduced -take partem 
these concerts go among the ni 
community in which the concert 
the music lovers of the 
nncert is to be given and 
persuade' thcm'That* thTy “should attend the concert 
for the sake of charity. Charity really does not 
receive the tickets secure in re urn a very ""e. c . 
cert. The artist not only is forced to forfeit the 
value of her services, but she also is obhg?d.t° 
feit twice the amount-as those who attend the con¬ 
cert are much less likely to attend others. 
ThU has been very aptly expressed by Tetrazmm 
in the following extract from the Daily Te!eg™^, 
of London. Let those who are charitably disposed 
give liberally without exacting a go°d.is 
their liberality—a concert for which the artist is 
°b‘‘Dodycu scY that pile of papers lying on the table 
over there? Every one cf those papers is an invita¬ 
tion to sir.g for charity. They all came this morn¬ 
ing If I consented to sing for each of those 
charities I would be kept fully employed for the 
next year. That is the harvest of one day s post 
alone.y If I sang for every charity that asks me 
I would be singing morning, noon and. mgb* for 
the rest of my life, or until my voice broke down. 
‘•Now, I do not want you to think that I dislike 
giving to charity, or grudge helping other people 
fess well off than myself. I love to give, but I like 
to give in my own way, and to the charities in which 
I am personally interested. Do not imagine that 
it costs nothing for me to sing for nothing. On the 
contrary, it costs me a very great deal. It costs me 
more than gold, or trouble, or time, or exertion, for 
it costs me—fame! To every artist fame is more 
nrecious than geld. People do not value what they 
obtain easily and cheaply. Managers think little of 
artists who sing for nothing—that is to say, for so- 
called charity. . , . ... ,, 
“As with the managers, so with t.ie public-the 
great public which holds in its grasp the fate of 
every artist, the public which is so apt to weary of 
things and people with which it has grown too 
familiar. I do not intend to let the public tire of 
me and so I do not let them hear too much of my 
voice I am firmly of the opinion that the secret of 
ooouiar ty and continued success lies in the amount 
of reserve and cSgnity which a singer maintains. 
Does not common sense say that it is not wise 
to give people the chance of saying. Oh! i can 
hear M me. - for nothing next week at Mrs. 
_-s charity fete. I’m not going to pay for hearing 
her at the opera.’ The box-office can prove the 
wisdom or foolishness of it, for on the results of the 
booking office depend the engagement or non-en¬ 
gagement of the artists. If I sing for one, you see, 
I must sing for all; therefore, it is impossible.” 
Music once admitted to the foul, becomes a sort of 
spirit and never dies; it wanders perturbedly through 
the halls and galleries of the memory, and is often 
heard again, distinct and living, as when it first dis¬ 
placed the wavelets of the m.—Bulwer-Lytton. 
££ SftSf jg 
the pioneer in action, even Unable to rival 
have been the leader^ ^sctalkowsky, who was cos- 
tlie titanic strength of is he has yet shown 
hold 
5^-yrtst o. Kirr 
Russian school. The f variety of expression, 
wonderfully attractive 'n lt va ^n sadness, has 
yet all imbued -‘ .^2 musical develop- 
formed the basis of a P „ow halting a little, 
ntent. But the m°ve^dership is falling on the 
shoulders “o” second-raters ^“j^efynationa l’, 
0; 
,nd melodic rfebnoss. It “yects. that each 
,:,e law m ?f"p?ce„t.d by a lew 
Se'n of Sato.."!., discover eapres. it. beau- 
hut soon its natural limitations are felt, amt 
the few geniuses give way to a host of merely 
talented followers, who lack the force of t 
Musical .Esthetics. 
Quarterly cf the International Musical 
n the origin In the «-■. ■ . , Society, Felix Clay writes interestingly - 
of the esthetic emotion. The tendency has be-n 
to regard enjoyment cf music and other arts as a 
feeling of mere pleasure, not related to the more 
primal emotions that grow out of the struggle for 
existence. Ribot, for instance, takes this view. Hut 
the article in question shows that the capacity of 
enjoying music rests ultimately on fundamental 
instincts cf self-preservation. It quotes Walla- 
scliek’s “Primitive Music,” to show the absolute 
utility of tonal perception in the daily life of primi¬ 
tive times. The identification of noises, as differing 
from tone, and differing among themselves, would 
give direct aid and information for defense against 
enemies; the power of distinguishing tones was 
undoubtedly invaluable to the prehistoric hunter; 
while a rude sort of music has probably always 
been connected with sexual attraction. 
Grant Allen, in his “Physiological Esthetics,” 
long ago noted that the effect of regular vibrations 
stimulating the auditory nerves gave rise to pleas¬ 
urable sensations. The capacity for detecting these 
vibrations comes directly from primal necessities 
cf existence. The enjoyment of regularity in vibra¬ 
tions may be inherent in our physical structure, but 
there is also the possibility that we inherit an 
instinct warning us that noise was usually a prelude 
to strife and danger. We hear music, then, not only 
with an enjoyment cf the regularity of sound, but 
with a primal seme of relief in the unconscious ccr- 
tainty that it is not the warning of a coming strug-1 • 
but that we are free to extract all the pleasure we 
1 from the sensation. The great development c f 
’ art- which has taken it infinitely flr fm, •, 
iginal basis, would almost justify the idea th .* •' 
wholly in artificial development a HtUe Xc- 
lll show that primal instincts do underlie the 
ic emotion, after all ucrue tl,c .esthet . 
Origin of Greek Music. 
In the monthly journal of the 
Franqois Pasini treats briefly of GreetIS ®°CIety’ 
mg the view that it shows two mainT’ 
Asmstic and Egyptian. While this is tr ? 1"fU,ences. 
overestimates the importance of the A ’ hc grcat,y 
may be almost wholly ne<dectef1th T-^slaVc- whi 'h 
basis of Greek music, so clearlv JL theoretical 
oras, shows signs of Egyptian by PythaK- 
of orientalism. lore> but no tract e 
The subject of Greek music so 1 
is still surrounded by much mystery' m theorv- 
mode ran 1-- . —"■*» 
vith E. Above these, in order, came tht 11 
1 vdian Hypophrygian, Hypodorian and Mix | 
The Dorian was most used and admired 
For instruments, the Greeks had the |v„ 
very closely related kuhara, the mag* 
oriental harp), the ailos (a single or double i 
sometimes with a sack like a bagpipe), the 5l 
(trumpet), and the Dan pipes. Probahh t: 
included also some reed instruments. In t!.; 
of Kradias,” a menacing accompai,imtn. t0 
march to execution, the gloomy color would i 
something like cur bassoon. 
It is commonly said ti.at Greek masic = 
in unison, but probably the accomplice: 
some variety. Very good music may be pm 
with such simple means, as is shown by the,. 
beauty of the old Scotch folk-songs. The .- 
of little tone-picture- shows tins the ir,- 
iide was probably fairly well developed. 0-, 
former, we read, gave a reproduction of 1 
“I have heard a better tcmpesPin a pot til 
water,” said one of his auditors; and fronts 
the familiar phrase, “a tempest in a tea-pot 
Musical Interest 
The dull season is on in France. Tbed; 
cst: event in Pari* was the concert d ikd 
Rcbi-olf, who curtained off the Uagt u! 
works of his own that rivalled the fonwo: 
Allan Poc for wci. dncs*. Notable am re:: 
“Les Silhouettes,” “Rcves.” a “Bear h,:: 
“Autumn Leaves.” Henri Cain and Jea: 
have used “Quo Vadis” for an operatic at; 
first performance to take piece tt Nut 
Federico Chucca. who died in Madrid, is 
of by the Imparciiil as the Spanish Ofictfe 
the other end of Europe. Os'~r Uerib 
Finnish composer, has had hit qxn. 
Rcito,” produced at Wiborg. and will see 
at Helsingfors. Walter Nicmann.hu 
Italian piano mu-ia, gives praise m Frocn 
picro, Ferrari, ar.d Del Valle dc raz,udo 
Ri:ci-Signorir.i for three Poetic Soitn 
r.cw opera, “The Vragabond ar.d the In 
booked for an early appearance at 
sic. Busoni, too, enters the operatic M 
just finished “Die BrautwahL" 
At the command of King Leopold 01 
the venerable Gevacrt ha* prodnetd 1 C« 
which l as already received the title ol 
Beige.” This at once opens op > wf 
the American composer. We shall ce^ 
“Philippine Hymns” at sn early date, w 
Rep. Hobson, if properly approached-« 
write the words for a national a 
to Japan." 
English festivals and other conertn w 
a large crop cf native music. l’»rn (C11 
Vision of Life," is rated as the rtlP'51 
art. The words are his own. Stisk*1 
Mater," is another example of thoruef 
Granville Uantock’s short cantata 
Wanderers," with poetic words by h* 
admirable illustration of hit P»>*“ 
Elgar’s orchestral suite. ’The 
a remodeled work, with a good 
but the critic* seemed to think th* * 
style rather thin. Other work* *> * 
kcr.zic’s masterly “Empire Sorj. ** 
of Dec," a pretty hr.Had by 
In Germrny, Carl Muck has <1 
by his conducting at Bayreath. Ts* 
C traus* is due for performance >• 
Berlin this season, ard hter *• JL 
French. The firm of l.cuckhardt. p* 
c"rrposer’s works, have 
cf the popular Noren’s 'Kak*d®^ 
contains two themes rcsetnblmt _ 
“Hcldenlcben." It is only the o» 
that anyone who couldn't find **\ . 
to he sued; and there i« no truth ^ 
Ftrauss will proceed again*t the • ^ 
because it makes a noise like bis» 1 with 
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THE BASIS OF MUSIC MEMORY 
By THOMAS TAPPER 
Many people memorize music with ease. They 
seem to possess a faculty for retaining the symbols 
of the printed page without care and without loss. 
Many such cases, carefully examined, reveal, how¬ 
ever, other faculties than mere absorption, if one 
may so express it. Mr. Kipling has pictured the 
training of his very capable hero, Kim, in a manner 
to prove that accurate observation of details and the 
retention of them is more than natural ability. It is 
this plus exact training. 
The ability to remember the music one studies 
and to play it “without the notes” is susceptible to 
training, and this training is based on several lines 
of activity. Applying this to the piano, there are to 
be reckoned with the note picture, the mental im¬ 
pression, the grouping of tones in chords, the 
melody, and the Form in which the composer’s 
meaning is expressed. With these the average 
student (if theft is any such student) becomes 
familiar to an extent, by repeated playing, carried 
on to the extent that the hands themselves seem to 
be gifted with the power to reproduce the music. 
Many a student is familiar with this condition and 
many another, alas, with the other condition which 
arises when, playing without music before others, 
the hands suddenly lose their cunning and the mind 
is powerless to suggest or assist. What causes this? 
In a word, inexact study. 
Verse and Prose. 
It is a common expression to hear people quote 
authors. When this is attempted, with accuracy, 
it is from verse rather than from prose that such 
quotation proceeds. The explanation is simple. 
Besides the beauty of its expression, the form of 
verse, its rhythm and rhyme, and the grouping of 
lines into stanzas are a help, a suggestion that keeps 
the mind up to the model. We seldom hear people 
quote prose exactly; and for the reason that prose 
is a more severe test upon the memory for accuracy. 
Public school teachers tell us that children learn 
to read music with greater facility than they learn to 
master the symbols of the mother tongue. They 
also tell us, and any one may make the observation 
for himself, that they memorize readily the voice 
music they study. This is possible because music, 
like verse, has its rhythm, its rhyme, and its repeti¬ 
tion—and because they, arranged by the skillful com¬ 
poser, are so set off, one against the other, that they 
are mutually suggestive. 
It is surprising to the student, who has never 
given thought to the matter, how little comparatively 
need be memorized of a composition to make one 
master of the whole. But even this reduction of 
what may be piled “new measures,” or “independent 
measures,” is not an ultimate safety device, it is 
only a help springing from a remoter reason or con¬ 
dition. Before we can safely trust to the suggestive¬ 
ness of music to impress itself on the mind we 
must carefully study the structure which the com¬ 
poser is building; that is, the form and sequence in 
which the composer expresses himself. Technically, 
this is known as the study of Music Form; in 
practical application, it is the possession of a ground 
plan, on which the composition is erected; and it is 
the mastery of this ground plan which makes play¬ 
ing ‘without the notes” a secure and insured 
adventure. 
Let us apply this phase of our subject to a specific 
type, reserving the application of other elements for 
later consideration. On page 253 of the April 
there is a composition by Geza Horvath, 
entitled the “Jolly Miller’s Boy.” This composition 
consists over all” of fifty-two measures. Mark the 
measures in order from one to thirty-six. 
Played at the indicated speed, perfectly, this music 
would impress a musical listener as consisting of 
Pnrt rrart.t t3,? 1 .is the sixteen opening measures; 
art 11, the following twenty measures; Part III, 
the first sixteen measures; here the Da Capo 
measures are not printed out, but frequently they 
are. The Form then of this composition is three¬ 
fold. Parts I and III are identical. Part II is in 







This is a very common type of ground plan 
known as the Ternary Form, or the Tripartite Form. 
These expressions have the same meaning. This 
ground plan is the first element of this music which 
one must memorize. While the total number of 
measures is fifty-two, we see that to have memorized 
sixteen provides us with thirty-two measures for 
performance. 
Let us examine Part I. These sixteen measures 
present two distinct sentences which of themselves 
make a little Form. Measures 1 to 8 are 
clearly divided into two portions, of which three 
measures in each portion are identical in every par¬ 
ticular. Therefore, this may be learned by memoriz¬ 
ing measures 1, 2, 3, 4 and 8. Next look at measures 
9 to 16. These again subdivide into two groups 
of four measures each. Let us compare measures 
9, 10, 11 and 12 with measures 13, 14, 15 and 16. 
Thirteen is like 9 with a slight melodic variation, 
which difference is sufficient to impress the altera¬ 
tion upon the memory; 14 is exactly like 10; 15 is 
exactly like 11; 16 differs from 12, but the Cadence 
approach is the same. Therefore, of these eight 
measures one needs to memorize only 9, 10. 11 12 
and 16. 
Now study the part in A Major, measures 17 to 
30- Of the first eight measures (17-24) 17 and 21 
are identical with change of octave; 18 and 22 are 
also identical; 19 and 20 and 23 and 24 are inde¬ 
pendent. Measures 25 and 26 occur again as 27 and 
28 and all four (25-28) are but an echo of the 
cadence effect. 
Measures 29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 are identical with 
17, 10, 19. 20 and 21. Measures 34, 35 and 36 are 
identical. Therefore, of these measures (17-36) nine 
are exact repeats of others and need not be learned 
independently. Now all this is quite apart from the 
similar motives used throughout the work, which in 
their turn lend aid in suggestion. But we have seen 
that this music has a general plan which is, first of 
all, to be fixed in the mind; second, much of its 
matter (melody and harmony) is used more than 
once; in other words, the parts have interrelation 
Ihird, that a variation on a motive (compare 
measures 9 and 13) is not difficult to master as the 
law of contrast in the identical figure assists us. 
Memorizing the Structure. 
To memorize this composition, on the basis of its 
structure, would require one to dictate the following: 
to himself: s 
1. I am to memorize a composition of fifty-two 
measures. 
2. The first sixteen measures are identical with 
the last sixteen. 
3. The first eight measures divide into two 
groups of four, the one group like the other 
4- Measures 9 to 16 divide into two groups of 
four, the one like the other. 
5. Measures 17 to 24 are divisible into two groups 
of four; two measures of which are identical 
6. Measures 25 to 28 are inserted as a cadence 
group and are divisible into two groups of two 
measures each; the one group like the other except 
as to octave location. 
7. Measures 29 to 36 are substantially like 17 to 
24 and divide in like manner into two groups of four 
measures each. 
All this makes clear the Form, in the relation of 
parts and the structure of parts. 
THE PASSING OF THE SQUARE PIANO. 
Many musicians regret that the conditions of 
modern life in America, with our crowded apart¬ 
ments and continually diminishing rooms, seem to 
point to the doom of the square piano. The splen¬ 
did instruments that once adorned the' “parlours” of 
our grandparents are still a delightful memory. 
While lacking somewhat in power and brilliancy 
they possessed a sweetness and a mellowness which 
the modern upright can rarely claim. There are 
very few manufacturers who make square pianos 
now. The fashion has been set for the upright and 
the grand, and America is a country where fashion 
and expediency rule. 
The following paragraph from the Boston Tran¬ 
script is significant: “The death of the square piano 
is announced in the decision of the piano dealers, 
who held their annual session in New York recently, 
not to accept it any longer in exchange for newer 
styles in pianos. For some years it has been gener¬ 
ally known that the square piano was on its last legs, 
so to speak. The doom that has now overtaken it 
has been expected, yet its departure to many is pa¬ 
thetic. Memories and associations cling to it that 
cannot be transplanted to pianos of a different shape. 
It was the heart of the household; the spot where it 
stood was the gathering place of the family and its 
friends. Besides, it was something more than a 
musical instrument. It was a convenient piece of 
furniture, for the accommodation of newspapers, 
magazines and bric-a-brac that have now no such 
general ground upon which to meet. In all its ways 
it belonged to a different generation.” 
Old Pianos Sometimes Valuable. 
It not infrequently happens that some of the 
older instruments were made of extremely fine 
woods. Some were even not veneered, but were 
solid rosewood, mahogany, etc. These cases are 
often valuable as they can be converted into de¬ 
sirable articles of furniture by skillful cabinetmakers. 
The allowance made for the old piano in purchasing 
a new instrument is often a fictitious inducement to 
purchase. The case, together with the sentimental 
associations are frequently more valuable than the 
discount that some dealers induce you to believe is 
made in consideration of the old instrument. 
An English magazine (Music) states in this con¬ 
nection: “As a musical instrument this type is by 
reason of its age and original construction no longer 
competent to give pleasure, and only in village 
schools or for studio practice is it of any use what¬ 
ever. 
. 'Tlle market value of an old square in this country 
is about £2, and it will fetch no more in America, un¬ 
less of course, the case happens to be a particularly 
fine one, and useful either for metamorphosis in its 
entirety, or valuable for the separate sections of the 
wood; then, perhaps, it may realize a pound or 
two more. In a recent issue of The Providence Jour¬ 
nal, an interesting illustrated article appeared show¬ 
ing what has been done with old squares by en- 
hghtened and wealthy individuals. It is evident that 
the hostile demonstration made against the square 
by a section of the trade has found its reflex in an 
increased admiration for it by many highly cultured 
people who buy up any beautiful old specimen they 
can find and convert it into something alike useful 
and ornamental. 
“The writer says: 
“‘As many of the converted squares are in beauti¬ 
ful homes in this city, there is a fad to get possession 
of these instruments and see what clever hands can 
do with them. This has increased their value 
“‘An isokted farmhouse yielded one, a family 
winch had no use for the cumbersome rosewood 
hetrloom read.ly parted with the second, and the 
third and fourth were acquired after much the same 
fashion, one being secured for the sum of $5. One 
has been converted into a massive library table 
another into an artistic buffet, the third into a ladVs 
desk, and the fourth has been restored as far as pos 
form/- gr3CeS tHe drawing-r°°m in its original 
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The Teachers’ Round Table 
CONDUCTED BY N. J. COREY 
„ . f Advice for Teachers. H You 
The Teacher,' Round Table!*Round Table. 
More in Regard to Technic After Maturity. 
“In your June number 1 rind anitaln,ICtb0UKbt 
difficult***”*olne“o' gain Vl&ea “e toger .taci.lty 
after the age ot twenty-five^ I J 
“hoped* with practice to improvi 
play w 
' “2. Is tl y way of a 
o play in sharps, except co 
pieces should 
1 think if you will read my article a little more 
closely you will find it less discouraging than you 
imagine, for it applies more particularly to. those 
who are just beginning, and wish to establish a 
technique after the age of twenty-five. I stated 
in that article that while much had sometimes been 
accomplished after that age, that virtuoso possibili¬ 
ties were small. The difficulty is that at that age the 
ligaments have become hard and stiff, and the 
muscles lack pliability. I apparently did not carry 
the discussion far enough to apply to cases like 
vours. You will, therefore, make a note of the fact, 
that these conditions do not obtain with a person 
of twenty-five who has been practicing for years, 
for his muscles will be in a free and pliable condi¬ 
tion from long continued exercise. The conditions 
are entirely different with a beginner who lias 
arrived at maturity with finger muscles entirely 
unused to rapid motions. With the hand well 
formed and accustomed to the keyboard, there is 
no reason why one should not go on improving 
for an indefinite period, even adding considerably 
to finger facility. There is no pianist of any con¬ 
sequence who does not continue to improve, and 
that to a marked degree, after the age of maturity 
has been reached, and long passed. 
There are only three means of overcoming nerv¬ 
ousness that I am aware of—a perfectly healthy 
physique—absolute familiarity with ones music, 
which of course implies an adequate technique—and 
frequent playing in public. Individual tempera¬ 
ments, however, vary greatly in degree of nervous¬ 
ness and very few are able to overcome it 
completely. Nervousness is often the peculiar con¬ 
comitant of an emotional nature, and one that is 
devoid of it is invariably a dull player. lotal 
absorption in one’s performance, and that feeling of 
excitement and exaltation that comes when an 
audience shows appreciation of ones work, helps 
greatly in eliminating nervousness. But for this it 
is necessary that one play many selections on a 
program. When one has but a single appearance 
upon a program, it is difficult to do one s self jus¬ 
tice, for there is not time to work into the mood. 
When the greatest artist of her time, Adelina Fatti, 
used to say that every time she started to go on 
the stage, she declared to herself that she would 
never undergo the ordeal again, a nervousness that 
.he never overcame throughout her career, how can 
lesser artists hope to overcome it? But as soon as 
Patti had won her audience and conquered the first 
fear, the period of exaltation came again, and she 
delighted in her work. The great Rubinstein had 
the reputation of making many mistakes, partly due, 
doubtless, to the nervous excitement of playing be¬ 
fore an audience, and partly due, in his case, to a 
nervous absorption in his music. Those who have 
but few opportunities to play in public, could par¬ 
tially accustom themselves, if they would, by playing 
oftener in their own social and family circles, even 
inducing friends and family to assume the critical 
attitude. Make a trial of this and I think you will 
find your nervousness will lessen. 
Pieces for Adult Musical Infants. 
“As a voan" teacher this department has been 
a great help, and I would like to ask some ques- 
ti0“l Wtmtyst°v!” ofCp?eUces should one use for older 
pupils, although not farther advanced tlian tile 
third grade, who object to wasting time on exei- 
a. a - 
You would better try and convince the 
mentioned in the first question nec<*£‘^del- 
forming a technique by means at ^crcise 
to be able to play readily. It is necessary t 
hands and fingers be made .Z^'Totry and do 
motions, and it is “wasting hme to try a 
this in any other way than by .exercises 
the mind can be concentrated directy things If 
motions, without being diverted by °th^,th J=es as 
they refuse to practice etudes select such pie ^ 
contain technical passage work that will b 
fit, such as sonatinas. than 
2. The idea that sharps are more difficult 
fiats is merely a notion. An equal amount of prac 
tice in each will result in an equal facility. 
3. Keep a record of all the teaching pieces that 
you find useful and agreeable, and specially mar 
those that have no reference to children, qr juvenile 
matters in title, or cover page, and these with 
your older students. They ought to find no objec¬ 
tion to sonatinas. Such students are sometimes 
difficult to treat, for the reason that their taste is 
more mature than their technical facility. When 
you give your next order to The Etude for pieces 
"on selection,” keep a careful record, for futuic 
reference, of such as would be useful for older 
students, even though at the time you have no use 
for them, and find it necessary to return them. 
The Taste for Popular Music. 
>pensity pupils? 
t the 
"2 1 am not a vocal teacher, but often give 
my "pupils songs so they may learn to accompany 
themselves, and thus add to their pleasure. they 
live in the country with no opportunities for vocal 
‘"^.•inshwIlafwoXi™ idvlse^thaf? 
insist on the students taking ivhat 
or shall 1 give them their preferH 
go? Although they never hav- — 
o me there 
„cc.ence and let it 
e an opportunity for 
leation, yet It seems 
iinances will' not permit 
as 1 would like, but I v 
My 
ould li 
“4. Why are not music teachers required to take 
an examination and have a license, in same man¬ 
ner as doctors, lawyers and public-school teachers? 
It seems to me that It should be considered equally 
important^for^one^CT^^a^moa^y only 
I. Nothing, except to gradually build up the taste 
of your pupils. This must necessarily be a slow 
process, rendered doubly so by the fact that the 
students’ associates do not progress with them, but 
rather act as an incubus, constantly pulling back and 
undoing your efforts. All progress along all lines, 
however, has been made under such unfavorable 
conditions. The world would have stood still if 
reformers had been discouraged by difficulties. A 
certain amount of interest in popular music can do 
no harm, so long as it does not absorb the entire 
attention. Many fine musicians, who are devoted 
to their Beethoven and Wagner, also enjoy the 
social fun that is occasionally obtained with jolly 
friends in singing popular songs. I only mention 
this to suggest that it is hardly possible to hope to 
completely emancipate your pupils from their tastes 
of a life time. Indeed you will be more successful 
with them if you do not inveigh too heavily and too 
constantly against the music that they like You 
will get a better hold on them if you occasionally 
join with them m their “rag-time” jollities, when 
gathered together for a social good time Tact 
sometimes accomplishes more than brutally franl- 
truth. If you show a sympathetic interest in the! 
pleasures, they will often be all the more readv to 
listen to you when you teach and advise * Y 
• j teaching pupils to accompany their 3. Your tdea^of teach ^Pl Mix the good ^ 
own songs i nQt insisting on their putting the 
the popular, suddenly. inducing them to study 
latter aside t as much as you tactfully can, 
a better class■ wffi fil)d their taste improving. 
and little by little yO r.cs ^ haye their ^ 
3. Nearly all con ^ ^ thc chautauquas, 
mer schools, important ones of which have 
the larger - ns conducting summer courses of 
excellent nius ^ maUer you wouid better take time 
5tudy- te during the coming winter, and corre- 
t0 “Twith musicians in such places as seem most 
spond with means, and you can thus makeup 
accessible to you ^ ^ ^ t(j do before the nex( 
your mma q{ the best private teachers can 
vacation. summer resorts, and study 
alS°- don at much reduced expense, 
earned entire,y a matter of public sentiment. 
4- ln, r hnwever is too far behind in matters 
Tfhe fto realize the advantage or necessity of such 
r Wt- Students, however, could take more 
painf to protect themselves. In the majority of 
p lv.ve no one but themselves to blame 
fS6StW failure to choose a good teacher, for 
Instead of seeking the advice of experienced named 
Me oeoole who are known to have musical cul¬ 
ture 1 they eagerly accept thc advice of those who 
are notoriously ignorant on musical matters. Dur¬ 
ing my musical life, it has been, to me one of the 
most amusing of my observations, that, m nine 
ases out of ten, the average individual will turn 
and ask a question on musical matters of those who 
• are merely interested in music, even when there are 
a number of trained musicians in the room. With 
this experience it does not surprise me that pupils 
fall into the hands of “fake” teachers. 
Sonatinas for Study Purposes. 
“I wni verv much pleased that the Round Tabu. 
.miration of mine so fully, ami 
it an admirable book. 1 should like you 
me what course of study to use after It h 
finished. 1 have used the T'irst Sol 
which is a collection by various composers, 
you advise me to keep on with this, or 
a book of Sonatinas by each composer separate!). 
or would you advise velocity studies by Czerny 
Kohler, etc'.? If you can suggest any other roars- 
that will be beneficial to me along this line. 1 
shall be very grateful." 
You cannot do better than to continue with the 
Presser “First Steps” for your beginners. After it 
is finished I would suggest that you try the Lieb- 
ling selection of Czerny, using thc first few studies 
as an opportunity to very carefully review the pupils 
technical work, position, etc. Then add the second 
book of the Standard Graded Course. With pupils 
who have only an hour a day for practice, yon will 
probably be able to use not more than one selection 
a week from each. It makes no difference whether 
you get the selection of First Sonatinas, or buy 
them separately. The main thing is not to select 
those that are too difficult. It is not necessary to 
use an entire sonatina. All sonatinas are not ot a 
uniform grade of difficulty throughout. Some ot 
them contain only one or two interesting 
ments. Do not compel your pupils to learn the 
uninteresting movements. You can make the work 
less monotonous for yourself, by making yourself 
familiar with a number of sonatinas of the saw 
degree of difficulty, so that you may not be obliged 
to give every pupil thc same sonatina. Do not keep 
them practicing sonatinas constantly, but vary wit" 
pieces of a different character. 
Etiquette of Public Performances. 
"I would like very much to team if there 
any uniform etiquette for a pupil's recital. 
pupils supposed to bow to the audience afl*r 
inK played and been applauded? I 
attended a recital iu which the director ot tot 
school played, and each of his numbers 
encored, but lie made no bow at any lime T*°, 
?.ear® !,So I attended a recital given by em' »i 
«lie best teachers in Montreal, who bad had t« 
n?„V,aniage„°f a foreign education. Ills L\,“yt:d ''tit did not bow. Many other teach 
aeh their pupils to bow. Will you JJS 
me what is correct usage in the mauer- 
Your query is interesting in that it suggests 
toms that will seem very unusual in most part 
the country. I am frank to say that 1 never be 
heard of anyone playing in public without b 
gracious enough to acknowledge the attention ol 
audience, particularly in thc case of encores, 
etiquette of all public performance is that the 
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former greet his audience with a bow when coming 
upon the platform, which in turn an accustomed 
audience will graciously acknowledge by moderate 
or enthusiastic applause, as the degree of familiarity 
with the artist, or his fame, may seem to demand. 
After the performance another bow should be given, 
which, however, an audience may acknowledge, but 
slightly if the pleasure has been small. I cannct 
conceive of a foreign bred player being negligent in 
a courtesy of this sort, as foreigners themselves are 
generally very punctilious in matters of outward 
observance. I do not wonder that you, a member 
of the order of Ursuline Sisters, with whom polite¬ 
ness is taught as a first consideration, were non¬ 
plussed. 
Technic for Beginners. 
“What scales should a 
first gi ' - “ 
scales In contrary motion? 
be used with pupils who ar 
much time on 
What technic should 
Just beginning?'' 
A beginner should take up the scales in regular 
order from C around through the circle of fifths. 
They should first be learned in one octave, each 
hand separately. The number that are studied will 
depend entirely on the ability of the pupil. With 
but one hour for practice, ten minutes will be a 
good allowance for exercises. Not much need be 
done with contrary motion until the student is suffi¬ 
ciently advanced to take up a systematic practice 
of the scales in four octaves. The first work of a 
pupil should be done on a table. After the proper 
position of hands and fingers is acquired, then the 
fingers should be drawn back and forth on the 
table, extending as far as possible and drawing 
underneath the hand. This should be practiced until 
some individual control of the fingers is gained. 
Then up and down motions may be begun, first, 
merely raising up and down slowly until individual 
control is being gained in this direction, following 
this with systematic practice, giving first a count to 
the up motion and another to the down stroke, then 
the up and down on a single count, then two motions 
on a count. After applying these to the keyboard, 
pass on to elementary five-finger exercises and lead 
gradually into your first instruction book. 
The Tarantella. 
This comes under the head of musical myths. 
The impression has been common that it was a 
dance used to cure the bite of, not the snake, but 
the tarantula. This, however, cannot be confirmed. 
The dance is in six-eight meter, and originated in 
the province of Tarantia, in Apulia, South Italy. 
A peculiar disease, or sort of madness, prevailed in 
South Italy from the i6th to the i8th centuries, 
known as Tarantism. It is said that the only cure 
for it wqs to dance the tarantella, increasing the 
speed constantly until the patient fell exhausted to 
the ground. It was believed that Tarantism was 
caused by the bite of the tarantula, but this has 
been discredited since the discovery that its bite is 
no more serious in its effect than the sting of a 
wasp. 
Self-Instruction in Music. 
I have studied the elementary principles of 
usic from text-books, without a teacher. I would 
r“ "_study the higher branches, Harmony, 
suitable “L 
“What J_| L 
manuscripts, and what a 
If impossible to avail yourself of the services of 
a capable teacher, 'I would recommend that you 
study by correspondence, as you will need to have 
your exercises corrected. The following books you 
will find admirably suited to your purpose. “Theory 
Explained to Piano Students,” “Harmony, A Text- 
Book,” “Counterpoint, Strict and Free,” all by H. 
A. Clarke. There is also a key to the harmony, 
but it will do you more harm than good, unless 
you refrain rigorously from consulting it until you 
have carefully examined your exercises several 
times. “Theory of Interpretation,” by A. J. Good- 
nch; “History of Music,” by W. J. Baltzell, and 
Guide to Beginners in Composition,” by Stainer. 
Market price means exactly the same in music as 
m the commercial world, and the price depends 
entirely upon the demand for a composer’s music 
a demand that has to be created. 
LETTERS FROM OUR READERS 
LIVE TOPICS DISCUSSED BY ACTIVE MUSIC WORKERS 
NO ROYAL ROAD TO SUCCESS. 
To the Editor of The Etude: 
I am glad to see that in recent issues of your val¬ 
uable paper so many of your contributors have ad¬ 
vocated attention to little things. This is a very 
important matter. 
The great aim of logical development is to lead 
the child to see steps and logical processes, and to 
reason or deduce causes from effects. The greatest 
artists in the world were most painstaking with de¬ 
tails. The greatest novelists possessed the power of 
infinite pains. “Genius,” says George Eliot, “is only 
the capacity to receive discipline.” 
It is unsafe in American teaching to make work 
so pleasurable that necessary details are not mas¬ 
tered. As early as possible the child should begin 
to acquire knowledge of, and appreciation for, the 
technic of the art of music. He should know that 
there is no royal road to musical greatness. Ac¬ 
quaint him early with the lives of the great masters. 
Let him hear as early as possible good music and 
representative musical organizations. Elsie Lynes. 
EAR TRAINING AND THEORY. 
To the Editor of The Etude: 
In your June edition you solicit opinions of read¬ 
ers regarding “Is the Piano a Disadvantage in Early 
Musical Education?” 
Your published “symposium” on this subject is 
very interesting and instructive. Having studied 
violin in youth and later having taken up musical 
theory and piano, I am of the opinion that, just as 
the violin student is required to study harmony sev¬ 
eral years and piano at least one year, to be able 
to demonstrate harmony, so the piano student 
should study voice or violin at least one year as well 
as musical theory, and especially the scientific basis 
of music, and our tempered scale. He should also 
study the science of piano tuning to such an extent 
as will enable the pianist to be critical and to tell 
when the instrument is properly tuned, even though 
he is not able to tune it. 
As the common chord (the triad), both major and 
minor, is the basis of harmony, I heartily agree with 
the system employed by Mr. Herman P. Chelius as 
published in his article on this subject. That is -a 
good beginning and should be carried farther, in the 
same way, to augmented and diminished triads 
with their most common introductions (preparations) 
and progressions (resolutions); likewise, the domi¬ 
nant seventh and ninth; also, collateral (or second¬ 
ary) sevenths; the leading-tone minor and diminished 
sevenths, concluding with the combinations contain¬ 
ing the diminished third and its more common in¬ 
version, the augmented sixth forms. This form of 
ear training will not only develop the most critical 
ear (provided the pupil is able to sing or hum these 
combinations in arpeggio and distinguish them in 
combination), but will also be the best preparation 
for the study of harmony and musical theory in 
general. 
We are indebted to the tempered scale for mod¬ 
ern enharmonic harmony, and the piano is the most 
popular exponent (if not the best) of this scale and its 
harmony. The origin of modern music should be 
credited to the piano to this extent. 
I. S. Christy. 
AMATEUR OR PROFESSIONAL? 
To the Editor of The Etude: 
In The Etude for August, Mr. Emil Liebling 
brings up a topic worthy of serious consideration. 
Should the amateur be given a training different 
from that which the professional student receives? 
Decidedly not. The real amateur must have as solid 
a foundation as the professional. It is of course un- 
derstood that he is to have pieces of a character 
lighter than those given to professional students. 
But as to technical matter, I have never discrimi¬ 
nated among my pupils. Many have thanked me later 
for having made them “go through” Bach and 
Czerny. But I must disagree with Mr. Liebling 
when he says that an amateur can dispense with the 
study of form and analysis. 
How can the amateur derive real enjoyment from 
a Beethoven sonata or a Bach fugue without a 
knowledge of form? How can he possibly under¬ 
stand any good work without a knowledge of its 
form? There is practically no difference to-day be¬ 
tween professional and amateur musicians. They 
differ only in that the former have to think of 
music’s pecuniary side, while the latter have no con¬ 
nection with it. Teachers too often fall into the 
error of giving students who study for pleasure’s 
sake a surplus of pieces with little or no consider¬ 
ation for the technical side of the art. This is one 
of the reasons why most amateur players have never 
gone beyond the difficulties of the ordinary “board¬ 
ing-house” piece. 
The course for amateurs naturally should not be 
as long as that for professional students; but for the 
first two years the teacher should make no distinc¬ 
tions. The foundation of a house must be solid, re¬ 
gardless of whether the house is to be used for 
pleasure or business. The true amateur loves his 
art so well that he is interested in its history and 
its principles. 
While I was a student I had no intention of ever 
becoming a teacher; but so interested was I in 
music that every piece of literature relating to it 
was devoured by me as soon as I laid hands on it. 
I remember with what satisfaction and delight an 
“amateur” pupil of mine listened to a fugue or 
symphony after having studied form and analysis. 
A study like counterpoint or orchestration may be 
dispensed with by the amateur student, but for a 
true appreciation of music the subjects of musical 
history, harmony and form are extremely essential. 
If we wish to better the standard of art appreciation 
in this country we must take care of the amateur’s 
education. Very truly yours, 
Daniel Bloomfield. 
HOW A MUSICAL EDUCATION MAY PRE¬ 
VENT CRIME. 
The following, which appeared in a London 
paper, is but an endorsement of many similar esti¬ 
mates that have been made by American sociol¬ 
ogists. There is a definite value in music in the 
public parks. The city that spends money in this 
way will have a return in lessening the running ex¬ 
penses of the penitentiary. The parent that provides 
the child with a musical education is giving it a 
means of training the powers of self-discipline un¬ 
equaled by any other study. The English paper 
states: 
Remarkable facts about the reformative influence 
of music were given at a conference of the Re¬ 
formatory and Refuge Union last month at Man¬ 
chester, England. 
“The Rev. J. P. Merrick read a paper, in which he 
asserted that if music were properly taught in 
elementary schools it would be found to exercise a 
remarkable influence in the direction of discipline 
and the formation cf character and conduct. It 
might not, especially in its elementary stages, train 
or expand the intellect; but he maintained that it 
had a softening and disciplinary influence which 
could scarcely be overestimated. 
“Mr. Merrick said it was a remarkable fact that 
professional musicians as a class very seldom found 
their way to the police-court and prison. In the 
list of 6,114 cases which belongs to the great sub¬ 
merged class, the majority of whom had made the 
acquaintance of the prison cell, he found only six 
were recorded as musicians; and he found the same 
freedom from criminal offense in a trade allied with 
music, pianoforte-making, which furnished only nine 
of the cases. 
“It did not seem reasonable to surmise that 
musicians were more indisposed than other people 
to dishonesty or crime, but it was possible that 
music did soften the breast savage with hostile 
inclination against the Ten Commandments, and that 
an absence of theft and serious offense was the 
consequence. If this inference approximated to the 
truth music could be used as a remedy against vice 
and much that was mimical to good order, property 
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‘SELF-HELP” HINTS ON “ETUDE” MUSIC 
PRACTICAL EXPLANATORY NOT^FO^AMBmOUS, PROGRESSIVE TEACHLRS 
By PRESTON WARE OREM 
ANDANTE, FROM ‘ SURPRISE SYMPHONY”— 
HAYDN—SAINT-SAENS. 
should sound as 
piece is destined 
though played by one 
to hold its popularity 
hand. This 
for years to 
One of Haydn’s most genial symphonic move¬ 
ments, beautifully arranged as a piano solo by Saint- 
Saens. The Symphony in G, known as the "Surprise 
Symphony,’' takes its name from a unique and strik¬ 
ing effect in the slow movement. This effect occurs 
in the sixteenth measure (.see the music in this is¬ 
sue), at the close of the lirst period. The naive and 
simple melody, plainly harmonized, is given out 
softly by the stringed instruments of the orchestra 
when suddenly there is a fortissimo crash by the full 
orchestra, including percussion instruments, on the 
G major chord. The effect on the audience at the 
first performance of this symphony must have been 
electrical. Even now it is startling. In transcribing 
this movement for piano solo Saint-Saens has fol¬ 
lowed the original score with commendable fidelity, 
merely making pianistic the orchestral idioms and 
bringing the harmonies within reach of the two 
hands. If strict attention be paid to color and bal¬ 
ance this piano arrangement may be played with 
orchestral effect. This slow movement is in point 
of form a theme with variations. The first thirty- 
two measures constitute the theme. This portion, 
with the exception of the "crash” aforesaid, should 
be played quietly, with delicacy and precision. The 
variation following, with its quaint and pretty figu¬ 
rations, requires rather more force, the theme being 
well brought out. The next variation, in the key ot 
C minor, is still more forceful, all the orchestral re¬ 
sources being brought into play. This variation 
takes on a somewhat martial character. The scale 
passages must be played with neatness and accuracy 
and the rhythmic effects brought out crisply. Just 
before the return to C major there is a passage ot 
five measures for a solb instrument, leading back to 
the original key. This must be played expressively 
with some freedom in the tempo. Then follows a 
dainty variation in repeated notes, del staccato, for 
eight measures, then the original theme is given out 
in the left hand with a new counter-theme in the 
right This very interesting passage will .need 
careful handling. A brilliant variation in triplets j 
follows. This must be played in the bravura style, 
without hurrying, and very distinctly. This varia¬ 
tion closes with a long pause on a diminished sev¬ 
enth chord (F sharp-A-C-E flat), with a prolonged 
drum roll in the left hand. Then follows the coda 
or conclusion, chiefly built up on a ‘ tonic pedal- 
point ” Note the continued reiteration of C in the 
left hand. This coda is formed from fragments of 
the principal theme. In playing this piece endeavor 
always to keep the orchestra in mind. It is a splen¬ 
did study piece and when well played it will make a 
popular recital number. 
SPRING DAWN—MAZURKA CAPRICE—WM. 
MASON. 
This is one of the most popular of all the piano 
pieces of the late Dr. Wm. Mason, and deservedly 
SO. Although a comparatively early work. Op. 20. 
it displays a certain vigor and freshness even at the 
present day and it is not in the least old-fashioned. 
Paderewski, a warm personal friend of the coin- 
poser, thought well enough of this piece to in¬ 
corporate in many of his recital programs. In its 
passage-work this piece shows direct traces of 
Liszt’s influence. The piece, neverthless, is strict y 
original. It is graceful, elegant and thoroughly 
pianistic. It must be played with considerable 
freedom and a judicious use of the tempo rubaio, 
consistent with a due observance of the character¬ 
istic mazurka rhythm. The passage-work through¬ 
out requires a pearly, delicate quality of touch. Dr. 
Mason was noted for the beauty of his touch, par¬ 
ticularly in pieces of this character. Note the echo 
effects in the eighth and twenty-fourth measures, 
also the chromatic countertheme in the left hand of 
twenty-seventh and twenty-eighth measures. The 
middle section in D flat will require careful treat¬ 
ment The principal motive in sixteenth notes be¬ 
ginning in the left hand and transferred to the right 
MAZOURKA DI BALLET-F. P. ATHERTON. 
Tuts is a verv cleverly-constructed idealization o 
rhylhm to’*. »< • 
ment. This American composer dispiay 
able originality both in melod.c conven on a 
treatment. This piece will require digital 
and accuracy of execution In order tcget• ^ 
proper spirit the player should call 1 dancers 
picture of a ballet and the evolutions of thedancers 
treading the mazes of a fantastic ma*urka. Thito 
piece will make an excellent recital number and 
from a technical standpoint it will prove valuable 
DREAM IDYLS—GEORGE DUDLEY MARTIN. 
This is a new drawing-room piece by a populai 
writer, written in graceful style melodious and 
suave. It should be played rather deliberately, 
never hurried, the themes being brought out with 
large, full tone. The accompanying chords should 
be played lightly in order not to obscure the mel¬ 
odies, at the same time furnishing a rich harmonic 
background. The pedal must be employed with dis¬ 
crimination; its usefulness in this piece will be two¬ 
fold: to bind the melody tones and to sustain the 
harmonies. Although quite easy to play this piece 
is so constructed as to give a full, rich effect, if well 
handled. 
DANSE DES BAYADERES—E. POTJES. 
An attractive characteristic piece suggesting the 
gyrations of the East Indian native dancers. This 
piece must be played with strong accentuation of 
steadiness of rhythm, not too fast. The rhythmic 
figure, consisting of a sixteenth note followed by a 
thirty-second rest followed by tliirty-seco 1 note 
(or a dotted sixteenth note followed by a thirty- 
second note), needs attention. This figure, with its 
corresponding forms in other time values, is fre¬ 
quently slighted, too little value being given to the 
first portion and too much to the latter portion, thus 
giving the effect of a triplet. The figure as it ap¬ 
pears in this piece requires a particularly snappy 
delivery in order to obtain the proper effect. This 
will make an excellent third-grade teaching piece. 
MIRTH AND GAYETY CAPRICE—C. W. KERN. 
A lively number requiring neat finger work, one 
of the most recent compositions of this well-known 
writer. This piece is full of good humor and the 
joy of living. It should be played in a brilliant, 
spirited manner throughout, in rapid tempo and with 
little deviation in pace. The sudden transition in the 
middle section from G to E fiat gives a bizarre effect 
in keeping with the character of the piece. This 
number may be used to good advantage with ad¬ 
vanced third-grade pupils. 
A dainty and melodious drawing-room piece b' 
a contemporary German composer. This piece i 
written in the style of a modern gavotte. It 
rhythm is such that it might even be used for danc 
ing purposes. From a teaching standpoint this piec 
is valuable as an attractive vehicle for the practic 
of the staccato touch as applied to both chord am 
finger work. It is also well worthy a place on th 
program of a recital by intermediate pupils. I 
should be taken at a moderate pace, well accented 
ON THE TRAIN—PIERRE RENARD. 
A bright and interesting teaching piece whic 
should prove very popular with pupils. It is take 
from a new set of pieces suggesting the familiar ex 
pcriences of a vacation trip. “On the Train’’ i " 
very characteristic number. The title and 'the cor 
text of the piece are amply suggestive of its men 
mg and interpretation. It must be taken at a li 1 
pace, with a clear, firm touch. Make a little tn, 
picture of it. uuc 1011 
RIPPLES (VALSETTO)-PAUL LAWSON. 
. nyliG and instructive piece, useful as an ele- 
lerv study of finger work in irregular arpeggios 
TO!f scales combined in continuous passages, some- 
and scale 1<fi twisters” by pupils. In addition 
technical value this number is melodious 
enough for a recital piece. Use with advanced sec¬ 
ond-grade pupils. 
THE GOAT RIDE POLKA F. L. BRISTOW. 
another easy teaching piece, suitable for second- 
rnuoils It has two features which will prove 
interest to teachers: it is one of the easiest pieces 
°n which the device of “crossing the hands” has 
L„„ employed, and it contains examples of the scale 
in “contrary motion.” It is from a set of charac¬ 
teristic pieces entitled “Motion Pictures. F. L. 
Bristow is a veteran composer and musical edu¬ 
cator whose greatest successes have been with 
young pupils. 
SWEET WILLIAM’S BALL—L. A. BUGBEE. 
A very easy teaching piece (with text) from a set 
entitled “A Few Flowers for Musical Hours.” In 
this interesting set the various familiar wild flowers 
are personified in a quaintly characteristic manner. 
“Sweet William’s Ball” speaks for itself. 
SILVER BELLS (FOUR HANDS)—H. WEGTS. 
A brilliant duet arrangement (by the composer) 
of this very successful number, in which the effect 
of the original solo is considerably enhanced, while 
still preserving its light and scintillating quality. 
The several tinkling, bell-like effects must be neatly 
executed by the Primo, and the Secondo player should 
furnish a steady and unobtrusive accompaniment. 
SPANISH DANCE, No. i (VIOLIN AND 
PIANO)—M. MOSZKOWSKI. 
Originally for four hands at the piano, but very I 
effectively arranged for violin by Ph. Scharwenka. I 
Moszkowski’s early fame as a composer rests chiefly I 
upon his “Spanish Dances.” Of these No. i is one I 
of the most characteristic. It is a masterly example I 
of the assimilation and idealization of one of the I 
typical Spanish dance rhythms. In this case it is I 
the “Malagucna,” one of the principal dances of' ( 
Andalusia, said to have originated during the Span- I 
ish occupation of Flanders. This piece must be I 
played with dash and abandon, together with a cer- I 
tain languishing quality. 
THE VOCAL NUMBERS. 
Both songs are novelties, recently composed and I 
now appearing for the first time. Jules Jordan’s I 
“I Want You Only” is one of the best efforts of this 1 
popular composer and accomplished singer. It has 1 
all the elements of popularity. The waltz-like re- I 
frain is particularly taking. 
In C. C. Robinson’s “Greeting,” a composer new I 
to our Etude readers is represented. It is a very I 
sympathetic and expressive setting of a beautiful 
lyric, one which should appeal to singers. Both of I 
these songs should make highly successful recital I 
numbers. 
HYPOCRISY IN MUSIC. 
BY RUPERT HUGHES. 
The waltz from “The Merry Widow” is floc 
music that deserves its popularity. Some of Johar 
Strauss’ waltzes were excellent music, and so sevei 
a composer as Brahms said that he wished he h: 
written some of them. Others of Strauss’ waltz 
are trash, as some of Brahms’ compositions a 
failures. 
Don’t be a hypocrite, in any case, and don't pi 
tend to like what you don’t. This, however, do 
not mean that you should trust entirely to instil 
and first impressions. You should try to like t 
famous works, and keep on trying to until you < 
or you really know why you don’t. 
If you like “The Merry Widow” waltz play its 
level m its appealing insistence, its amorously 
’ Th,en Play one of Strauss’ waltzes, say “I 
■Beautiful Blue Danube” or his “Wine, Women a 
“W^ », Then try some of the Chopin “vals« 
waltz and “valse” are only the Teutonic and t 
Lallic forms of the same word, but the former 1 
be USed of the actual music for the 3Ct 
round-dance; the latter has come to be used for 
rhythmni^aio;:te famasy based on ,he ■ 
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Expert Advice for Students and Teachers. 
Editor for September, . . Mr. Dudley Buck, Jr. 
Editor for October, ... Mr. Horace P. Dibble 
Mr. Dudley Buck, Jr. (son of the 
well-known American composer, Dudley 
Buck), has devoted his life to the study 
of vocal problems, and his opportunities 
for research both here and abroad have 
been very extensive. We desire to thank 
those readers of the Vocal Department 
who have sent us letters of appreciation 
of The Etude’s policy of presenting the 
best thoughts and the results of the prac¬ 
tical experience of leading metropolitan 
teachers. 
SOUNDS AND SENSATIONS. 
BY DUDLEY BUCK, JR. 
Many books have been written, and 
many lectures have been given on the 
art of voice production, but the fact 
remains that it is an art that cannot 
be learned from reading, or hearing 
lengthy discussions on the subject, but 
only through months and months of 
personal effort in the hands of a master. 
Nobody can learn to sing correctly 
without instruction. The simplest of 
reasons being, that he cannot hear him¬ 
self as others hear him. 
A tone that sounds well to the per¬ 
son singing, may effect the listener in 
directly the opposite way. It is gen¬ 
erally a great surprise to a pupil when 
he is informed that he must train the 
ear to a new sound, but it is, never¬ 
theless, a fact that the training of the 
voice can only be accomplished through 
two things, i. e., sounds and sensations. 
It is how it sounds in your ears, and how 
it feels in your mouth, that finally decides 
the question of a well-produced tone. 
There can be no doubt that the key 
to good voice production is in a true 
focus; that all words must be formed 
at the front of the mouth, and all tones 
focused there too. In producing vowel 
sounds, the tone must pass uninter¬ 
ruptedly through the mouth, care being 
taken that the entire breath is vocal¬ 
ized, and that the tongue, soft palate 
and lips, maintain the same relative 
position throughout the utterances of 
the vowel. In this way, only, can the 
sound remain correct. The student 
must learn to appreciate that he is 
dealing with a very small instrument, 
that the slightest change in the ac- 
coustic means a great change in the 
tone itself; but, more than anything 
else, he must learn to feel the sound, 
to recognize its position, and know its 
sensation. In this way, he advances 
upon a solid foundation. 
Vocalization. 
In the use of vowels to vocalize with, 
there is a great diversity of opinion. 
The old Italian masters used “Ah” 
most of the time. Of course “Ah” 
must be conquered, as must all the 
vowels, but “Ah” is an extremely diffi¬ 
cult one, for the Anglo Saxon races, 
owing to the fact that most people 
sing and speak it in a very flat manner, 
making it the lowest of all vowels. 
Properly spoken or sung, it must seek 
its resonance high up on the palate, 
the same as the vowel sounds, “oo” or 
“°>” care being taken, that the tongue 
does not fall. For this reason, I be¬ 
lieve that “oo” and “o” for the be¬ 
ginner, if properly handled with a free 
throat, will give quicker and better re¬ 
sults. “Oo gives at once the sensa¬ 
tion of the overtone, so essential to 
beauty of tone, lowers the larynx and 
brings the voice to the lips through 
the proper channel. 
In regard to the overtone, too much 
stress cannot be placed upon it. It is 
just as important and vital to voice 
production as the knowledge that the 
voice, throughout its entire production, 
must rest upon and be supported by 
the breath. Scientists have demon¬ 
strated that all musical sound is com¬ 
plex. In other words, that it has a 
fundamental tone and certain other 
sounds called “upper partials,” “har¬ 
monics,” or “overtones.” Upon these 
latter depend the richness and reso¬ 
nance of a musical tone, and everything 
that can be done to amplify the over¬ 
tones will enrich the fundamental tone 
itself. 
Overtones. 
Nature shows us at once that the 
overtone has much the better carrying 
power. Imagine that you were calling 
to a friend a long way off, and see what 
will happen. The shout will be thrown 
up into the head, and the overtone will 
appear at once leaving no strain upon 
the throat. The “Coo Hoo” call of 
children is also always given in over¬ 
tones proving again the carrying 
thought. In the early age of song, 
most of which was heard in the 
churches, the compass of the different 
voices was quite different from that of 
to-day. For instance, the soprano 
never sang above F or F sharp, the alto 
perhaps to C, the tenor to E or F, and 
the bass to C or D, showing con¬ 
clusively that only the tones of the true 
voice, or more commonly known as 
the chest voice, were used. Suddenly 
we find the compass of all composi¬ 
tions change. The soprano parts be¬ 
ing written up as high as C, the altos 
to F or G, the tenors to A and B and 
the basses to F, unquestionably due 
to the discovery of the falsetto or head 
The wise old Italian masters not only 
had wonderful hearing but were much 
more scientific than the majority of the 
teachers of to-day. They produced voices 
of wonderful beauty, of great compass 
and of remarkable agility. This was 
the result of scientifically reinforcing 
overtones so that the voice not only 
extended in compass and in beauty of 
tone, but became even throughout its 
entire range, and was always in a posi¬ 
tion to move, in the overtone, to any 
part of its compass with great facility. 
Thus the jump of an octave, or even a 
tenth, was conquered as easily as that 
of a third or a fifth. I can do no bet¬ 
ter than reiterate that a tone minus 
its harmonics or overtones is of little 
value. 
The foregoing is especially applic¬ 
able to the head voice, the most valued 
possession of all singers. There is not 
the slightest doubt- but that a mechani¬ 
cal change does occur in the upper 
range of all voices. Gray, who is cer¬ 
tainly one of the greatest authorities 
on anatomy, says that everybody has 
two sets of vocal chords, the one 
fibrous and the other mucous. It is, 
therefore, readily to be seen that after 
the fibrous chords (the true chords) 
have been vibrated to their utmost ten¬ 
sion some mechanical change must 
occur to obtain the high notes. This 
change consists in substituting the mu¬ 
cous chords (the false chords) for the 
fibrous ones, and as the larynx relaxes, 
the tone is thereby produced with much 
less tension and effort. People scoff 
at a falsetto tone, saying, “do not use 
it, it will injure your voice,” but the 
fact remains, nevertheless, that the high 
notes of all voices are but reinforced 
falsetto or head notes, and furthermore, 
that the action of the larynx is as 
natural in producing the falsetto tone, 
as it is in producing the true tone. 
Some New Thoughts on Breathing. 
Another vital point in the art of sing¬ 
ing is, naturally, the art of breathing. 
It has been said many times that the 
art of breathing is the art of singing. 
Of course, this is not entirely true, but 
it is certainly well on the road to it. 
Breathing is the foundation of the en¬ 
tire art of good singing, and without 
its perfect mastery nobody can hope 
to reach great heights. 
A singer breathes by raising the ribs 
with the muscles of the back, simul¬ 
taneously expanding the ribs and con¬ 
tracting the diaphragm so that con¬ 
siderable abdominal pressure is felt. 
Then it is necessary to learn to emit 
the breath from the lungs, very spar¬ 
ingly, but with unceasing uniformity 
and strength, so that the vocal chord be 
not overburdened, and so that the 
breath can rise to the resonance cavities 
in the head. From these head cavities 
it should be allowed to flow from the 
mouth unimpeded. In other words, 
the sensation in singing should be that 
of having the voice float upon the 
breath above the upper teeth, the 
throat simply being the tube through 
which the breath is conveyed. The 
elasticity of the muscles of the throat 
and head have much to do with good 
breath control. If the breath column 
coming directly from the larynx can 
circulate in the mouth untouched by 
any pressure whatsoever, then the 
breath becomes practically unlimited. 
The ways and means to accomplish 
this result are many. One of the 
simplest and best of breathing exer¬ 
cises is to inhale but little breath, 
drawing it down deep in the lungs, 
then to exhale it as slowly and steadily 
as possible. Litte by little this will 
give the sensation of the diaphragm re¬ 
acting against the breath, some pres¬ 
sure being furnished by the abdomen. 
It is just as bad a fault to inhale too 
much breath as it is to inhale too little. 
The former gives the feeling that a 
certain amount of air must be emitted 
before one can sing at all, while the 
latter leaves one in trouble should the 
phrase be at all a long one. 
Pupils and singers should practice 
breathing daily, and with the greatest 
care, for it is after all a question of 
training muscles to endure the hardest 
kind of hard work, while at the same 
time retaining the greatest elasticity. 
This is applicable to all the muscles of 
the throat and head, as well, for the 
moment that one of all these muscles 
becomes in the least weakened or un¬ 
reliable, that moment the whole struct¬ 
ure of voice production becomes under¬ 
mined, and in a state of collapse. 
It is the united action of many sets 
of muscles that gives the perfect results, 
and it is, therefore, readily to be seen 
that without daily practice no power of 
endurance in the muscles can be ob¬ 
tained. The perfect training of these 
means youth and long life to a voice, 
as has been proven by many great 
singers who have followed out the 
“simple life” as far as their bodies were 
concerned, and never failed to attend 
to their daily vocal gymnastics. 
The Tongue and the Lips. 
The tongue is often a most unruly 
member with the student, and no 
wonder, for it has a most difficult and 
decidedly delicate task to perform, i. c., 
to conduct the breath column above the 
larynx to the resonance chambers. 
The tongue and the larynx work in co¬ 
operation, but it is of vital importance 
that they do not interfere with each 
other. Therefore, the tongue must be 
raised high and the larynx stand low 
to produce the proper results. The 
normal position of the tongue in sing¬ 
ing is with the tip below the front 
teeth and the back of it raised. 
Naturally it has different positions with 
different vowels, but it must be trained 
to return to its normal position after 
pronouncing each one. 
The lips play a most important part 
in singing, for they are the final cup¬ 
shaped resonators through which the 
tone must pass. They can retard it or 
let it escape, brighten it or darken it; 
in fact dominate it with every varying 
influence to the very end, for it is upon 
their cooperation that much of the life 
of the tone depends. The position of 
the lips is so widely different in the 
open and closed vowels that it is impos¬ 
sible to over-exaggerate their move¬ 
ments in practicing. The same strength 
and elasticity to which the throat and 
tongue muscles are trained, must be 
imparted to those of the lips which 
must hold the vowel firmly in their 
grip, in fact the lips must be an elastic 
Voice Development a Slow Process. 
So much for the technique of the art. 
Of course in an article of this length 
one cannot by any means go exhaus¬ 
tively into this great subject. I have 
merely tried to place before my readers 
in as simple a form as possible a few 
points of a great art, an art which 
ranks as one of the greatest of the fine 
arts, and which has been allowed to 
lapse somewhat into decay, owing, per¬ 
haps, to its not having been handed 
down to the present generation in the 
perfection of form to which it had 
been brought by the scientific old 
masters. I have endeavored to make 
it plain, that the technique of the art is 
all-important. 
It is the only foundation upon which 
we can hope to build to great heights, 
and without it we can have but poor 
art. The finest building in the world is 
of but little value if its foundation be 
poor, for it is sure to fall. Just so with 
a beautiful voice without the necessary 
technique. When one considers that 
the slightest tension or relaxation of a 
single muscle, at the wrong moment 
may disturb the balance and destroy 
the perfection of tone, it is readily to 
be comprehended what a difficult art we 
are dealing with. It is only the con¬ 
quering of every muscle or set of 
muscles, making them all subservient 
to the will that, in the end, will ac¬ 
complish the desired result. 
Artists are not born. They form 
themselves by long preparation. A 
fine voice may be a divine gift but 
in the majority of cases, it is the thor¬ 
ough cultivation of moderately good 
material. One of the greatest errors 
in my opinion is to select “a good 
enough to commence with” teacher, or 
a teacher who pays too much attention 
to the artistic or poetical side of the 
art, before the foundation is properly 
laid. It seldom fails to cost years of 
work to eradicate faults acquired in 
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the beginning, and I speak from per¬ 
sonal experience. I know of no time 
in the development of the voice as im¬ 
portant as the first year or two of 
fundamental work. Then it is that the 
ear becomes trained to the correct 
sounds, the muscles to do their work 
properly, and the entire apparatus to 
appreciate the true sensations. 
Voice development is naturally a 
slow process, one that needs a great 
deal of patience, and great persever¬ 
ance, and pupils and teachers make a 
great mistake in trying to advance it 
too rapidly. It is indeed a very diffi¬ 
cult task to hold back a truly musical 
person, a person who intentively loves 
the great works, but if he be allowed 
to try to spell words of four syllables 
before he has learnt the alphabet he is 
sure to come to grief. 
great number of times the tongue be¬ 
comes accustomed to the combination 
of vowels and consonants, the mouth 
to certain sensations and, of course, 
the result is apparent. When you take 
up a new song or a new work, study 
your text before you try the music at 
all. Learn what the poet means, digest 
it thoroughly and, if the words are at 
all well set by the composer, you will 
appreciate their added beauty the 
quicker for having already a mental 
conception of the poem. 
BY DUDLEY BUCK, JR. 
I remember very well a conversation 
I heard, when a young singer, between 
a distinguished painter and a mutual 
friend. The painter’s sister had a de¬ 
cided talent with her pencil and brush. 
My friend knew this, and said to the 
brother, “Why don’t you send your 
sister to Paris to study?” “She is too 
old,” the painter replied. “What!” 
said my friend, “She is not much older 
than I am, and I would not consider 
myself too old to study.” “Well,” con¬ 
tinued the painter, “it takes five years 
to acquire a school, and five years to 
forget it before you are ready to do 
anything worth while.” He then turned 
to me and said, “You do not under¬ 
stand such talk, do you? You will ten 
years from now.” It made a great im¬ 
pression upon me, and, as he predicted, 
some years afterward I appreciated his 
meaning. He meant that a person’s 
technique must .become a part of him¬ 
self, that the mechanical side of his art 
must work perfectly without his being 
obliged to think of it, before he can 
hope to develop the aesthetic side with 
safety. 
What is meant by the aesthetic side? 
The side that comprises everything 
other than pure technique. It has to 
do with the emotions, sentiments, men¬ 
tality, temperament and personality. 
In fact it is the power to present a 
tone picture in such manner that others 
must see and feel it as he does. It is 
often very hard for the young student 
to allow his sentiment to come to the 
fore, and no wonder, for we Anglo 
Saxons are taught from childhood to 
suppress our emotions. However, this 
will not do when singing. He may rest 
assured that if he desires to impress 
an emotional fact upon his audience, 
to move them, as it were, he must show 
that he feels what he is singing or he 
will not attain his end. 
A singer must create an atmosphere 
for each and every composition he un¬ 
dertakes. The greater his mentality, 
the finer the atmosphere he creates, 
and naturally the more beautiful the 
results. An artist must never be in a 
hurry to present his work, he must 
study and restudy it, smooth it out 
here and smooth it out there, giving it 
little touches to bring forth some hid¬ 
den beauty, at the same time never 
losing sight of its vital points. In 
this way he becomes acquainted with 
the composer’s thoughts, and what he 
means by his notes. It is not too much 
to sing a song fifty times in practice 
before you sing it in public. 
There is a good deal in the old say¬ 
ing, “You must sing it into your 
throat.” After one sings a song a 
HOW TO PRACTICE. 
BY DUDLEY BUCK, JR. 
The great majority of vocal students 
practice too long at a time. If they 
happen to find themselves in exception¬ 
ally good voice, they never seem sat¬ 
isfied to stop their practice until they 
are wosn out, or so hoarse that they 
cannot sing any mSre. They have a 
truly beautiful time, thoroughly enjoy 
themselves, and wonder the next day 
why it is that they are out of voice. I 
know that it takes a long time to appre¬ 
ciate the fact that the vocal organs 
will not stand all kinds of abuse, and it 
is truly marvelous what they will stand. 
Take for example a number of children 
playing together, when they become a 
little excited they will shout you any 
number of high C’s and D’s without 
the slightest trouble, but even they do 
not keep this up for more than a few 
minutes at a time, while the vocal stu¬ 
dent will try the most difficult phrase 
(which the teacher has advised trying 
not more than once or twice a day) 
for ten or fifteen minutes at a stretch. 
Now a student can practice from two 
hours to two hours and a half per day 
to advantage, but this must be divided 
up into six or seven periods. 
If you overtax your voice by singing 
too much at one time, you may be sure 
that it will take from two to three days 
and perhaps more for the muscles to 
return to their normal condition. A 
tired throat is something to treat with 
the greatest care. On the other hand, 
systematic practice does not tire the 
voice, but freshens it. You are simply 
training muscles to withstand extraor¬ 
dinary demands, and they will respond 
in a wonderful way if the proper care 
is taken of them. 
An engine would not last very long 
if always driven at full speed. How 
much less a human voice, whose 
mechanism is of the most delicate con¬ 
struction. Therefore, when you prac¬ 
tice, bear in mind that you are not 
gaining ground by overworking your 
vocal apparatus, that all progress must 
be gradual and that this can never be 
obtained by working too long at a 
given period. 
little effect can be obtained. The same 
might almost be said of time, for t 
and rhythm are closely related, and 
are absolutely vital from the interpre¬ 
tive side of the art. Wagner in one of 
his articles on “How to Study My 
Operas” said, “Learn all my works 1 
strict time, and afterwards you will see 
that it is not necessary to take many 
liberties with them.” I think this ru e 
would be a good one for the student to 
apply to all his work. He would soon 
find that his vocal effects were not de¬ 
stroyed but considerably augmented by 
the rhythm he would gain. I do not 
mean to say that we do not want ac- 
celerandos and retardandos. Far trom 
it, for they are as necessary to inter- 
pretation as is strict time; but a0 
say that the accelerandos or retard- 
andos can be made, yes, must be made, 
in rhythm to give the listener the 
proper satisfaction. . 
I was once talking with a musician 
of international reputation on the 
question of time and rhythm, and to 
my great surprise he informed me that 
at the age of twenty-one he could not 
play a hymn tune in time. I had al¬ 
ways admired his keen sense of rhythm, 
and I told him so, asking him how he 
had brought about the great change. 
“Well,” he replied, “I learned to play 
the violin and I learned to play the 
piano, and I went to hear all the or¬ 
chestral concerts I could, all the vocal 
concerts by good artists that I could, 
and little by little I learned to count 
when I heard someone else performing, 
and finally I learned to count when I 
was performing myself.” 
As I said, this man brought himself 
up to be a musician with the strongest 
sense of rhythm possible. So can you, 
if you go about it in the right way. If 
you intend to make an artist of your¬ 
self, do not be a singer alone, be a 
musician. Study some instrument, any 
one will do, but I would suggest the 
violin, because it will teach you to ap¬ 
preciate a legato tone, and give you the 
true idea of the infinitesimal changes 
of pitch which you can show with the 
violin as with the voice. 
Read musical history, study litera¬ 
ture, learn at least one other language. 
In short, develop your mind as well as 
your vocal apparatus, for the former is 
quite as necessary as the latter to fit 
you to become the interpreter of the 
great thoughts of the masters. 
WHY ARE SINGERS AS A RULE 
SUCH POOR MUSICIANS? 
“Why are singers as a rule such poor 
musicians?” is an oft-repeated ques¬ 
tion, and I am sorry to be obliged to 
acknowledge that it is a very apt one. 
The fact is that as a rule singers travel 
a very narrow musical path, never look¬ 
ing into the side streets to gather the 
knowledge that they might find there, 
but always intent upon the tone pro¬ 
duction and the vocal effect of what¬ 
ever they are doing. 
These are vital points, I grant you, 
but when they are obtained at the ex¬ 
pense of time and rhythm they count 
but little. A composition sung in bad 
rhythm loses all interest, for rhythm 
is the soul of music, and without it 
POOR ENUNCIATION. 
BY DUDLEY BUCK, JR. 
Poor enunciation is the commones 
fault among singers. How many time 
you hear a singer with a good voic< 
and only understand a few words o 
what he or she is singing about! Hov 
much more interest is added the mo 
ment you do understand what the soil] 
is about! The fault is largely cause 
by too little thought and practice bein 
given to consonants. They are ex 
tremely difficult to handle, I grant yoi 
but, nevertheless, they belong to a 
language and must therefore be con 
quered. Of course we can only voca 
lze with vowels, but with proper stud 
the good singer learns to join the cor 
sonant to the vowel in such manner a 
never to break the continuity of soum 
thereby retaining the true legato so e 
sential to “bel canto.” 
In singing words, the student mu: 
first learn to analyze them; to see ; 
S;la"ce+,what th,e ,voweI or modific: 
ti°n °f tho vowel is, for he must r 
member that it is the vowel that r 
ceives aH possible time, the consonan 
only sufficient time to make them di 
tinctly heard. The student will do we 
V 
to exaggerate consonants until a habit 
isi formed of pronouncing them very 
distinctly, for he must realize that they 
always require more emphasis in sing¬ 
ing than in speaking. 
I do not advise the habit of exagger¬ 
ation for the beginner, however, for it 
would very likely tighten his. throat 
and get him into trouble, but only for 
one who is able to sing the vowels with 
an open throat. Of course you cannot 
pronounce well unless you have an 
open or free throat, but after you have 
learned to sing vowels, do not forget 
that the consonants of your or any 
other language must be conquered as 
well. 
HOW A GREAT SINGER VIEWS 
STAGE FRIGHT. 
Many young musicians think that the 
nervousness which precedes public ap¬ 
pearance is confined to the novice. 
Most great singers have this nervous¬ 
ness, and many have pronounced cases 
of genuine stage fright as long as they 
have continued to give public perform¬ 
ances. 
An English paper (music) gives the 
following description of Caruso’s afflic¬ 
tion : 
Caruso admits himself to be the 
victim of nervousness. When the Ger¬ 
man Emperor paid him a compliment 
his emotion was so great that he lost 
his voice—words of thanks would not 
come. And after San Francisco he be¬ 
lieved that his voice had gone forever. 
Some weeks later, when he dared to 
sing in London, it was a “finer dia¬ 
mond” than ever. For, as he says:— 
“There is only one trouble that I 
adore: it is that which waylays me on 
the stage. I am seized with nervous¬ 
ness, and the anguish alone makes my 
voice what it is. There is no personal 
merit in it. This fever betrays itself 
to the public by mysterious effects 
which move it, but let it be known that 
Caruso on the boards is not responsible 
for the pleasure he may give to others, 
and that everything is the fault of that 
redoubtable deity called ‘le trac’ (stage 
fright). It may be believed that each 
evening I suffer from this fright in¬ 
creasingly, for people say to me regu¬ 
larly, ‘You have never sung so well 
as to-day.’ ” 
In reminiscent vein Caruso recalls 
that his old master who taught him the 
rudiments of his art predicted a bril¬ 
liant career. “You will earn 200 francs 
a month,” he said, “when you have 
grown a little.” Verdi had less confi¬ 
dence in him. “When I created Feodor 
at Milan he asked the name of the 
artists, and when he heard mine he 
interrupted, ‘Caruso? They tell me that 
he has a fine voice, but it seems to me 
that his head is not in its place.”’ 
HE THOUGHT PRACTICE UN¬ 
NECESSARY. 
Mr. David Bispham tells the follow¬ 
ing amusing story about Mme. Schu- 
mann-Heink which illustrates a popular 
idea current among many laymen. 
“I was once singing with her in a cer¬ 
tain large city,” he said, “and early in 
the evening before we were to sing she 
exercised her superb voice in her apart¬ 
ments in the hotel, with the result that 
she could be heard pretty much 
throughout the entire structure. I 
subsequently heard one of the guests 
complaining that his nap had been 
broken up by some woman who, he 
said, had been ‘bellowing like a bull.’ 
When he was told that the singer was 
Mme. Schumann-Heink and that she 
was practicing, he replied: ‘What does 
she want to practice for? All she’s got 
to do is to put on fine clothes and get 
up there and sing.’” 
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SIR CHARLES SANTLEY ON THE 
STUDY OF VOCAL WORKS. 
(The following extract from “The Art of 
cin»ins and Vocal Declamation.’ by Sir 
Charlef Santley (Copyright, 1908, by the 
Macmillan Company), gives the valuable ad¬ 
vice of one of the loremost English singers 
nud voice teachers upon the highly important 
subject of “Enunciation and Pronunciation.’’ 
tu, Pharles was a pupil of Garcia, and the 
The Delivery of Words. 
Before entering on the study c vocal 
works, it is absolutely necessary to 
make a serious study of pronunciation 
and enunciation, that is, the sounding 
of words and their delivery. The ob¬ 
ject of wedding music to words is 
surely to give greater emphasis to the 
sentiment or passion those words ex¬ 
press; then if those words are not 
distinctly audible, what becomes of the 
emphasis? The English-speaking pco- 
•ples, more than any other, require to 
pay strict attention to this study; as a 
rule, they are totally regardless of 
uttering letter or syllable clearly in 
ordinary conversation, and so acquire 
a slipshod, inelegant enunciation which 
requires patient, persevering study to 
correct and fit them for public speaking 
or singing. 
tragedy or elegant comedy such grimac¬ 
ing is not permissible. 
The Position of the Mouth. 
The most advantageous, and at the 
same time the most pleasing and 
elegant, position of the mouth is the 
approach to a smile, all the muscles of 
the face being kept perfectly supple so 
as to be ready to second every change 
of expression occurring in the work 
the performer is engaged on, but with¬ 
out exaggeration; there is but one step 
from the sublime to the ridiculous, 
which exaggeration would inevitably 
make. 
This must be followed by learning to 
pronounce distinctly single syllables, 
then combinations of syllables, each 
syllable distinct in itself though joined 
to its fellows; which can only be 
effected by making a short pause 
after each syllable and joining them by 
degrees until the word becomes a 
perfect whole. 
Great care must be taken to make a 
clear distinction between single and 
double consonants. In England the 
tendency is to neglect this, and we hear 
“a-tention” instead of “at-tention,” 
“fe-low” instead of “fel-low;” while 
we also have the opposite, as in the first 
example given below. 
breath,” as without perfect control over 
the wind chest, equality, variety and 
sustentation of tone could not be at¬ 
tained. It is a common idea that speak¬ 
ers and singers should be able to speak 
or sing a long phrase or sentence with¬ 
out a break. What they ought to learn 
is to be able to take breath at any 
convenient point in a phrase in such 
a way that the break may not be 
observable. The lungs should never be 
entirely exhausted; in speaking, breath 
may be taken at any place where a 
comma might stand, and in singing be¬ 
fore any weak accent in a bar, of course 
being careful not to divide the syllables 
of a word. There is no mystery or 
difficulty about breathing. All it re¬ 
quires is care in arranging convenient 
and appropriate places to take breath, 
and practicing speech or song accord¬ 
ingly. Inexperienced people would do 
well to note that under the influence of 
nervousness they will find it more dif¬ 
ficult to maintain a chestful of wind, 
and in studying they should mark places 
where an extra breath may be taken 
without interfering with the effect of 
their speech or song. The act of tak¬ 
ing breath must not be accompanied by 
any visible sign, such as hunching the 
shoulders, nor any audible sound. At¬ 
tention to these few remarks and care¬ 
ful practice are all that are necessary 
for the management of the breath. 
English a Good Singing Language. 
English is a fine language for both, 
but as practiced by the generality of 
public speakers and singers it is devoid 
of accent, unpleasant to the ear, and at 
times even unintelligible. 
I was once present at a performance 
of The Merchant of Venice at the 
Princess’s Theatre. Carl Formes, the 
once celebrated bass singer, played 
Shylock. He always preserved a strong 
German accent in conversation; but 
though all the other characters in the 
play were sustained by Englishmen, the 
only one who recited his lines to be 
understood was Formes. The reason 
was obvious; he pronounced the letters, 
divided the syllables, and accented the 
accented syllables, so that, though now 
and then his pronunciation of a word 
was not quite English, his enunciation 
was perfectly distinct. I did not miss a 
single syllable throughout his entire 
performance. 
The study must be commenced by 
learning to pronounce each letter dis¬ 
tinctly and purely, adopting the Italian 
pronunciation of the vowels: 
a — as ah in English. 
c — long as a in fate, 
short as in let. 
i — long as ee in feet, 
short as in ink. 
0 — long as in rose, 
short as in lot. 
u — as 00 in English. 
Correct Consonants. 
The consonants must be pronounced 
promptly and firmly, using the tongue, 
the teeth, and the lips—otherwise the 
words will not be distinct and their 
sense be lost. They must not intrude 
on the value of the vowels, otherwise 
the voice speaking or singing will lose 
111 resonance and carrying power. The 
mouth ought not to open more than 
sufficient to introduce the tip of a 
finger; if the under jaw is lowered 
beyond what is necessary for this it is 
impossible to pronounce the consonants 
promptly and firmly, as the tongue, teeth 
and lips will be too far apart to fulfill 
Iheir office. Moreover, the wagging of 
the lower jaw is destructive of any ex¬ 
pression of sentiment the countenance 
ought to display. In low comedy 
Correct Accent. 
Few singers take the trouble to study 
their words sufficiently to give the 
accented syllable its due force; in 
recitative, where accent is left entirely 
to the performer, those who are at¬ 
tentive will hear very curious things. 
For example, the fine recitative in 
Judas Maccabceus— 
“Oh let eternal h n his ni 
rendered more or less (generally more) 
“Olletteturnullhonnurs crownnhis naem 
and in a matter-of-fact style, seemingly 
without a notion that it is a call to the 
Israelitish nation to celebrate with due 
honor the glorious victory obtained 
over their foe by Judas, the leader of 
their army. 
Again, in the same oratorio, when 
Judas himself speaks, “Sound an 
alarm,” which as generally interpreted 
becomes “Sounddannalaam.” 
No wonder foreigners find English 
ineligible as a singing language. 
Distinctness. 
It is not the fault of the language but 
of those who speak it without learning 
how it should be spoken. However 
much one country may differ from 
another in its opinion of the pronun¬ 
ciation, there can be no difference 
of opinion regarding the necessity for 
distinctness of enunciation or delivery 
either of a speech or song. In other 
countries I have heard many public 
speakers, and as a rule I have found 
them much more distinct than the 
generality of English public speakers 
I have heard; but foreign singers I 
have found less distinct than their ora¬ 
tors, yet still as a rule more distinct 
than English singers. The Germans, as 
far as my experience goes, sin more on 
the score of indistinctness than the 
Italians or French. I heard Aida once 
at an important city in Germany, and 
throughout I only heard three words, 
“Ach meine tochter,” which did not ex¬ 
plain much of the plot of a long opera. 
Having acquired possible perfection 
of pronunciation, there is still a point 
without which enunciation would be 
imperfect, “the management^ of the 
THE VALUE OF ELOCUTION TO 
THE SINGER. 
BY LOUISE GUNTON. 
Singers especially need to awaken to 
the possibilities of help to themselves 
by a serious practice of elocution. It 
is a character developer and a soul 
awakener. After deep concentration 
and many times reading and reciting 
a selection the beauties of a piece leave 
a lasting impression of one’s character. 
You will unconsciously broaden and 
deepen, your personality will gradually 
undergo a change, and you will become 
more magnetic and influential. Noth¬ 
ing develops personal magnetism of 
the highest order like the study of ex¬ 
pression, and who needs magnetism 
more than the singer? It brings into 
exercise every faculty of the mind and 
every emotion of the soul, and we know 
that by exercise we grow. People who 
have never exercised their powers of 
expression are stunted in soul growth 
just as much as one is stunted in body 
who has never taken physical exercise 
to any extent, and vocal study will not 
bring singers to their full powers of ex¬ 
pression without the study of elocution 
in addition. 
Below I give a few principles of 
elocution, which, if diligently studied 
and put into practice, will greatly in¬ 
crease the powers of a singer: 
Elocution is the art of so delivering 
our own thoughts and sentiments or 
the thoughts and sentiments of others 
as not only to convey to those around 
us with precision, force and harmony 
the full purport and meaning of the 
words and sentences in which these 
thoughts are clothed, but also to ex¬ 
cite and impress upon their minds the 
feelings, imaginations and passions by 
which those thoughts are dictated and 
with which they would naturally be ac¬ 
companied. 
Two things are necessary to make an 
intelligent reader: Comprehension of 
the thought, and perception of the 
natural in the utterance. To be effect¬ 
ive, add one thing more, voice. The 
right tone color comes from’ appreci¬ 
ation, and appreciation comes from 
concentration. 
Interpret the Poet’s Meaning. 
In trying to interpret a selection look 
sharply for the change of thought, and 
the attitude of mind of the characters 
in the piece toward each other. Look 
for the delicate shades of meaning by 
means of tone color, caused by the 
different emotions in the mind. Read 
a selection over many times silently be¬ 
fore permitting yourself to begin to 
even think of reciting it, but even si¬ 
lently do not read a selection by 
merely repeating the words. Remem¬ 
ber the change of manner of the 
speaker, his tone color, his emotions, 
his varying actions, all of which must 
be brought out in the rendering of the 
selection. Search diligently for the 
author’s meaning and enter his mood. 
Meditate upon each word, each thought. 
Form mental images of persons and 
scenes. If necessary, paraphrase the 
selection. Put in your own words 
pictures of what the author’s words 
call out. Train your mind to fix itself 
upon what is being studied. Do not 
let it wander. Cultivate attention. You 
must so work that your intellectual 
power will increase, thereby enabling 
you to probe more deeply into the au¬ 
thor’s meaning. You must so assimi¬ 
late the thought that it becomes your 
All public speaking should have the 
intimate element of face to face con¬ 
versation. Use all your gifts, natural 
and acquired, all your powers, physical, 
vocal, mental and spiritual to obtain a 
responsive attitude on the part of your 
hearers. In this directness extend to 
your audience your sympathy and win 
its sympathy for yourself. Always let 
your matter warrant your manner. Be 
full of your subject and occupy your 
mind with the spirit, the thought and 
sentiment of your author, never with 
the tones of your own voice. If you 
appreciate your author you will in¬ 
stinctively know what tone to read 
We must read as we speak, but on 
one condition, it is when we speak 
well. Reading aloud gives the power 
of analyzing more than by silent read¬ 
ing. 
The reader who wishes to attain the 
heights of his art should keep a cool, 
clear head while he gives up his heart. 
Make the human heart your supreme 
study. Learn with what gesture and 
with what inflection every caprice and 
every passion speaks. 
Work for abandon in your study of 
expression. Work tremendously and 
then rest. Do not see how long you 
can keep on a high tension, but make 
a great effort, even if you exaggerate 
at first. Underdoing is worse than 
overdoing. The very worst of faults 
is tameness. Throw yourself into the 
spirit of it. Build up vitality. 
Nature is the model. Actors and 
elocutionists have an alliance of two 
faculties—sensibility and imagination. 
The coolness with which Adelina 
Patti always demanded the largest pos¬ 
sible price was staggering to those who 
had occasion to negotiate for her ser¬ 
vices. In this connection a retort by 
her has become historic. 
When she was told that even the 
President of the United States did not 
receive nearly so much for his services 
as she demanded for hers, she an¬ 
swered, “Very well, get the President 
of the United States to sing for you.” 
—The Sunday Magazine. 
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DRIFTING INTO A PROFESSION. 
In offering words of advice to young 
musical students who expect to take 
up organ playing and the study of 
ecclesiastical music, many subjects sug¬ 
gest themselves, and a writer is tempted 
to be discursive. In the small space 
allotted us we shall try to confine our 
remarks to a few points of special im¬ 
portance. 
First of all we would sound a note 
of warning to those who are inclined 
to drift into the profession of ec¬ 
clesiastical music. The selection of an 
occupation unfortunately falls upon a 
young man at a time of life when, 
through lack of experience and knowl¬ 
edge of the world, he is peculiarly un¬ 
fit to make a wise choice. Mistakes 
are sometimes inevitable. Music, 
whether sacred or secular, affords a 
sensuous pleasure enjoyed by the vast 
majority of mankind. Its study is 
seductive, and to follow it for sesthetic 
gratification is most natural. And for 
this very reason there is an element of 
danger in adopting, professionally, 
without very serious deliberation, a 
study that seems so pleasurable, and 
that appeals so strongly to the artistic 
and emotional nature. Those who 
“drift” into any occupation generally 
find themselves “mis-fits.” Music is no 
exception to the rule! 
In determining whether or not he 
should become a church organist, it is 
well for a young man to carefully ex¬ 
amine his abilities in other directions. 
Let him seek the sound advice of those 
who know him best. The mere pos¬ 
session of musidal talent is hardly suf¬ 
ficient to warrant a decision. Such a 
possession often goes hand in hand with 
other endowments of a very high 
Physicians practice a most valuable 
system in the detection of obscure dis¬ 
eases, technically known as “diagnosis 
by elimination.” They test the symp¬ 
toms which are common to other dis¬ 
orders, and by exclusion arrive at the 
real indications ef the real disease. 
We recommend a similar process to 
the young man in diagnosing his musi¬ 
cal symptoms. When he succeeds in 
eliminating all important tendencies in 
other directions, his course may be 
said to be fairly clear. And when his 
decision is fully reached, let there be 
no turning back. In after years if he 
finds himself distanced by friends and 
companions in other walks of life, 
mercantile and professional, let him not 
complain! He had his free choice, he 
took it, and must contentedly abide by 
it. We do not mean to insinuate that 
the profession of organist and choir¬ 
master is not on a par with the other 
learned callings. But we do mean to 
caution young men from “drifting” into 
it in a more or less casual fashion. We 
need fewer organists, and better ones; 
men of distinct ability and of liberal 
education, who will elevate the pro¬ 
fession, and place it on an equality with 
the old triunity law, medicine and 
theology, and the newer callings that 
are now dignified as professions. 
The young church organist, having 
decided that he is not “drifting” into 
his profession, thereby losing oppor¬ 
tunities in other fields of labor in 
which he might excel, should carefully 
avoid a narrow view of his life work. 
He should aim at becoming something 
more than a mere performer upon an 
instrument. Church music has changed 
greatly during the last quarter of' a 
century. It has grown enormously in 
importance, and this general expansion 
may be seen not only in religious bodies 
where liturgical services are the rule— 
the Roman and Episcopal Churches— 
but also in all of the so-called denom¬ 
inational bodies. This is owing partly 
to the decadence of Puritanical influ¬ 
ence, that old and deadly enemy of 
ecclesiastical music, and partly to the 
growth of broad-mindedness and ad¬ 
vanced intelligence which is the natural 
outcome of higher education and civili¬ 
zation. 
The Work of the Organist. 
The time has gone by when the 
duties of an organist consisted in play¬ 
ing a few simple psalm tunes and an 
occasional “sacred song.” Even in 
churches where non-liturgical services 
are in vogue, the old-fashioned quartet 
choir, once an “institution” in itself, has 
either passed away entirely, or has been 
augmented and dominated by the 
chorus of mixed voices. ' In Roman, 
Episcopal, Lutheran and other churches, 
male choirs have been extensively in¬ 
troduced. There has been a propor¬ 
tionate enrichment of musical services, 
and a proportionately increased demand 
upon the ability of the organist and 
choirmaster. 
Formerly he was little more than a 
performer upon a keyboard, more or 
less under the direction and dominion 
of the “quartet” of soloists, or the 
parson, or the “music committee”— 
or of all three. Instead of his being 
a choirmaster, he was more often than 
not mastered by the choir! 
In view of the change and advance¬ 
ment we have outlined, it is not diffi¬ 
cult to see why the young organist 
should early in life become proficient 
in voice culture, and skilled in the art 
of mastering the vocal forces placed 
in his command. 
There is to-day a crying need of 
organists who are expert voice trainers. 
Even in so old a country as England, 
where church music has been pro¬ 
foundly studied in all its departments 
for centuries, this want is fully recog¬ 
nized, and such eminent men as Sir 
George Martin, and the late Sir John 
Stainer, and Sir Joseph Barnby, have 
in their writings called sharp attention 
to it. In this country, where (as com¬ 
pared with England) facilities for 
learning the art of choir-training are 
lacking, there is all the greater need 
for reform. The young organist should 
therefore seek every opportunity for 
increasing his knowledge of the singing 
voice. He should make it his business 
to learn to train not only the voices of 
men and women, but also those of 
boys, so that he may be able to take 
charge of either a “mixed” choir or a 
male choir. 
Managing Choral Societies. 
And in connection with this im¬ 
portant work of voice training he 
should study the management of choral 
societies. Sooner or later, if he is 
ambitious, and desirous of enlarging his 
sphere of professional activity, he will 
perchance have the opportunity ot 
organizing his own choral club, or he 
may be called to succeed some other 
conductor. If he is wise he will be¬ 
come a member of a first-rate chorus, 
sing himself, and study carefully the 
methods upon which the society is 
handled. In this way he will learn 
in a two-fold manner. As a singer, 
singing his part as tenor or bass, he 
will become fully acquainted with the 
difficulties that chorus singers meet 
with. And, after actually experiencing 
these difficulties, he will be all the 
more able to deal with them from the 
conductor’s desk. By studying the 
system of the conductor under whom 
he sings, he will also learn that side of 
the work. 
Many organists at the outset confine 
themselves too much to organ playing. 
They are very apt to belittle other 
things that are really of immense im¬ 
portance to their future success and 
general welfare, both from an artistic 
and a worldly point of view. Good 
organ playing is necessary, but good 
choir singing is more necessary. A 
Bach fugue, well played as a conclud¬ 
ing voluntary, is small satisfaction to 
a congregation that for an hour and 
a half has listened to a ragged and 
slovenly service! This fact is becom¬ 
ing appreciated more and more by 
clergymen, vestrymen, and music com¬ 
mittees, in whom is vested the “ap¬ 
pointing power.” Not long ago, when 
a very prominent position fell vacant, 
the writer, as consultant, was told by 
the parish authorities that they wanted 
a man who was a competent player, but 
who would be able to score, on a basis 
of one hundred points necessary for 
qualification, twenty-five points as 
organist and seventy-five as choir¬ 
master. In other words they wished 
to engage a choirmaster who could act 
as organist, rather than an organist 
who could act as choirmaster. The 
tendency everywhere throughout the 
country is now in a similar direction, 
for reasons which are not difficult to 
comprehend. 
General Education. 
In conclusion we would advise the 
young organist to weigh well the im¬ 
portance of a liberal education. Church 
musicians, both young and old, should 
remember that clergymen, whatever 
their “peculiarities” and musical short¬ 
comings may be, belong to the highest 
order of learned men. In a general 
sense theology embraces all knowledge. 
A graduate in this department of learn¬ 
ing has passed through from eight to 
ten years of severe academic work, 
covering a vast and varied field of 
study. Organists sometimes complain 
that they are “snubbed” and tyrannized 
over by their ecclesiastical superiors 
In many such cases the fault lies en¬ 
tirely with themselves. They may be 
musically competent, Jmt otherwise in¬ 
competent. Clergymen quickly gauge 
the mental ability of their subordinates 
They respect men of sound education 
treat them as equals professionally and 
socially, and implicitly abide by their 
advice in all matters pertaining to 
musical ecclesiology. 
It is of the utmost importance for 
the young organist to aim high, and 
to take a lofty view of his profession. 
He should strive to “qualify” „ot mere¬ 
ly as an organist and choirmaster but 
as a cultured and educated gentleman 
| Even education, per se, is insufficient. 
Clergymen look for character based 
upon religious training. In the words 
of an eminent divine, “Where the 
minister lacks musical training and abil¬ 
ity, it is doubly necessary to select, 
most conscientiously, persons qualified 
to direct the musical portions of serv¬ 
ices, and skilful in training choirs and 
congregations. And in such selection 
it is of great consequence to sub¬ 
ordinate musical professionalism to 
spirituality of heart and mind. Where 
we cannot have expert musical knowl¬ 
edge and technical ability associated 
with depth of spiritual life and re¬ 
ligious sentiment, it is better to choose 
the latter and sacrifice portions of the 
former.” 
THE EVOLUTION OF THE PIPE 
ORGAN. 
The Census Department has just is¬ 
sued a bulletin on the manufacture of 
musical instruments, which shows that 
pipe organs were introduced for the 
first time in North America at Boston, 
and, as was the way in Colonial times, 
vigorously opposed, since there was 
still large debate among Puritans 
whether music was of God or of the 
devil. The running fight that lasted 
for a century or more in communities 
of New England and the Middle States 
as to whether the church organ might 
or might not be properly used iu wor¬ 
ship seemed somehow to be based On 
such misconceptions as that of fhe 
worthy mechanic who complained., to 3 
Scotch clergyman, “I have no objection 
to the organ, but I understand when¬ 
ever the organ is brought in there is 
to be an attack made on the doctrine 
of the Atonement.” As late as 1762 
a subject for public discussion at 
Harvard College commencement was 
“Does Music Promote Salvation?” and 
although the matter was decided in the 
affirmative, the decision was not reached 
without much bitterness of spirit. 
Despite—or, perhaps, because of—in¬ 
tensity of feelings engendered by such 
arguments, the leadership in the manu¬ 
facture of pipe organs seems to have 
been preserved by the New England 
capital from early days down to now, 
when, in the year 1905, according to 
the census bulletin just cited, 137 pipe 
organs were constructed in Massachu¬ 
setts, nearly all of them in Boston and 
nearby suburbs. The aggregate value 
of these was $520,887, representing 
about 25 per cent, of all made in the 
United States, and by far the largest 
percentage of high-priced organs, since 
two other States, Illinois and Ohio, 
made as many pipe organs, but of a 
far smaller average value. The church 
and concert organs that came out of 
Massachusetts workshops averaged 
about $3,800 each, while the average for 
the whole country was only $2,220. 
Behind the making of these pipe 
organs there is a long line of trade 
traditions, dating from the first Amer¬ 
ican church organ built in Boston in 
1745 by Edward Bromfield, Jr. This 
man, only an amateur at the business, 
planned an instrument of 1,200 pipes, 
but, dying at the early age of 23, he 
left the work only partially completed. 
Professional organ building in this 
country began at Boston in 1752 in the 
shop of Thomas Johnstone. 
The First Organ. 
To guide the efforts of the earliest 
American organ builders good models 
were already at hand. Pipe organs— 
“boxes of whistles,” as the Scotch 
called them—were brought to these 
shores long before they were made 
here. At Portsmouth, New Hamp¬ 
shire, is still played the oldest church 
organ in the United States, one that 
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was imported from England in 1708 by 
Hon. Thomas Brattle, a noted citizen 
of Boston and one of the founders of 
the Brattle Street Church. It was left 
at his death in 1713 to ti.e church bear¬ 
ing his name, with the condition that 
if this Puritan body did not accept it 
the instrument was to go to King’s 
Chapel, then representing the Church 
of England in New England. 
Brattle Street politely but firmly re¬ 
fused it, and the organ was installed in 
Boston’s Episcopal church, later to be 
sold to a chapel of the Episcopal 
church at Newburyport, and finally ta 
be set up in St. John’s, at Portsmouth, 
where during the peace conference it 
pealed forth its notes of “peace and 
good will to men.” It is only a little 
organ, of course, as compared with the 
big ones of to-day—an affair eight feet 
two inches high, five feet wide, and 
two feet seven inches deep; but it was 
well made originally and it has had 
good care. It is probably more often 
examined by curious sightseers than 
any other musical instrument in the 
United States, for everybody who goes 
to Portsmouth wants to see the first 
specimen brought to this country of 
the glorious instrument which Abt 
Vogler invented. 
A Famous Instrument. 
Another very famous pipe organ 
from abroad was installed in New Eng¬ 
land at a much later date and a time 
when American manufacturers were 
doing creditable work, though not 
equal to that of the Germans and the 
French. During the Civil War Dr. 
Oliver Wendell Holmes, whose interest 
in music was very keen, wrote an en¬ 
thusiastic and often quoted description 
of the first big concert organ to be set 
up in this country, one which was made 
for Boston’s new Music Hall by a 
famous German firm. 
That installation, in 1863, was the 
beginning of American interest in tl.e 
pipe organ as used for other than 
church purposes. Since then large 
concert organs have been set up in New 
York, Cincinnati, Philadelphia, and 
many other American centers of mu¬ 
sical activity. The original one in 
Boston had an eventful history. 
Through the later years of the Civil 
War and those succeeding it was fre¬ 
quently used. Many of the most 
famous ef American musicians of the 
seventies delighted to play on it, though 
it had its defects. When, however, in 
the early eighties the symphony con¬ 
certs began to crowd Music Hall the 
organ was found to take up too much 
room. In 1884 it was sold and later 
presented to the New England Con¬ 
servatory of Music. The Conservatory 
management found that the largest of 
American concert organs was more or 
less of a white elephant. They had no 
hall big enough for it, and as there 
were some technical objections to its 
mechanism, no good reason appeared 
for building a hall specially to shelter 
it. Finally, the metal and lumber in 
the big organ, which was in reality as 
far ahead of its time as was the Great 
Eastern among the steamships, were 
sold to local instrument makers, and 
reappeared, doubtless, in smaller and 
roore usable instruments. 
most grievously abused by the piping 
of organs, ringing of bells and singing 
and trowling of chants from one side 
of the choir to the other, with t..e 
squealing of chanting choir boys and 
such like abominations which are an 
offense to the Lord,” much of our 
earlier American music was written for 
the pipe organ. Particularly since the 
unveiling of the great concert organ 
in Boston Music Hall in 1863, a long 
line of famous American organists of 
many American cities have l ad their 
training in the New England capital. 
John Knowles Paine, a professor for 
many years at Harvard, began as an 
organ virtuoso, as did Horatio Parker, 
now professor cf music at Yale, and 
cne of the most famous of American 
composers. Dudley Buck, whose fame 
and popularity were certainly national 
iri the days when men wore Dundreary 
whiskers, was one who delighted in the 
opportunity afforded by the big blow 
pipes in Music Hall.—The Church 
Standard. 
Musicianship on “the Devil’s bag- 
rtPes>” as Calvinistic divines called 
them, has naturally been somewhat 
centralized where the organs are made, 
so that the history of the development 
of American organ music is concerned 
' ?ry largely with Boston, jimt as the 
history of grand opem in America has 
been largely connected with New York 
and New Orleans. In spite cf early 
complaints that “the service to God is 
There now rises from many a parish 
a strong demand for simple congre¬ 
gational music. 
If the sole reason for ejecting ela¬ 
borate music from our parishes hap¬ 
pened to be that their musical re¬ 
sources were not sufficient to ensure a 
really good choir, and that, consequent¬ 
ly, the performances were bad, I should 
entirely sympathize with the demand; 
of course, all music which cannot be 
well rendered in cur Church services, 
should not be attempted at all. But 
the reasons .given for this overthrow 
of the choir, which I hear from many 
quarters, are these: first, if a choir 
sings anything in which the people 
cannct join, the people are being de¬ 
frauded of a right; next, the only plea 
for allowing a choir to sing an anthem 
cr ether choral piece is, that they can¬ 
not be kept together unless indulged 
in occasional opportunities of showing 
themselves off. 
Against both these statements I 
strongly protest. I have quite failed 
to discover any. artistic, historical or 
ecclesiastical grounds for this sort of 
universal claim to hum or howl in any 
portion cf our Church services, and I 
can give personal testimony to the mis¬ 
chief caused by this so-called privilege. 
I have frequently, within the last few 
years, had congregational singers rear 
me who have net only entirely disturbed 
my own worship, but that of everybody 
within a radius of five yards, sometimes 
by singing every melody rt the interval 
of a third cr sixth below, cn cne 
occasion by singing uniformly a perfect 
fifth below the trebles, and always at 
the.top cf tho-ir voices. But perhaps 
my greatest infliction was to have a 
man just behind me, who, I cannct 
say sang, but produced the melody of 
everything, two octaves below the 
trebles, in a bee-in-a-bottle sort of tons, 
which heard anywhere but in church, 
world have been a piece of inimitable 
comicality. To silence such a man 
would be, I am told, to defraud him 
cf a rightful privilege. For my part, 
I should say the cn’y privilege such a 
man would bs denrived of, were he 
silen'-ed, world he the privilege of bemg 
hauled rn before a magistrate for 
brawlirg in church. 
OugH net such persons to be told 
that the mod pious and cultured men 
and women have, for well nigh a score 
cf centuries, been sedulously trying 
to discover by what means new beauty 
could be added to He place, the man¬ 
ner, the surroundings, of Divine wor¬ 
ship? Why should it be supposed that 
bad singing is good for church use? It 
may be urged that the efficacy of an 
offering to God does not depend upon 
its artistic merit or money value, but 
cn the motive and spirit of the offerer. 
May I ask whether we accept this prin¬ 
ciple consistently? If the adult mem¬ 
bers of a congregation were to pre¬ 
sent themselves to their minister, carry¬ 
ing various pets of paint, and were 
to ask to be allowed to decorate the 
church, would he permit them to be¬ 
daub the fabric because their r. * five 
was commendable? If men or women 
wish to join in the singing in our 
churches, they should at least take 
seme little trouble to cultivate their 
voices and to learn music. After this, 
their musical offering, however poor 
and weak, at all events would have 
cost them something, namely, a little 
trouble. I think unmusical people ought 
to realize the fact that their untrained 
attempts at singing stand on no 
higher level than a child’s first at¬ 
tempt to sketch a horse or paint a 
cow. I am behind no one in my ad¬ 
miration cf good congregational sing¬ 
ing—its effect is noble and inspiring— 
but, surely, congregations should be 
distinctly told in what musical portions 
cf worship they may join, and in what 
portions they should meditate in 
choirs, and good ones, too. Girls are 
anxious to join, are always regular in- 
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SUCCESSFUL JUVENILE CHOIR 
Some time ago, in discussing the 
church choir problem as it is found in 
many of our smaller villages where 
adult singers are scarce, we suggested 
that children's choirs be formed, either 
to supplement the adult choir or to re¬ 
place it entirely. We stated it as our 
belief that, in many cases, that was the 
most satisfactory solution of the prob¬ 
lem. A land of enthusiastic children 
can always be gathered, and with care¬ 
ful training a very satisfactory musical 
Cne of our subscribers in the West, 
Mr. II. E. Jer.ner, choirmaster of St. 
Andrew s Presbyterian Church, Car¬ 
man, Man., has recently sent us a very 
interesting account of his success with 
juvenile choirs. Mr. Jenner is a choir 
leader and choral conductor of wide 
experience in the East, and has now 
spent four years in the Canadian West. 
He has an adult choir of twenty, and, 
besides, a boys’ choir and girls' choir, 
which he uses for part of the services 
instead of his adult choir. Both he 
and his congregation are enthusiastic 
over the success of the idea. To quote 
from his letter: 
“The girls’ choir wi’l be, I firmly be¬ 
lieve, the choir of the future, in the 
smaller places up here at least. I began 
with thirty-five voices, having them all 
sing the air; then soprano and alto, 
having the organist rut in a deep, 
full tenor and bass. We took for our 
first service hymns that were familiar 
to the congregation, and some that 
cou’d be taken instead of the usual 
anthem, the best voices taking separate 
lines and all coming in as a chorus. 
The o-ening hymn ‘Abide w'th Me,' 
sung by the choir, very softly, as a 
prayer with bowed heads, was most im¬ 
pressive. I can tell you that many an 
unctuous rraver offered by the minister 
hasn’t told half as forcibly as the 
sweet, low voices of the children in that 
famous hymn. 
“I know of ro praise service more 
effective than one led by a choir of 
boys and p:r!s—I mean for the general 
congregation—for an adult choir, 
capable of rendering advanced music ac¬ 
ceptably, is seldom met with here out¬ 
side the larger Maces. But there is no 
trouble to get singers for your juvenile 
Austin Organ is the console, 
which is of the most coraenieist form. 
The keyboards are close together and 
slope in such a way that each set of 
keys is in the same relative plane to 
the hands of the organist. The stop 
keys are immediately above the upper 
manual and are thus in direct line of 
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Violin Department 
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE 
chanical skill. The feet of the bridge 
must be shaped and fitted so that they 
fit oerfectly to the convex surface of 
the violin, of itself a difficult operation. 
Do not trust your valuable violin, as 
so many do, to a carpenter, wood carver 
or cabinet maker, however skillful he 
may be, just because he knows some¬ 
thing about fitting pieces of wood to- tne vionn, 01 uscu ~ a i a
and one which can only be yhe gether and gluing joints. Virlin mak- 
skillful operator. Then the P ;ng an(i repairing violins is a business 
of itself, even if it does not attain th» 
,
bridge must be shaped 
string shall be at the proper distance 
from the fingerboard, and so that the 
A string shall be sufficiently high above 
dignity of a profession. It takes fully 
many years to master, and as much 
well as natural talent, as string s.™. ^ - d fh D experience, as i
the level of the D and , profession of law or medicine. 
... A and thUS German thinks nothing of spending above the level of the A and G, thus 
obviating the bow striking three strings 
at once, as it would do if the bridge seven 
too flat. All these matters must 
r eight years’ apprenticeship ti 
“IN BAD ORDER.” and tattered clothing or shoes, yet it ^ accurately gauged if the violin 
>h, freight ear, »« .undingto “5S “a. a” “hlea.Tng >"* ^ 
Don’t Neglect Cracks. 
of repair he wonderful difference in the tone of a M violins, especially old instru- 
• • violin. Again, inexperienced violinists ments> have open cracks, which their 
owners either do not notice, or fail to 
have repaired, thinking, because the 
s constantly going 
when he finds a_ car o -_ i li . i , m ri a i u 
takes a piece " do not have strings of the proper 
“bad order. I am certain that it an_imnm 
inspector of violins should go the 
ignorant t |£J|_ 
the place violin sti]1 continues 
1 their violins. Some 
E5h€Vh,P£t'heV3hmS 0,nvidi,„td°h»tna “S violin 
There is no musical instrument which could advise him as to the proper size ho]d water without leaking, or a bell 
is so difficult To keep in perfect condi- of strings for his violin, and what their with a crack in it give a perfect tone 
tion as the violin. If a man’s watch gauge number should be. Cracks shouid be closed at once. If 
begins to act queerly be promptly takes Steel Strings an Abomination. the top of the violin is thin and the 
it to the best jeweler he can find and jt ;s astonishing what a large number wood very old, these cracks are some- 
has it repaired. If a violin gets out of of vioiin players, especially in the times very difficult to repair and the 
shape the owner is very apt to tinker smailer cities and in the rural districts, work should only be entrusted to an 
it himself or get along with it as it is use steel strings, which are of course experienced violin repairer 
as long as it will make a sound. In this an abomination. A violin strung with The pegs are another thorn in the 
regard I am speaking of the average steej strings cannot sound as it should, flesh if they do not work properly, it 
student or amateur. The professional, nor can any artistic playing be done on is the exception to find a violin with 
whose daily bread depends on the per- ;t. There are many troubles connected good pegs, which fit perfectly and 
fection of his performance, of course with the fingerboard. As the player in work smoothly. A peg which moves 
knows better. He keeps his instrument practicing presses the strings against by jerks either from being badly fitted 
VIOLINS OF FAMOUS MAKERS. 
The New York Telegram has been 
interviewing some of the leading au¬ 
thorities of New York City in regard 
to Cremona violins, with the result of 
bringing out some very interesting in¬ 
formation bearing on the subject. 
sound when Among other things the Telegram 
says: 
“Although it is impossible to state 
with any degree of accuracy the num¬ 
ber of genuine Stradivarius violins now 
in existence, dealers and collectors 
place the number at between three hun¬ 
dred and five hundred. Mr. Victor 
Fletcher leans toward the latter figure. 
He says there are about one hundred 
genuine ‘Strads’ in this country, some 
twenty of which are owned by New 
Yorkers. Mr. John G. Schroeder, an¬ 
other dealer of this city, says that there 
are only about three hundred genuine 
Stradivarius violins in existence. These 
range in value from about $5,000 to 
$25,000. 
‘According to the figures i 
the highest point of ^efficiency at the fingerboard, the strings" gradually or-Jtom having been plastered^ jvith Schroeder>s posseSsion, Antonins Strad- 
all times, and for anything but the most cut ;nto ^be ebony surface, until in time powdered rosin by 
trifling repair takes his violin to some they wear little gutters underneath the player, is simply maddening when 
artist violin maker or repairer, who strings. When this is the case the wishes 
knows the violin like a skillful — 
mist knows the human body. 
strings cannot sound freely, as they are not rosin should be used 
pressed into these little gutters, and the to keep them from slipping. Here also 
violin will have a horrible twang when is another instance of where the be- 
played pizzicato, and will sound false ginner goes to the music store for a 
and metallic when played with the bow. peg to replace a broken one. He usu- 
Many inexperienced players who can- ally fails to take his violin with him, 
not understand why their violins are to try and find one that fits the hole in 
getting to sound worse and worse, the head of- the violin. As a rule he 
will find the cause in these little gut- buys one for five cents, takes it home 
ters which have been worn by the and tries to whittle it into shape with 
strings. Even professionals are apt in a pocket knife, if it does not fit. There 
many cases to let this defect of the is not one chance in a hundred that it 
fingerboard go too long without being will fit. 
corrected. When a violin gets in this The pegs should fit with air-tight 
condition, it should be taken to a good precision. A good set of ebony pegs 
professional violin repairer who can adjusted to the head of the violin by a 
We hear much of the bad violin play- jevej tjre fingerboard, provided it is first rate repairer will last for many garia; McMillen and Karl Klein, both 
ing of students and amateurs. Al- tk;ck enough. This is quite a difficult years, and will prove, a luxury to the of America. 
Violins Rarely in Fine Condition. 
It is a rarity to find the average vio¬ 
lin in good playing order. Violinists 
bewail their inability to buy a high 
priced instrument, when the cheap vio¬ 
lin they are using could be improved 
fifty or a hundred per cent, by being 
put in perfect order by a good violin 
maker. A cheap violin in perfect play¬ 
ing order is much more satisfactory to 
play on, and will sound better than one 
worth many times as much, in bad 
order. 
ivarius made about three thousand 
Thu™ Chalk and ™lins in his lifetime, receiving from 
pegs $25 to $5° aPlece *or them. Hundreds 
of these were destroyed during the 
French Revolution in raids on the pal¬ 
aces and monasteries. Nothing is 
known of the fate of the others. Now 
and then one is picked up in some out 
of the way second-hand or pawn shop, 
but these places have been so thor¬ 
oughly ransacked by violin lovers that 
a ‘find’ in them is very rare. 
“Among the famous violinists who 
own or have owned Stradivarius in¬ 
struments are the following: 
“Ysaye, of Belgium; Petschinikoff, of 
Russia; Joachim, of Hungary; Lady 
Halle, of Germany; Kubelik, of Hun- 
though 1 t of this is caused by u 
- .— -- - - - operation and requires an expert to do player which cannot be measured in 
skillful playing and lack of talent, still - properiy. j have never found a man money. 
a good part is due to the bad condition outsjde of the larger cities who was The Sound Post 
mVsi^t°heISvffilffi12d' the 'bow ab’6 *° d° ‘he .work Pr0Perly> a.s the The sound post, which the French 
music—tne vionn ana me uuw surface of the fingerboard must be al- Pxnrescive1v call “amc 
Let us consider some of the most most mathematically true. These gut- of th viojin) ;s another oart of the them ‘north of 53'’ 
common “disorders” of The violin, so tefs can fae smoothed out of the finger. ITTJTL V, ‘UcVJ? _ f- - 
Pupil of a Master. 
“Perhaps the most peculiar place for 
Stradivarius to be taken and actually 
the Klondike. William Newell, 
of Nome, Alaska, owns two very val¬ 
uable ‘Strads,’ however, and plays upon 
Sf <he reader, of T» E,™ ox- ifh «2% S& 555 iel.T. vtolta” Th'e b’St 
S’lSfcS'S™™” *ofnthm' Take * ”W 6ngerbo,rd mu“ i"S of the bridge often closes the sound 
the case of strings; a violin to sound De aa->uste<1- . post to fall down. The owner more 
its best should be strung with gut The Importance of the Bridge. frequently than not tries to set it i 
strings of fine quality, preferably Ital- The bridge is an extremely important himself, with melancholy results, 
ian and a pure silver G string should part of the violin, and has much to do have found sound posts set up in tl 
be used. Thousands of violin players with the tone. Breaking a bridge is a most unlookedfor places in violins, 
are possessed of the singular notion common experience with a beginner, sometimes even being placed on the 
that strings should be changed only owing to the fact that he neglects, as a wrong side of the violin. Then the 
when they break, no matter how false rule, after tuning, to pull the bridge sound-posts will be either too thin or 
and how worn they may have become, back to a perpendicular position, in too thick, set the wrong way of the 
They will keep strings on their violins case the tuning has pulled it forward, grain, made of all sorts of unsuitable 
which are so old, and which have been Many players when they break a bridge, wood, either too long or too short, 
played on so long that they are abso- instead of taking their violins to the often on the wrong side of the bridge’, 
lutely “lifeless,” and have been worn instrument maker and having a new etc. 
so deeply by the bow that they are bridge adjusted at a cost of 75 cents The above suggestions set forth „ 
false and are saturated through and or $1, go to the nearest music store and few of the most glaring troubles of the 
through with dirt and perspiration, buy a bridge for five or ten cents, violin. There are of course many his masterpieces. 
Young players will frequently boast which they try to adjust themselves others, proving that the violinist should “In describing Stradivarius violins 
that the old yellow D or A string on with the aid of a jack-knife. They go to a really competent professional experts always mention their splendid 
. mJsrht iust as well trv to cut their own violin repairer with his violin troubles, form, their masterly scrolls and their 
iust as he consults bis r»bx,cir*i„„ :n , — 1 1 1  t,_:.. 
“The maker of these famous instru¬ 
ments was born in Cremona, Italy, 
some time between the years 1646 and 
1650. The date of his birth is not on 
record and the year has always been 
disputed. He was a pupil of the fa¬ 
mous Nicholas Amati, serving a four- 
year apprenticeship under that famous 
violin maker. In 1868 he branched out 
for himself. 
“He is described as being a tall, lean 
ian, avid for work. His genius was 
apparent in his early works, but his 
best instruments were turned out dur¬ 
ing the period extending from 1714 to 
1720. It was then that he constructed 
their violin, which is covered with ig j y  
“whiskers” from end to end, has been legs off, instead of employing a skillful j  
on the violin for three or four years, surgeon, if it should become necessary, health o 
They would not think of wearing worn Adjusting a bridge requires great me- culties. 
insults his physician for ill perfect sound holes. It was in the mak- 
s lawyer for business diffi- ing of these parts of the instrument that 
Stradivarius stood supreme and the var- 
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nish which he placed.on his instruments any chord when standing blindfolded 
hai never been duplicated. »“ another room from that in which the 
The Telegram might have added that piano on which the chord is struck 
lhe reason there is such a great differ- is situated. He , can compose and 
cnee of opinion m regard to the num- write music with the greatest facility 
her of “Strads” in existence is owing without the use of an instrument, and 
,0 the fact that the genuineness of so has already written three operettas and 
pur are in doubt. Many a; violin more than fifty miscellaneous composi- 
which is boldly claimed to be a Strad” tions. He has been playing the violin 
ky its owner is not so in fact. As soon for four years, and plays many of the 
,s the violins of Stradivarius were leading concertos and a large number 
recognized to be of supreme workman- of standard miscellaneous violin solos 
ship they commenced to be imitated as well. He has appeared on numer¬ 
al copied by violin makers every- ous occasions in public with great suc- 
„here. These men counterfeited the cess. Yet with all this talent he has 
Stradivarius labels and imitated his never practiced willingly. His parents 
model, his choice of wood, varnish, the saY that he has never played one single 
character of his scroll, F holes, etc., n°te on the violin without being urged 
«ith all the skill they could bring to or coaxed, or paid for it. 
bear on the work. There is no law Now at the age of twelve this mar- 
against counterfeiting violins as there vellously gifted boy wants to give up 
|i against counterfeiting money, so vio- music altogether. He has stopped com- 
lin makers have been allowed to do this posing and will only practice on the 
uork at their leisure ever since the severest compulsion. He betrays no 
great Italian invented his noble model, interest in music whatever, and does 
his bold striking F holes and his grace- not even care to go to concerts where 
ful scroll. Many of these counterfeit ffreat art:sts of the violin can be heard. 
Strads were made over a hundred years Ne calls his violin a “nasty screeching 
ago, so they add genuine age to their thing” and uses every subterfuge to 
other points of resemblance to the gen- escape practicing. All he thinks of is 
nine instruments. roller skating, baseball, or going 
With all the wonderful ingenuity and mms- His parents are i 
genius which has been expended in the contemplate giving him a 
work of imitating the violins of the ^°m ™u,sic> doffing that a love for 
Cremona masters, ' ' ' ' fi 
e large numbers of violins 
I the world, which never saw the sunny 
is of that picturesque Italian city, 
I pass for genuine Cremonas? 
The above portrait of Ysaye, the 
great Belgian master, is taken from 
=_o_ one of his favorite photos. It is con- 
despair and s>dered his best and most characteristic 
:omplete rest Picture. Although other violinists may 
„ _ a l e f r it surPass him in some respects, or in 
wonder that may awaken latter. Friends have sug- certain technical feats, he possesses, ir 
Many parents imagine that because l their children dp not of their own ac¬ 
cord practice several hours daily on 
the violin it betrays a lack of talent 
gested that the child had been forced tbe opinion of many of the leading 
to practice too much and had thus ac- musicians of the world, more of the 
quired a distaste for the work, but his Qualities which go to the making of 
parents state that he had never prac- a. supremely great violinist than any 
ticed much during the four years he living artist. Ysaye possesses a tre- 
studied. mendous tone of the purest quality. 
Parents are often possessed of the ',s a master technician and is intensely 
idea that their own children are the dramaHc. His intonation is absolutely 
only ones who dislike practice, whereas fiawless> and he penetrates to the soul 
it is really the rule and not the ex- of a composition as few violinists have 
ception. The most gifted are often the eYe.r done- is a IarSe P°rtly man, 
' ' •" * • giving the impression of leonine 
for the violin and a distaste for music, thousands of persons possessing 
strength and rugged health. ___ __ 
„„„oU,8 Uiu>.- clean shaven and his appearance is 
.1 genius of the highest order, have taat a S1"65* tragedian. His friends 
never achieved anything in music be¬ 
cause they did not have sufficient in¬ 
dustry to develop their genius. When 
we read the lives of the immortals 
say that there is no doubt he would 
have been a world famous actor had he 
not been a violinist. It is this remark¬ 
able dramatic strain in his make-t 
usually find that many of wbmh gives him^the power to^ sway his 
:arly lives had : a” 
Nothing could be farther from the 
truth. The average boy does not wish 
to do anything but play. He would 
not wash his face or hands or go to 
school unless compelled to do so. He 
be constantly urged to practice, music ^ yi
except in rare instances. This urging them in their e some udiences in such a wonderful manner, 
and nagging at their children to get stern father or patient mother who ls not. 9n'y a ffreat violinist but 
them to practice is the price parents kept them at their task by force or a ffrcat musician as well, and has done 
‘ave to pay to educate their children persuasion. We find that the influence much orchestral directing in recent 
1 music. in the early life of Beethoven took years‘ He also takes a fe^ PuPils now 
Take the average child and his violin the form of a club in the hands of and a"d J'.besje, PuPds feel such 
lessons; at first he is in the seventh an irascible and intemperate father, 
leaven of delight at putting under his 
in the little red or yellow violin, with 
brilliant varnish and gay tones, and 
;vows he will never tire of it. In a few 
weeks, however, his eagerness sensibly 
abates. He finds that instead of the 
Silvery ripples of sound which his 
'eacher makes, his own efforts are 
more suggestive of a lone cat on a 
rol ya« fetlCe W‘th a bad case of 
lice has mud^of^H* vjcd*n PraY" effect without force. In some 
His parents become Parents Sive childrefn their spending 
money as a reward for practice either 
at so much an hour or so much for . . 
tbaj each piece or exercise which has been was '^Cremona's worksMp madef’ 
oVmn itnd;fference to "music „ JUI u,- ■ .patlb'e with musical talent of the 
Most Children Alike. 
Parents even of the most gifted chil- 
veneration for him that some of them 
when they meet him go down on one 
knee and kiss his hand as if he were 
a medieval king. He has an interest¬ 
ing family and takes the deepest joy 
_ __ _ _0_ in life. One of his.favorite sports is 
clren complain of the difficulty of mak- going fishing with his family, in which 
ing them practice. As a rule they do he takes fully as much pleasure as in 
not wish to employ force as they fear playing the Beethoven concerto. He is 
that it will give their children a life- very fond of Americans and keeps 
long distaste for music; besides there his violin—a priceless Stradivarius— 
e many ways of achieving the desired wrapped up in a silk American flag, 
when in the case. 
parents become discouraged, think- 
b ihat th®child is lacking in talent 
[ „_music;. Hy own experience i 
By a great master of the past. 
A Real Instance. 
well in many cases. 
A parent has two means of persuasion 
at his command—reward and punish¬ 
ment. Let the child who practices 
well be rewarded in various ways, and --—... . _I | 
be deprived of various pleasures if he Anfomou^Stradivarius.1'0'1 “ame : 
That in Tyrolean fores 
Had rocked and wrestiea 
Exquisite was it in design; 
fhid T‘ Hfe illustratinS this point fails to practice, 
olut 1 • wou*d have considered ab- When the young violin student has 
■ in'1 ^ ,mP°fsible had it not occurred some one in the house who can play 
a Ttt|men'a-te experience- It is that his piano accompaniments it is usually 
,e 1, e .Ohio boy twelve years of a great incentive to practice, as it can- 
|ll' , e ,as been pronounced mar- not be denied that violin practice is 
le 8>fted in music by some of much more tedious than many other 
t ha1 thS musicians in this country, instruments, the piano or organ for in- 
• * . sense of absolute and rela- stance, which are complete in them- 
irinam ^‘’e highest perfection. He selves and have their own bass and 
e instantly the notes composing harmony. 
k used. Prices moderate i 
VIOLINISTS 
No More Drudgery- 
BAUER’S TONE-IMPROVING 
Chemical Violin Bridge 
Not made of wood. Will improve your violin 
wonderfully. Many leading artists to the con¬ 
cert master of the Metro¬ 
politan Opera are using 
will be delighted by their 
beautiful effect. PRICE, 
50 CENTS. Send in your 
order with 50 cents in 
Fine6vio°insS, cellos, bows; 
hand. The Marais Hainer 
Hawley collection, $450.00. 
Violin Students 
who contemplate studying in 
BERLIN 
GEORGE LEHMANN 
by teachers and students of the violin. 
By CHARLES EMERY FARLEY, 
P. O. Box 1626, Boston, Mass. 
I have 2 Seifert violins, made 
in Berlin according to Dr. 
Grossmann’s theory. One is 
for sale. Address 
W. R. COLTON, Beatrice, Neb. 
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r of his country. Father E 
Paris5'atM Barfin'declared that Liszt. Roman Catholic Church 
1 ai . . e „uoininpnts were . A ,\1f>A in the service itta nie  
as” great as those of Thalberg, but 
many ways far greater. 
and died in the service of the 
Hawaiian leper colony. John Mitchell 
the great labor lea.’er, has lived fo I 
years on a salary of a stenographer, ah I 
though he is president of one of % I 
greatest labor organizations of the play and music. 
• teacher should continu- °odd. He has devoted kis Hfe'» I 
ii r^nfize the necessity for play. » righting the wrongs of the labor:,: | 
ally realize to the child s man These men are great because thet 
you want t g .. his natural de- have been willing to go wit".out cob- 
heart you f unst them. If y°u forts and conveniences to help others, 
sires—not ngui ; - game for 
make your mo«c l**? teachers sue- The Parents’ Part, 
have your hnypW*.W^,s interest 
OF FRANZ LISZT. 
BY CAROL SHERMAN. 
ydoing the child’s interest is Thousands of parents in this com. 
_ - '*\FI assured You'can do nothing without try deny themselves so that their chit 
many to believe that Liszt was a kind ffsu . is yoUr greatest any dren may have the advantages of mtisit 
of charlatan-a trickster at the key- "teresL an interest. Fletcher B. ]essons Perhaps your father and 
board, isolated from the best in sub- ]L . r of tbe University of Cali mother have forced themselves to j, 
savs- , without many things to give yon evm 
* "Through careful study of the games opportunity. Don’t you think, my little 
Liszt and Beethoven. and plays of children have learnea fri ds> that you ought to appreciate 
that these have developed to meet tne their self denlai by a little self denial 
Through the influence of Czerny^Bee- natural needs and demands^-^o^enna rpQn your part? What area few hours' 
stantial musical culture. 
Of course you have all heard of the 
wonderful Liszt time and time again 
So many things have been said about 
his youth and childhood that I a.n j. IlrUuBu u» .... 
somewhat at loss to know just wliat thoven«s interest 
to tell you. Liszt’s father was an officer prodigy was - - tlie piysicai . ■ -- --if 
under the renowed Hungarian Prince at this time (April, 18”) was very deaf than are any gymnastic exercises many q{ us £;row ,.p and never ^ 
Esterhazy, who had done so much for and whatever admiration he may have devised, and furthermore, that q{ this Then we say. “Oh if I fej 
• tirt '1 !_ f'ltnniic rnnrt tllfi . " 1 1 " 1 ■1 " .' lv 11 - 
natural needs aim. uvux«-- tyuu jtuuj »no iv,« uujfff 
_ little Ilungar- d that they are better adapted t p]ay compared with the happiness o! 
sed. Beethoven * ’ ‘1, ; l growth of the normal father and mother. Unfortunateh 
. - the p.iysicai t _exercises i_ . ... 
“r- . ana wnuievci aunmci-.iv'** — 
music. While in this famous court the had {cr ^ linle fe,low must hai 
elder Liszt had become acquainted with aroused by watching his fingers 
the triumphs of Haydn and Hummel. ]ceyboard, fer at times it 
through”these games and plays chil- oniy taken advantage of the c„ 
dren are brought into the most ties my kind parents made for mi 
m “* —j— - Kc ua iu — - practi- socjaf and ethical relations. oclI ut,Mal miijf 
It was with reminiscences of this re- n jmpossib!e for Beethoven to hear . .. have had a large influence upon Se,f deniai for others makes them slit 
1 .1-_flint the little i_1_of n full hLUUlca . .. _„*■ fr\r nrtrer . • m. s 
Se f denia  makes pe»>le happy 
it was w..: , « r,fl cany i'-'* --. r n studies nave nau a. --- * oen uuiwi ^ 
markable musical epoch that the litti even ^ pon(ierous harmonies of a full er0wth of the movement for larger happier. Try it. 
boy was continually entertained. 1 ae symph0ny orchestra. - — U as nnnn ohvsical 
, _uh?c pnrlv child- - * n .<• 
rn uimm na o . , nlavmounds, as well upo p y
father instructed him in his early child- In the fall of the same year Liszt s v yg eeneral. They have operated 
hood and the elder Liszt was said to father took the wonder child to Paris bring the teacher to see that 
have been a very skillful performer with the hope cf securing admission to h‘“ut the ages the instinct for 
upon both the vi.-lin and the piano. At the famous par;s Conservatory. Cheru- £ 
the age of nine Liszt made his first binij the italian-French composer, 
public appearance and played 
certo by Ferdinand Ries. 
It is said that at this first perform¬ 
ance the audience was overcome with a 
kind of emotion that was even unusual 
with the excitable people of his coun 
try. It is evident, then, that Liszt v-~ 
play has unconsciously directed chil¬ 
dren toward self-education, and has 
The great Italian composer of operas, 
—-——- - A1 a i iu ^i-educatic , ci n Giuseppe Verdi, manifested his love for 
then the head of the conservatory. Al- { relations to growth and unity of mus-c &t a ye car, Therc|s, 
though he had himself been a preco¬ 
cious child he was opposed to prodigie: |___ cheated out of 
, , large opportunities for play are t.iere- wandering musician used to 
the conservatory upon the ground by=ser£usly hindered in their educa- P visits t“ ,he ,.wnofLeB 
that he was a foreigner. 
-- . . In a very short time, however, the * ' 
born with what people call magnetism. parisian public discovered the phenom- 
Magnetism is that peculiar power that enal talent and abiHty 0f the boy. He fT. 
some persons seem to possess and was petted and admired everywhere and ee 
through which they apparently hold the wag a contjmiai topic for discussion in 
interest of others. Many people dis- art!stic c:rclcs 
The elder Liszt decided to settle in 
Paris so that the boy could have time 
for composition. Liszt then wrote an 
opera in one act entitled “Don Sancho,” 
which was given five productions at the 
Royal Academy of Music. It met with 
a kind cf superficial success, largely 
because of the remarkable age at which 
pute this power and claim that the only 
magnetism is that which accompanies 




and whether we accept this 
as it stands or not, we must 
feel that we now know enough to de¬ 
mand playgrounds, and ample ones, 
for every public school in our land. 
“If this is not a new gospel, it is now 
felt to be a truer one.” 
for play/ says ^herc yerdi Uved He took his 
Mfifl& ' place before the village inn and his 
playing was so elective that it is sail 
that he never had any di Acuity 
trading an audience. The music-lov¬ 
ing Italians gathered around tit 
begging fiddler, but chief among 
SELF DENIAL. 
Some Celebrated Teachers. 
The great success of the child i 
duced the elder Liszt to move 
BY FRANCIS LINCOLN. 
Vienna where the little Franz studied the piece had been composed Liszt 
under Ihe renowed Czerny and under was then only fourteen years of age. 
Salieri. Salieri was a noted dramatic 
composer and a famous theoretical An Important Lesson, 
teacher in his time. He had been a 
pupil of Gluck and endeavored to inn- Now we come to the most valuable 
tate the style cf that master but did lesson for the readers of “The Chil- 
so only with limited success. Although dren’s Page” cf The Etude. The boy 
e forty operas and knew how to Liszt showed his real greatness by "r'i' 
You have already learned that there ic 
crowd was the little Verdi. The 
seemed to throw him into ecstasies of 
delight. The cld musician watched ill 
child continually and then sad to hie 
“You like to hear old Bagasset play- 
Verdi replied, “I would rather to 
you play than do anything else in th 
price for most everything in this world, r^ew’mo^nt^^nd^then SQ 
ne wroteiuny :r 13 T l l i vvaat are you aomg witnout r Let us 3 ‘ f we; 
write melodies that were peculiarly being deceived by the applause he had suppose that you are obliged to do with- tainly indicated that he shodd y 
_j r i15 nnpras soon received, irle became conscious ot his _ r ♦T*o;«;nrr At tirst tne wlul 
musical work you must pay the price. - - - . . 
This requires what people call “self de- grar|der than anything j ^ 
nial.” Self denial means that in order heard me bring from this battoedj;( 
to gain some large reward you force fiddIe- Some day you 
yourself to do without certain pleas- musician. Bagasset 
ures and luxuries for the time being. c 
Wh d in th ut'
ill be a grtii 
usician. cdgdaati ***'■■■ . 
Verdi’s father and told him that * 
child’s wonderful love for muc * 
i few hours’ play in order to prac- 
• play days will soon stop. 
_ l i u i u m i —-
.. musical traini g, ^t first the aj 
who had in mind another and'- 
good for the voice his ope i . H i f i  
waned in popular favor. He neverthe- own weakness. There was the musical ocu-pmy uays win Soousmy  
less did have a great influence upon pubhc of Pans, the so-called Capital Thg few hours f Jf d j, „ different career for his son .... - 
his talented pupil. Liszt’s other teacher, cf Europe, loading the youth down ive f d-lightful but he was finally persuaded to «- 
Czerny, was probably the most famous with every imaginable distinction and pleasure & ur after Kfe ^hen you bis son off for a course m 
He had been a pupil of Beethoven and honor that a boy could desire yet he havc lost al[ ;nterest ;n hide.a"dy° . instruction. . 
he had also been associated with knew better than anyone that if he was seek or t Isn’t it a good investment’ When Verdi became famous 
Hummell and Clementi. It was Czer- to attain the greatness that was in store Suppose you want to pfay pieces Stead ^d ‘bat old Bagasset used to »- i Czer- to attain the greatness that as in store 
retention to devote his life to con- for him more study and deeper study of scalesArd ’T'f" th^ c^mooscr’s”"country estate 
t Play-ing- ^ the Wa-S-°f -~e ^LTedwIfh scales and technicTe^s before the njasgs^J, 
V will enable you to play pieces that recognized the playing at u .(l 
Ills'] K/S anlL.I.. J   1 * rr «. f n1mn..n Vile rllSflAVCfCr B 
Real Noblemen. 
i biographies If you look through th 
n the piano. The otheTws aLfy?^ “ Jell de^iaf^Thpse 
difficult for you always invited his discoverer in 
hearty meal. Verdi was very 6“ , 
and one of the crowning even s . 
life was the foundation of 
aged musicians in Italy. 
’ears of the last century so upset disgusted with the praise of the public 
Europe that this career was difficult and went into retirement and lived in 
to commence. Consequently Czerny very strict seclusion for some years, 
settled down in Vienna as a teacher. Two things induced him to return to 
His most remarkable able pupil was the public life as a performer. The first 
little Franz Liszt, who was destined to was the magical success of the violinist 
set musical Europe aflame with his Paganini, whose great execution in- 
marvelous virtuosity. liszt was a great cited Liszt to endeavor to try to imi 
admirer of Czerny and very grateful his effects on the piano. The other 
to him for his assistance. T have gone the advent of the pianist Thalberg in who deny themselves . ** ,s ;,u.1 '’V.-'m oovertv,»5r'. 
into these details regarding Liszt’s Pans. Thalberg h?d also a very smooth the only real noblemen and nnw”8 ^ shouId Plcdg” bunsel £ 
teachers in order that you may see and facile execution and his presence of the world. Count Leo ^ 7°^" “f* 7' , seIf~den , , d ions-".. 
clearly that the great pianist received in Pans was construed as a kind of great Russian author To'stov- the naturally loves wealth an ip 
the benefit of the best classical tradi- challenge to Liszt. Both were pupils and of influential wea,thv frt>’ conceivable: 
tions in his pianoforte instruction. His of the same master, Czerny. When like a peasant and disf^ifi1?", ,h.aS 1,ved bemg the unalienable dowry^ ,, -,. 
. .. ... -’ —J T :i“-‘ “as not envious, came forth and employed his ‘ ^ h,: 
“,*
n after life was so unusual and Liszt, who w 
— ...vu the unalicnable dowi? ° r 
s money properly called the ‘frce *"“■ 
position to help the Liszt 
THE ETUDE 
jUNT EUNICE’S LETTER. played with a variety of touches. He 
says: “The best possible results of the 
WHIMS OF FAMOUS MASTERS. and emitting volumes of smoke by 
• his remarks. way of accompaniment t 
Chopin, unlike most musical gen- Hg smoked constantly while he t Friends: T . -iT / • 4 , hopin, unliKe ost u&u-u. s oked consianuy 
Dear Little haiEN daily practice will be attained only ;uses was a iate riser. He practiced w0rkeA^The Scrap Book. 
y0u will find in other parts ot i he when. the different varieties of touch sn ,nrltT af the niano. wjth his back un- 
^jSerence t^fh| WMtom ^ason have been combined in proper proper- supported, ‘that* his spine was perma- 
famous teacher of pmnoforte, who tlon - Touch makes the player think. ne"t injured He never composed 
Id in July- I wa"‘ t0Mte r„ ! sucl Like transP°sing- it assi7s i*» avoiding excepyt wl|en seated at the piano, and 
, masons why Dr. Mason was suen aimiess practice. Instead of practicing he always had tbe lights turned out 
. -a be was so muc.i al| exercises fn the same manner, as wben be wa3 improvising. A public 
was the custom prior to the Mason audlence unnerved him to such an ex- 
“Touch and Technic” series, the pupil tent that he could not properly 
is required to think how he strikes the 
keys as well as what keys he is striking. 
TO SHARPEN YOUNG WITS. 
,ac, er and why h  
lected by ether teacher^andwamsts 
fover the world. _ Firs,: youi had bet- 
frS wiUyour teacher'some of the 
1 l narts of The Etude referring to 
1 vet an idea of his lii 
t the music before him. Seated i' 
Here is a list of synonyms of r 
cal terms to which all readers ar 
vited to guess the proper counterparts. 
Dr Mason and get a 
and work. Foreign and American Teachers. 
And now, my little friends, I want to 
have a talk about American teachers 
nd methods. When Dr. Mason was a 
:re very few oppor- 
music student in 
ditticuii wnBi~ji.li . America. There was a genuine neces- 
•omplicated exercises he gave cnly a sjty fGr t;le student to go abroad tr 
L. simple ones, but these were given complete his musical training. More- 
... ond with -u - —I  
Simplicity in Teaching. 
First of all, Dr. Mason was very __ . 
imole in all that he taught and wrote. littIe boy t 
He never tried to secure results by 
iffi lt means. Instead cf a mass ( 
0„ many ways and ith such a va- OVer, most cf the best teachers 
riet°y of forms that they seem^ almost America were foreigners. Since then 
j .v.l L..V. ...mo.v,-- - a m bvyui.iv.P--
the midst of a small select circle, lie , win try the acuteness of 
. -i-.rov,Sed. ^ose who’ are too old to be classified 
children; the youngsters will guess 
• most of them, but it may take the 
teacher’s skill to help out *n a few. 
it may be added that there are no 
“catch questions” in the list; all have 
reference to the commonest musical 
terms of which a pupil of a year’s prac¬ 
tice and a dozen years of age should be 
well informed. The first ten send- 
casily extentporized and improvis . 
He "talked” to his piano whenever he 
was melancholy. He thought more of 
his man-servant and his cat than he 
did of his intimate friends. Chopin 
had a superstitious dread of the figure 
seven, and would not live in a house 
tearing that number, nor start upon a 
j'ourney on that date. 
Beethoven used the snuffers for a ___ 
toothpick. It was cne of his peculiar!- “rrect'Tists"of answers to the 
• • allowed his servant m ,,_ 
He took the simple two- 
5 that he n 
,r exercise and made a work that J never be excelled. Teachers who 
the conditions havi 
While we may 
He insisted that ■hanged entirely, to enter his study. ■ ’ many his room should remain exacuy a* ..<= iou;nai 
. matter how dee- ly the dust 1 
Editor cf The Etude will have their 
udL » i i • 
exactly as he nam?s published i the next issue of 
,r.d women who have attained left it, : 
have and then for a time greatness as composers, the American lay 
> other exercises almost 
the precious musical 
have gone - , . ^ 
always find themselves going back to 
the Mason two-finger cxercre as 
found in Book I of the Touch and 
Technic” series. I have heard so 
many little folks say. “Why that two- 
exerc.se is so simple f tf 
ts. He seldom looked in the glass 
rater that soaked through his 
floor. 
Haydn arrayed himself at daybreak 
in full court dress—sword, w g, lace 
ruff and silver buckles. He said 
seems to be a born teacher. We kui y;-y it n 
cur brighter young musicians like Dr. when he tied his stock. Half the tm- 
Mascn, Dudley Luck, Stephen Emery, he forgot to brush his hair Every 
G. W. Chadwick. Horatio Parker, E. morning he carefully counted out 
MacDowcll, and ethers abroad. And seventeen beans from the coffee cah,s- 
with their fre:h American intellects ter; these served for his breakfast 
(Inzer i u ^ I they digested the Old World knowl- When he composed he would pour 
hafdly seems worth while.” But, as cdge ard have adapted it to American cold water over his l^ds, and ofte 
Sr Mascn says in Book I, “In itself ^ tb4t t;:C V2ry word “American” people below him would complain of 
the two-finger exercise is as simple now in Germany “Praktisch” 
and elementary a form as can well be (pract:cal, ingenious, original, sensib e). 
devised, but through the application of jn fact> many teachers of American 
different kinds cf touch to its various birtll are now teaching with great suc- 
forms, it becomes comprehensive and cess in European capitals. *-**  - . .. 
exhaustive in its results because it Ycu. as little Americans, must be that he could never write so wet 
searches out and brings fully into patriotic in ycur music. You must when a massive diamond ring, which letter, 
action, in the most complete and );now that works like those of Dr. the Emperor of Austria had given to 
thorough manner, nearly all the muscles Mason, Stephen Emery, W. S. B. Mat- him, was on his finger. The j aper on 
which are used in pianoforte playing.” j ews Chadwick. Goodrich, Norris, which he wrote must be of supertine 
Clark, Goethschious and others deserve qual'ty, and of the most exquisite 
Original Thinking. nct cnly your respect but your support, whiteness. Many times his innate love 
., , . w want P-e best we can get from over for practical joking got the better of 
Dr. Mason did not do as many other W ^ bremember tfiat the work him. One night in church he cut off 
cf our American teachers, like that cf the queue of one of the other chor- 
American dentists and inventors, fre- ister’s wigs, 
qently ranks far above that of Euro- expelled, 
pean teachers. Men like Philipp, Handel had 
Scharwenka, Moszkowski, Leschetizky, 
than that, he saw that the stand in a class by themselves as great 
two-finger exercke would lead you to teachers, but the works cf our Ameri- 
for yourself. Carl Taussig, the 
Musical Synonyms. 
1. Twenty. 
2. A floor cf an apar»: 
3. Not artificial. 
4. By chance. 
5. Material for breath. 
6. Black, sticky substance. 
7. A piece of neckwear. 
8. One cf Milton’s poems, 
easier, substitute—To speak in con- 
Hce demnation.) 
9. A cane. 
10. A war structure and common 
(Or, 
authors had done. They almost in¬ 
variably started with five-finger exer¬ 
cises cr scales. Dr. Mason §aw that 
you little folks could understand the 
simple two-finger cxercke much bette 
For this offense he was 
great German teacher, had written 
book cn technic in which every exer¬ 
cise had to be transposed through all 
keys, but some cf these exercises were 
so hard that cnly an advanced player deepiy. 
could transpose them properly. Dr. a.s Mr. Theodore Presser s; 
Mascn saw that the two-finger exer- recent letter to the writer 
cise was so simple that anyone could Mason’s death is a grea 
transpose it into all the keys after the cal America, 
construction cf the major and minor 
scales had been explained. 
Dr. Mascn realized what 
vantage i 
pose the 
put them in “Touch and Technic” in gUcb coming — 
only one key, “C major.” If he had “ Remember I am always glad 
’vritten-them in all the keys instead of from you, especially if you^ 
one, the book would have been one of suggestions ^how 
two hundred pages instead of twenty- dren’s Page” more 
__ _odd habit of tossing 
sheets of manuscripts from the table 
as fast as he wrote them. The slight¬ 
est gain in time was of the utmost 
many instances rank importance to him. There was only 
- living, his copyist. Smith, 
equally high. 
Dr. Mascn’.. 
gotten of become “out of fashion, uc- 
cau-e it is founded upon correct prin- 
iples. His loss is one that will be felt 
Necessary for surgical instru¬ 
ments. 
12. Promise to pay in three days. 
13. Strengthening medicine. 
14. To filter. j 
15. For use in a lock. 
16. A topic. 
17. Opposite of so high. 
18. Remedy for fatigue. 
19. A legal infant. 
20. One set over captains. 
21. S'gns originally letters. 
22. Vile and low. 
23. A string. 
24. A controlling factor. 
23. Note against note. be for- who could read his manuscript. Han¬ del often wept while composing. Some 
of his sacred writings are blotted with 
tears. He was blind during the last 
years of his kfe. 
Gluck often had his servants carry 
his piano out to the lawn. His finest 
insrirations came to him when play- 
: a model Ameri- ing in the garden. Several bottles of ^ Mrg ] Damng> Nina 
mian and an edu- chamnarnie were placed conveniently Magine_ Mrg H p Lee> Alfred Drem_ 
ANSWERS TO CONCEALED 
NAMES CONTEST 
The following are the names of the 
first ten to send in correct answers to 
: concealed names contest 
musician, a gentle p gn
cated man cf the world. He cultivated near him. His theory was that bright 
the grace's cf life and was a good sunshine was favorable 
father First of all he was a great and he always worked 
lay, Mrs. Maule Peakes. Mrs. Grace L. 
Kieth, Ray. R. Phelps, Margaret Kelly, 
s to have the pupil trans- teacber_then a pianist and a compc 
rcises for himself, so he bad rare gifts. I wish we had n 
sitle. Gluck 
fore he wrote 
Sehubert 
iration, 
fiftyI,yearshol1dFbe- EIvert Willard, Card A. Pease. 
H bo nnswpr to thp nii7Zie IS N1 
i opera of any renown , em I z 0. Moscheles, Wolf- 
marvelously regular ■> MoVart Mile. Cecil Chami- 
The a e e puzzl is icholas 
c was A. z ,
n his attention to composition. When = ® t 
composing his features worked, 
make “The Chil- bjs eyes flashed, and his limbs 
Moreover, the pupil would have 
bad exercises that had been worked out 
by someone else instead of exercises 
that oblige him to think for himself. 
Aunt Euni 
‘The history of mu ic teaches us that 
E ycu sit in front cf a keyboard and ev^y ^choo1 P^lsbe; lourishes moment he could vis't 
,r finverg HawHlc over the «ple has been carried to its times insisted on having 
la=t consequences; thereupon new ideas 
bud forth, taking up the thread of prog- 
like a rew generation, and develop- canting 
simply let you g s d dle _ . — 
beys you will gain very little. You 
roust think, think, think all the time. 
Why “Touch” is Important. 
Dr. Mason was one of the first to 
tuat technical exercises should 
,witched. This unnatural excitement Ad M. Foerster, the Pittsburg corn- 
held complete control of him until the poser, at times takes his musical knowl- 
fever of composit on passed away. He edge too seriously. For instance, the 
seldom made alterations in his score, other morning, while playing over some 
Wagner had his tomb made in the manuscript at his home, he heard a 
garden of his house, so that at any voice outside shouting “G Major! G 
t l i 't it. He some- Major! G Major!” As he was playing 
ti es insisted oil having his guests in- m C major, and thought he knew his 
s-ect this seoulcher and at the dinner keys with positive certainty, he won- 
table he took singular dekght in des- dered who could be at hand to prompt 
the subject of death. or instruct, so he w°nt to the door. 
Liszt smoked large black cigars. There he beheld a driver admonishing 1 w ;,lm of the preceding i t s l r l i rs, m r Den m on r a nnm  
,ng until the ,*“c~ , anted’’-Franz When giving lessons he walked in and bis horse with exclamations of ‘Gee, 
school have been supplanted, rmnz dQwn “he ^ muttenng to himseh, Major!” and the laugh was on Foerster. 
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Ideas for Music 
Club Workers 
By MRS. JOHN A. OLIVER 
(Press Secretary National ^ Federation of 
MAKE VOUR CLUB PROGRAM 
NOW. 
Nothing is so valuable in club work 
as a well planned program for the entire 
season. Of course it is altogether too 
much to expect that you will be able 
to carry out all your cherished plans, 
but if you do not have some idea of 
what you desire to accomplish and 
some preconceived notion of how your 
ideas should be executed in work next 
season is not likely to be very success¬ 
ful. 
Don’t Plan Too Much. 
Our experience has revealed one very 
important fact. Musical societies often 
plan too much. They fail to take into 
consideration the natural limitations of 
the society and endeavor to accomplish 
so much more than they could ever 
possibly do that they meet with dis¬ 
appointment. Furthermore, they re¬ 
ceive deserved criticisms from the many 
obstructionists who are continually try¬ 
ing to destroy the good work of honest 
music-workers. 
If you are planning a series of club 
concerts at which the members are to 
take part you should give much thought 
to the matter. For instance, a concert 
of the works of Strauss, Elgar, Regar 
and Debussey, while likely to be novel, 
would demand a kind of advanced 
musicianship that would make the 
undertaking somewhat hazardous. 
It would be better to have your best 
performers essay some of the works of 
one of the composers and fill up the 
remaining numbers of the program 
with either standard classics or the 
older and more familiar composers. 
The Love Stories of Great Composers. 
You will find that novelty plays an 
important part in the success of your 
club. If you can get some scheme for 
a series of programs for the ensuing 
year that will have something more than 
the mere biographical and historical 
interest you will find that all of your 
members will take a much greater in¬ 
terest in the work of the club. 
The influence of love upon the lives 
of the great composers has always 
been a very fascinating subject. Some 
of the greatest masterpieces of all time 
have been brought into existence 
through the meeting of a great musi¬ 
cian with the woman who has com¬ 
pelled his affection and devotion. A 
series of programs devoted to “The 
Love Stories of Great Musicians” and 
illustrated with the compositions that 
the musician wrote under the influence 
of love should prove very fascinating 
and taking. This subject is one that 
you would need to have carefully pre¬ 
pared. Mr. Rupert Hughes’ book on 
“The Love Stories of Great Musicians” 
should prove a valuable source of ref- 
Any similar plan presenting features 
for development may be adopted. A 
course of musical study is desirable if 
the club has never had a similar course. 
Books like “Baltzell’s History of Music” 
are frequently accompanied with ques¬ 
tions and suggestions that make such 
a course very readily adaptable to the 
needs of the average club. 
THE 




With or Without Notes? 
It is exceedingly difficult to suggest 
novelties for Children’s Club work, 
as the conditions are so variable in 
different parts of the country. A series 
devoted to the different forms in music The question whetner it 
has been known to be practicable. “The play with or wlthoU.t __ I 
first meeting might be devoted to "The great importance, an f *course, be vancement. As their power 
March;” the second to. “The^ Waltz;^ cussed, because it^y>. standpoint, and body develops, 
SUGGESTIONS. so much energy, as in memory 
should not be wasted upon it t? 
choice of certain works for memori,, 
arding. should be carefully made by the teach* 
with a view to securing the great® 
value in proportion to the n,J 
better to power demanded. Pupils, as well. 
s one of artists, should have at all times '5 
frequently dis- repertoire adapted to their stage o[\i 
the third to the “Polonaise;” the fourth v;ewed from more than 
to “The Mazurka;” the fifth to “The Artists who do little ereper_ the setting aside of pieces! 
Bolero” or the “Tarantelle, and, the public and who keep up e game way must not be looked upon as a 1 l" 
sixth to olden time dances. The to;re from which they s , • { through their means i , 
Gavotte,” the Allemande or the Gigue. worUs over and over-again, «« p \ * been enabfed to attain to a ^ f 
without notes compa^ratiyely easy ^ ^ and intclligenc  
a 1 points mu P P ible to ;ng the assertion that some persons6, ' 
V,V,dndeevoHndg Self to public per- not memorize at all it is, in the wd, 
In any event the teacher or leader 
remember that the children want 
much music as they can hear and 
little theory as possible. Teachers fre¬ 
quently make the great mistake of at- formance, it is not possible 
tempting to compel children to under- 
who opinion, a very rare thing to find oa 
devote a great portion of who is actually unable. All raay I 
s obliged to 
iiis time to tne tasK ui -^ 
man are comprehensible to the child uld it be advisable to restrict all 
mind. If you must have theory in your ~°Mic hearing of piano music to the with a pupil from whom 
club work see to il that the theory is so pXmances of virtuosos? Would not ^hat^f_r;_c°ul^ be obta,ned, 
cleverly sugar-coated that the child is 
s really studying 
Select Your Pieces Now for Next Year. 
this deprive music lovers of opportuni- the opinion that all may acquire the 
for hearing many important works abffity if the process is began early 
- ■ • * ' - become enough. 
those -- 
Most club programs are ruined by a 
lack of forethought. The busy teacher 
with which it is desirable 
acquainted? The number 
players who can give their entire time 
to preparation and public performance 
- limited, and likewise 
during the winter season has little of works which they c 
A SURPRISE MUSIC PARTY. 
mucl An Etude reader of many years’ stand- 
ing has sent us an idea of a novel musical 
party. Mrs. L. J. K. Fowden 
s the number 
PUfMQHP _ i keep 
opportunity to select pieces that will be repertoire. If it were possible to make gave a surprjse musical party an(j m 
of educational value to the pupil and a complete list of the reper oire o tbat tbe interest it aroused was aw 
at the same time make numbers that public pianists heard in this country, commendab|e. Each member of the cfc 
will combine to form effective club we should find many duplicates wtuc i was requested to prepare some piece tint 
programs. The teacher who courts sue- considerably reduce the number ot wQu]d be both a surprjse t0 the ted;. 
cess should take advantage of the pieces actually heard, -further, many and tQ the otber members of the cl* 
leisure hours of a few days during the excellent works in the field ot musical jbey were enj0;ned not t0 select piece 
summer season to do some planning, literature would be entirely missing beyond thcir tcchnjcal grasp ani m 
Make a list of your pupils and estimate from such a list—works the character a)s0 advjsed not to determjne 
what grade of piece each one is likely of which entitles them to representa- pjece without considering severai y. 
to be capable of playing next year, tion, and which makes it highly desir- powden statcs that the pupils, who m 
Then visit some music store or secure able that they should be known to , . n rp_fW_ nf Tu,. r Trrw < 
a liberal selection of pieces from your many musical people who have neither their selectio*ns from ,he back „J, 
regular dealer. P ay these pieces oyer the leisure to study them, nor the tech- o{ the magazine. Some pupils ’ ’ 
several times and then determine which meal abilities required to play them for .‘ , , 
pupil can play the piece most success- themselves. Is it not pretty clea 
fully. Put the name of the piece down that the assistance of pianists, who 
after the name of the pupil to whom you engaged in teaching, is indispensable , 
desire to give it. Teachers will find it Is it not also clear that these pianists ul,ly V 
a great relief to be able to look upon have not at their command the leisure pearea 
this list and find what work they have necessary for committing everything to 
outlined for the pupil. In this way memory? Shall we debar them from 
club programs can be formed by teach- playing compositions which they have 
i who employ these valuable aids in thoroughly studied, simply because they 
“ i pieces from editions over a year oil, I 
F nffiniL who are *bowing bow carefully they had present, 
the paper. On the evening of the pint 
only the names of the little players ap¬ 
peared on the program. 
A good plan to try at parties of this 
kind would be to have each of the pupils 
s down, after the player’s name, 4t 
. _ hT namf °.f ,hc p,ec! he b?lle'es the p,s!e 
their work A tentative program may must have the printed music before 1S ?'a3£ng“ ..At, *he e.nd. 
be outlined and then changed as the their eyes as they play? Frequently a COuld collected and the pupil with* 
conditions indicate when the pupils are musician desires to have the music most correct replies should receive apn= 
actually engaged upon the work during before him merely as a safeguard He f°r hcr acutcness of observation in to 
!!M% Ty be capable not only of playing but 
ot writing the entire piece from mem¬ 
ory, and yet may feel unwilling to play EMPEROR WILLIAM’S LOVEFOR 
without the music before him. MUSIC, 
i I think everyone will admit that M. Sapellnikoff. the renowned R« 
sometimes there is a necessity for using sian composer, said in a recent arric 
" public. On the other hand, it is very in the London Daily Chronicle. 
that all music students “The German Emperor is a genuii 
i do this frequently find difficulty ... 
conducting their club work successfully. 
------ — memorizing lover of music. He specially admire 
tne training necessary for the works of the classical compos® 
much for Wagner’s operas, prefer" 
lighter works. One of his fa«'»; 
operas is Meyerbeer’s ‘Les Huge"® 
in the recent revival of which at Be* 
he personally interested himself. Bf'. 
way, to the first performance he it'® 
MENDELSSOHN’S RELIGION. 
important _ H , 
A Scotch newspaper heads the report should be well drilled 
of a recent lecture on Mendelssohn “A music. The 
Great Jewish Composer.” For this the learning how to memorize 1= !„ u . , . , , — 
lecturer seems to have been more to it develops mnsiSfn , i Such11tbat and ls keenly interested m Ger* 
blame than the subeditor; for the lec- uality. Without these oualitie ltUelle.c!' folk-songs, but I do not think he 
Hirer started away by remarking that performance b largdy^nHtauve 'Z 
the name of Mendelssohn stands at telligent and nn-Jf* f. IrmtatlvJ- Unin- 
the head of a long list of gifted com- rirelyTnkrtistir^' a \ lke’ P°.SSlbl>' en- 
posers belonging to the Jewish race.” each composition intern W'th 
It is true that Mendelssohn’s ancestors mitted to memory l,gently » 
were Jews. Moses Mendelssohn, his task of memorizW K 1 °nly W.' the - - - -- 
grandfather, was a Jew; but two of the pupil will hav/a ®co"le easier but the daughters of the compos-, 
Moses Mendelssohn’s daughters re- capital acauireH a ?r^ °* stored-up pliment which was much apprecw® 
nounced the Jewish faith and became general use Th heM for future “The Kaiser’s fondness for 
Roman Catholics. The composer’s rizing, and^^ the mpth^SSeSi°f memo- further illustrated by the fact ' 
father and mother were both received used by all careful t °u °^, tra'n'nK- maintains his own private orclifc-* 
lntl))thC Chu-rtCnh at,Frankfort; so frequently discussed^n8’ haVC beC" and somet‘mes he will conduct '■ ’ 
and they had their children baptised in zine that it is „ d y°Ur maKa- band. It ntav 
accordance wtth the forms of the into details not necessary to enter that the majority of the member"c ; 
HI ~ •» sr^ sssssrsi? 
plete; and the Mendelssohns, whileTe often ffince^uch''15^-6 t0 d° Sted^iam^6 whh'a' 
composer was yet a b.aby in arms, were how.4,^,3?UrL^.'" sire't. >•>'f 
-hnstian qu,nng technical skill has ° 3C' and Sgambati, and would have^ 
aesthetic worth, and an Pvn J-SPeclal name f°r herself had she heco® 
exPenditure of professional.” 
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HOW TFCHNIC MAY DISCOUR- 
H AGE THE PUPIL. 
BV W. F. TJ. 
One of my pupils, a very musical 
youth of fifteen, told me the other day 
that he had recently met one of the 
great pianists of the day, who invited 
him to his residence to hear him play. 
This young man had been studying with 
me for only two years, the fourth grade. 
He plays with a creditable touch and 
deep musical feeling for one of his age, 
but is sadly lacking in technic, wholly 
from lack of application to that import¬ 
ant subject. 
The great virtuoso asked the boy to 
play to him, no doubt expecting to 
hear another child Hofmann, but evi¬ 
denced his disappointment by stopping 
hint and exclaiming, “Horrors! Why, 
boy, you have absolutely no technic!” 
and! later, when told that he was work¬ 
ing on one of the easiest sonatas of 
Beethoven (Op. 49. No. 2), the pianist 
observed that the teacher should keep 
him on nothing but scales instead of 
permitting him to try pieces which 
were beyond him! 
I reproved my young pupil for his 
rashness in playing without proper 
preparation, but in my secret heart ad¬ 
mired him for his nerve and confidence. 
Moreover, I do not agree with my 
friend, the great pianist, in this point: 
Suppose, when this lad came to me at 
first, when he had less technic, I had 
exclaimed with horror, “You have no 
technic!” and had kept him drilling and 
drilling, day in and day out, upon the 
scales and other technical exercises, 
without any piece to encourage him, 
how long, do you think, would I have 
had him for a pupil? What would have 
become of his reading, his memorizing, 
and general knowledge of musical style 
and interpretation? 
As it. is, I believe I have developed 
in this boy a real musical germ, which 
would have been killed had I at first 
discouraged him with too much technic. 
Now he sees he has something to work 
for; for, in order to perform the pieces 
which he has grown not only to admire, 
but to love, he must develop also the 
mechanical side—technic ! 
In the public schools they do not 
spend a whole year alone on spelling, 
then another year on writing, and so 
on; but combine, intelligently, little by 
little, several subjects, which prepare 
the students to accomplish, later, more 
difficult things along the same line of 
thought. I believe in applying this 
method to my music teaching, and I 
find good results. 
Better had the pupil who is deficient 
in technic recover later in that line 
and be musically developed, than force 
the technic upon him while very young 
and run the risk of destroying the de¬ 
sire to play. Is not this illustrated in 
the case of Paderewski? This famous 
pianist had a technic far from perfect 
when he played in public in early life, 
but he had time to develop that. 
My young pupil had an unpleasant ex¬ 
perience at the hands of the pianist, for 
I know it hurt his pride, but it was a 
valuable lesson to him. Incidentally it 
benefited me also, for I shall give him 
a ^little more technical work, in the 
“The combination of the arts must 
be sought for within the depths of the 
soul, but as they do not all speak the 
same language they can only be affected 
by, and explain themselves to, each 
other through the most mysterious 
analogies, in which, after all, each one 
only explains itself.”—George Sand. 
THE E 
THE LOUDEST SOUND PRODUC¬ 
ING INSTRUMENT IN 
THE WORLD. 
Miller Reese Hutchinson, the young 
Alabamian who invented the Acousticon, 
has lately perfected the most effective 
noise-producer in the world. ZIe calls 
it the Klaxon horn. One of these horns, 
weighing only five pounds, will create 
an uproar which can be heard with ease 
at a distance of five miles, and there 
seems to be no limit to the havoc which 
specimens no larger than a typewriter 
can work in the quiet atmosphere. And 
not only can the shriek of the Klaxon 
be heard as far as the brightest flash 
from a lighthouse can be seen, but the 
direction from which it comes can be 
as accurately ascertained. It throws 
out sound like a bullet. 
There is nothing complicated or out¬ 
wardly impressive about this great 
maker of noise. A steel diaphragm is 
struck on an anvil attached to its center 
by the teeth of a cam wheel which is 
revolved either by a storage-battery or 
by a simple mechanical belt. The vi¬ 
brations of the diaphragm—numbering 
some twenty-four thousand a minute— 
which are thus produced, give rise to 
an astonishingly penetrating scream, 
especially when the noise is concen¬ 
trated and directed by means of a short, 
narrow horn. 
When this horn is aimed at one and 
the diaphragm, with the accuracy of a 
crack gunner, begins to fire sound¬ 
waves through it, the effect is startling. 
—Scrap Book. 
THE IMPORTANCE OF CHOOS¬ 
ING A PIANO WISELY. 
BY ALGERNON ROSE. 
To music-lovers the choice of a piano 
is a momentous matter. Such people 
happily form a significant proportion of 
purchasers of the instrument, and to 
this class these reflections are especially 
addressed. 
In order to induce a reluctant parent 
to buy a good piano containing the lat¬ 
est improvements, the daughters of a 
household, commendably aided and 
abetted by their music-master, will fre¬ 
quently scheme for months until they 
get their way. Pretexts are not want¬ 
ing when one wishes a thing. The old 
piano is either worn out, or of obso¬ 
lete construction, or it is otherwise un¬ 
satisfactory. There are many ways of 
arguing, and it is hoped that these sug¬ 
gestions may be of practical value to 
those who desire to convince others as 
well as themselves of the expediency 
of choosing a good piano. When, at 
last, the choice has to be made, it is an 
anxious time; and all ladies may be 
forgiven if they pause on the verge of 
a decision. 
Another type of pianist, the intensely 
musical purchaser, who has passed 
many hours daily practicing for years 
at the keyboard before winning a pro¬ 
fessional diploma, naturally regards 
making the selection of a piano in a 
more serious light than does the pros¬ 
perous city merchant, who looks upon 
the instrument as an expensive but 
necessary chattel around which his 
friends can amuse themselves after din- 
By the musician who chooses his 
own piano, the instrument is regarded 
rather as a prospective life-companion, 
whether for professional or recreative 
purposes. Its selection, therefore, ap¬ 
pears to him to be second only in im¬ 
portance to taking unto himself a hu¬ 
man helpmeet for better or worse. 
How carefully the money is put by be¬ 
fore the choice is made! Such pur¬ 
chases are like real ’ love matches, to 
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which the ordinary method of buying 
is a mere legal contract, a manage de 
convenance. 
In a musical family, the advent of a 
new piano is long remembered as a 
red-letter day; for the instrument sub¬ 
sequently proves to be a magnet which 
draws the home circle more closely to¬ 
gether. Of an evening it becomes the 
social rallying-point. Even the olfac¬ 
tory sense is impressed by the piano 
in childhood; and sensitive children, 
when grown up, aver that they vividly 
remember the fragrant smell of the 
polish of a new piano when it first 
came into the house! They will recall 
how they were allowed to practice on 
the “beautiful white keys” of a week¬ 
day for a treat, and how they sang 
hymns beside them on a Sunday. New 
pieces and songs which were tried over, 
and the old favorites, sounded far bet¬ 
ter than they did on the former piano. 
At concerts more costly pianos, bet¬ 
ter played, are to be heard; but it is 
the impression given by the piano in 
the home, and the recollection of the 
voices of those who gathered round it, 
which will linger in the mind with an 
indescribable charm, and in days to 
come will pleasantly carry one’s 
thoughts back across the intervening 
period when one least expects it. 
Pianos really ought to add something 
to life. They have done this in the 
past, and they should do the same in 
the future. Is it not worth while, then, 
exercising care in their choice? 
Regarding the price, size, and other 
matters, considerable discussion usually 
takes place prior to the purchase. 
Friends are consulted. In matters of 
difficulty or doubt, there is nothing 
more natural, and at the same time 
nothing more dangerous, than to ask 
advice. Advice is less necessary to the 
wise than to the unwise. Yet the wise 
are those who derive most advantage 
from taking counsel with others; for 
who is so perfect in wisdom as to be 
able to take every consideration into 
account? 
But, then, when advice is asked, how 
is it possible to ensure that guidance 
will be given on which we can depend? 
The counsellor, if he is not strongly 
attached to us, being influenced by 
some petty motive or self-gratification, 
often directs his advice to that end 
which most pleases him; and such pri¬ 
vate motives, being for the most part 
unknown to the person who is seeking 
advice, the latter eannot perceive, un¬ 
less he is very shrewd, the bias by 
which it is influenced. Thus, the 
greater the number of friends who are 
consulted, the more divergent may be 
the opinions which are given, and it is 
not surprising that the eager would-be 
purchaser grows mystified. 
Let him beware of rash criticisms. 
Every good make of piano, like every 
successful statesman, has its detract¬ 
ors; and the more violently a particular 
make is abused, the more worthy of 
trial does it often prove itself to be. 
A clever amateur in quest of a piano, 
on one occasion visited almost every 
house in the London trade. He in¬ 
quired at each place about rival makers. 
One of these seemed to be unanimously 
condemned. Keeping his own counsel, 
the amateur tried each type of piano, 
but his ultimate conclusion was that 
the firm he had been warned against 
really produced the most meritorious 
instrument, and the reason of its being 
denounced was owing to jealousy. 
Now the pianoforte, per se, is an in¬ 
strument of tremendous importance. 
It has done for the spread of musical 
knowledge as much as the printing- 
press has achieved for literature, and 
this is saying a good deal. Nought in 
the wide world of musical instrument 
making is to be compared with a good 
piano. The violin, devoid of mechan¬ 
ism, is simplicity itself compared with 
the complex construction and infinite 
variety of parts constituting the mod¬ 
ern grand; and the church organ is be¬ 
yond the reach of the multitude. That 
caution and foresight are necessary in 
the selection of a piano should be self- 
evident. A well-chosen instrument will 
bring as much satisfaction to its owner 
as a bad one will cause disappointment. 
Indeed, something more than mere 
satisfaction should be the result; for 
the constant use, day by day, of a su¬ 
perior musical instrument in a sense 
sanctifies a musician by stimulating his 
love for his art, and such a piano will 
seem to blossom forth like Aaron’s 
rod, by revealing each day new beauties 
to the player in the works he practices. 
For the piano is the chosen weapon of 
the young music student, and, if the 
weapon is bad, he is unfairly handi¬ 
capped in his fight for a place in his 
profession. A good piano, on the other 
hand, is a faithful servant to the musi¬ 
cian, and gives long enjoyment to the 
work of his hands. Such an instrument 
is the chief corner-stone of the stu¬ 
dent’s knowledge, and the source of 
much of his “inspiration,” although, 
perhaps, he will not own to it. 
To safeguard against1 disappointment, 
then, the prospective purchaser often 
longs to refer to some authority which 
will give useful and practical hints on 
the subject in an unprejudiced manner, 
in order that he may know how to re¬ 
fuse an indifferent piano and choose the 
good. 
The Gaulois gives the following inter¬ 
esting account of the origin of the Rus¬ 
sian national hymn, which is now as 
popular in France as the “Boulanger 
March” was here a few years back: In 
f833 General Lwoff, the composer of 
the hymn, accompanied the Czar Nicho¬ 
las on a trip to Prussia and Austria. 
At Berlin and Vienna the military 
bands played their national airs, but 
when they wished to play the air apper¬ 
taining to Russia they found themselves 
slightly embarrassed—there was none. 
Nicholas was much put out at this, and 
on returning to St. Petersburg he com¬ 
missioned Lwoff to supply the void, and 
the latter says on the subject: “Pass¬ 
ing successively in review the French 
hymn, so full of grandeur and original¬ 
ity, the English hymn, so majestic, and 
the touching Austrian hymn by Haydn, 
I found it was necessary to produce 
something vigorous, noble, moving, and 
which could be used both in sacred 
ceremonies and military fetes, and be 
enjoyed by the people as well as the 
dilettanti. One evening the principal 
motive of the air came to me, which I 
quickly noted, and the next day I fin¬ 
ished the music and composed the 
words.” On November 23, 1833, the 
hymn was performed in the Imperial 
Chapel. Nicolas had it repeated several 
times, also sung without accompani¬ 
ment and played by the large orchestra, 
and then satisfied he told the author 
that it was superb. Some days later an 
imperial ukase decreed its adoption. 
The Czar presented Lwoff with a gold 
snuff-box enriched with diamonds, and 
as a further testimony of his satisfac¬ 
tion ordered that the first words of the 
hymn, “God protect the Emperor,” 
should be the device of the Lwoff 
“My great aim in writing vocal music 
has always been to do justice to the 
poet by correct and truthful declama¬ 
tion; and this has often led me to new 
modulation.”—Carl Maria von Weber. 
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How I Established My Teaching Business 
By NAN BOWRON 
[The author of 
in America. She has tan* 
places and is now engaged 
essay received her musical 
taught in public schools 
private teaching.] 
three divisions, and here is I 
follow more or less closely. 
: plan which I still 
Several years ago I left the city where I had been 
teaching music in a boarding school and located in 
a small town beyond the “Great North Woods.” ' As 
my work has been very successful, I think a few 
words on my experience in building up a good busi¬ 
ness might be of assistance to some struggling young 
teacher. 
First I advertised in the local paper some weeks 
before I reached N- (where I was known at least 
by reputation as my parents live there). Upon ar¬ 
riving I procured a list of children over eight years 
■of age, and sent a business card to each mother, for 
mothers are usually at the head of the domestic 
music department. 
At the end of two weeks I had two pupils. With 
that meagre encouragement I purchased a piano— 
a good one—at the nearest city, rented a good, 
large, light room on the second floor of the prin¬ 
cipal business block of the town, and hung out my 
shingle. I was careful in selecting a room to get 
one that the best people in town would not hesitate 
to enter; also to get a piano that they would enjoy 
using. By giving a good deal of attention to the ap¬ 
pearance -f the studio, to keeping it scrupulously 
clean and selecting decorations with care, I soon 
had a very attractive room. No pictures but those 
of composers or musical subjects were allowed on 
the walls. A few plants helped to fill the bare 
places. Slowly but surely the “musical atmosphere” 
was growing. I might here add that I played the 
pipe organ in one of the churches at $2.00 a week, 
which magnificent income insured payment of my 
The first week my studio was open for business I 
had a lesson every day, and new pupils came by 
twos and threes every week until I had twenty— 
the lowest average I have ever had. Now the real 
problem arose. Nine of these lads and lasses were 
beginners—and 1 hated every one of them. Not 
personally, you will understand of course, but ped- 
agogically, for I didn’t know what to do with them. 
I taught them in the good old-fashioned way, be¬ 
ginning with two treble notes and adding new ones 
as soon as the old ones were mastered, very much 
after the style of the “a, b abs” of our grandfathers’ 
time. I counted religiously in much the manner of 
the chanted multiplication tables of yore, until my 
throat ached. 
Making a Specialty of Beginners. 
I had from the first thought of specializing, and 
now made up my mind that these nine much-suffer¬ 
ing beginners needed that particular attention more 
than the others. I therefore looked over the adver¬ 
tising pages of The Etude. I found a good many 
notices ef kindergarten and primary methods of in¬ 
struction and sent to every one for circulars and 
terms. Selecting what seemed to me the best one 
which offered a correspondence course, I embarked 
on my career of primary specialist. 
First I studied this work with a view not only of 
learning what the manuals .contained, but of making 
that knowledge my own, adding here and there an 
idea gleaned from experience. My pupils never saw' 
a bock, or even knew I had one on the subject. 
After trying these ideas on the nine luckless ones, 
I solicited a class of small children. I secured six¬ 
teen, which I took in two divisions according to age. 
Because the work was so new in the community, 
I could not follow a rigid kindergarten course, but 
Examinations. 
Each division has two lessons weekly on' 
—th-n is reading and writing notes and nna g 
them on’the piano, muscle and rhythm <^rmses^ 
in fact all work that counts m actual gral 
third lesson comes on Saturday and is ^ore genera 
in character. First we go through a °£ 
lions covering all the work from the very first 
to date-a few new ones being ed evcry weeL 
Each question is written on a slip of Pap. th* 
given to the child who answers correctly. At tne 
end of ten minutes the papers 
one having the most receives {. .. .. 
honor Here are a few of the easiest questions. 
How many octaves on the piano? How many 
octaves in the treble? What do we call the white 
keys? What is written on the first line in the treble. 
Play the third space in the bass, etc. 
The children answering the most questions are 
then allowed to choose games and songs. men 
follows a story of one of the great musicians, snow¬ 
ing pictures, etc. I make a good deal of the child¬ 
hood cf the composers. Children don t care how 
many fugues Bach wrote, but they do care what be¬ 
came cf the manuscript he copied by moonlight. 
My little ones rarely come into the studio without 
stopping to look at the picture of little Bach with 
his quill pen, and Handel at his spinet in the attic. 
One little girl said: “He ought to have known bet¬ 
ter than to get up after being put to bed. I am only 
six, and I know better.” 
Interesting Children’s Games. 
I play a few selections from the works of the c 
poser we are studying. _ I have mounted on small 
cards pictures of all the best known composers. 
Sometimes I play a selection without telling the 
name and the children select and bring to me the 
picture of the composer who wrote it, telling me 
his name and that of the piece. I select these pieces 
with great care and play them often so that the 
children become very familiar with them. This in¬ 
timate knowledge cf the works of the best com¬ 
posers at this impressionable age helps to form a 
good musical taste. I use these selections also for 
rhythm exercises, and this leads the little ones to 
feel the rhythm, and f am never troubled with a 
pupil who cannot keep time. 
When the children can play freely within the 
range of five notes—using sharps and flats as acci¬ 
dentals—and understand the rhythm §, f, f and f 
perfectly, I have graduating exercises and present 
Kindergarten Diplomas. (These I had printed at the 
local printing office.) Then the class becomes 
Primary—each pupil having two short private lessons 
a week and the Saturday class as before. The class 
now takes up scale work by means of stories, songs 
and games. I teach triads with the scales, pupils 
writing as well as playing them. They also con¬ 
tinue the study of composers. I make ear training 
more important in this grade, although I give it more 
or less from the first. 
When the children know all the major scales 
that is, can play them accenting 2’s, 3’s and 4’s write 
them, and play and write broken triads (hands are 
usually too small to reach octaves) I again have 
graduating exercises and present Primary Dinlonns 
The children now begin to feel that they are 
quite advanced-ami so they are in many ways 
They often put to shame grown-up musician* 
good standing fin N-) with thefr kTowledge of 
found advertised in The Etude Music* Dominoes, 
Musical Authors, etc. These all help in holding the 
nuuils’ interest. Never let a pupil dread a lesson, 
Lnecially a class lesson. 
a* they private lesson—now one of the foKy-five 
minutes instead of two short penods-the pupils 
begin analyzing their pieces, taking the song form 
fir=t Gurlitt and Schumann are important on my 
list although I use many others for the sake of va- 
riety as well as broadening knowledge. 
The Evil of Too Difficult Music. 
Let me say right here, that the cause of ninety- 
nine-one-hundredths of the discouraged and dissat¬ 
isfied pupils who either give up entirely after ten or 
twenty lessons, or who go on struggling for three 
or four years only to decide that “they have no 
music in them and cannot learn,” is because the 
teacher gives them too difficult music. Music 
teachers do not have their teaching material graded 
for them as do the public school teachers who have 
such excellent reading and number work textbooks. 
The music teachers’ material is spread out in the 
most bewildering array, quantities of it—and most 
of it good and useful—in the right place. 
Too often a teacher when looking for a new piece 
or study forgets to count the difficulties from the 
standpoint of the pupil under consideration. The 
piece is pretty and looks easy, and so it is—for the 
teacher. I have a very carefully graded course of 
study that has grown mostly out of my own experi¬ 
ence. I began by comparing the grading of a num¬ 
ber of good music schools, then let experience do 
the rest. No teacher of advanced pupils is fit to 
make out a course of study for little children—let 
their own teacher do that. She will not give three 
kinds of notes the first lesson, dotted and tied notes 
and a fine variety of rests the second, and different 
keys with divided beat and triplets the third—not 
if she knows her business. Yet I have in my studio 
a book for “beginners” just like that I have de¬ 
scribed, by a fine musician, many of whose pupils 
are to-day among America’s best musicians. 1 
don’t believe he started them, or else they were 
prodigies equal to Mozart. 
A friend of mine, a very talented musician, once 
attempted to teach a class of beginners using a 
book of this description. She said her pupils were 
really gifted and were doing nicely. Very soon she 
wrote to me that they were losing interest. I sug¬ 
gested difficulties in smaller doses, but she scorned 
my advice. Was not the instruction book by X—! 
He certainly knew more about music than “a coun¬ 
try music teacher!” No doubt he did, but he was so 
far away from the little people that he could not 
imagine so little knowledge as they possessed. My 
friend had given up all of her pupils and said that 
it was too bad because some of them were really 
talented—but it was their own fault. Was it? 
Business in Teaching. 
good st i (i  - 
theory and composers and then 
The Saturday classes are still continued, doing 
more advanced work with scales and adding stud.ef 
for velocity, etc., which are more interesting; 7 
than private lessons. The review and thefrv ClaSS 
ft anri g« --1 _ y 
games, tak- a cards d a 
inHPHmaCe °/therimptoone. ' rentM ^pricT /’always reinforce Vhei^ 
?"d,P™.a!.yC,lasfs' Ialso h.ave a number of £2 a stTip « cloth pastel ntatti i . had to have the children show playing results 
soon as possible. I therefore divided the work into that I brought from New York1 City0 and^ 
One other point in making the business of music 
teaching successful is to keep it on a business toff 
Always be ready to give each lesson promptly at 
the appointed time, and insist that the pupil k 
ready to take it. The thing that doubled my income 
and practically solved the missed lesson problem 
(although the Saturday classes do a great deal to¬ 
ward that) is this sign, in large letters, hung at the 
end of my piano in plain sight: NOTICE! EXCEPT 
IN CASE OF SICKNESS, ALL LESSONS 
MISSED WILL HAVE TO BE PAID FOR. It is 
not exactly ornamental, but it is useful. They all 
see it and cannot say they didn’t know. I try always 
to be accommodating and make up lessons when¬ 
ever possible. The pupils appreciate this and are 
always willing to change their day for me. 'i» 
dom ask, however, for this privilege. 
I also use business stationery for all bltsiness cor¬ 
respondence. I have business cards as well as >•’ 
nouncement cards for the beginning of the season. 
A rubber stamp with “Music Studied” together 
my name and address is used on every pieec of'tnusic 
sold or rented. 
Many people in small towns object very strangely 
to paying for music. They seem to think the teacher 
and an occasional “piece” sufficient, f"have a s£ 
tern of renting books and studies at tweiity*' 
oues CCnt*’ to be U6ed long as needed, lithe Pf 
qUeS" ™s to buy the book he pays the difference be- 
tWPpn J • . . - . . Unlit 
- h a stri  of cl t  asted neatly inside. 
1 he last, but by no means least, clement of» 
success is the social life of the studio. The <*< 
|rls have a club, “The Cecilian,” and they are mak- 
. „ a thorough study of the History of Music. They 
‘"e following a regular course of study and are look- 
: up their topics in my library as well as in the 
\ew York State Traveling Library which a feder¬ 
ated club has in town for the season. Some of the 
girls are getting together a library of their own. The 
Cecilians have their colors, club pin and motto. 
The younger children have a club called the 
“Fanny Mendelssohn.” They do not do as solid 
work, but some composer is discussed and his music 
played at each meeting. They play musical games 
after their program and are very ingenious in in¬ 
venting new ones. They also have colors and 
motto. No pupil is allowed to join either club un¬ 
less he is a student and attends the Saturday classes 
regularly. 
Monthly recitals, to which pupils give the invita¬ 
tions, sen-e as an advertisement for me and also— 
I flatter myself—help elevate the musical taste of 
the town. These recitals are always well attended, 
invitations being anxiously sought after, especially 
when a young Kindergarten class makes its debut. 
Any music teacher who does not enjoy her work 
has my sincere pity—for then it is drudgery indeed. 
If all could have such nice, bright, studious and 
pleasant pupils as mine then music teaching would 
lose its terrors. I feel that my pupils are my 
friends, and that is why I am so happy in my work. 
DIFFICULTIES WITH THUMBS AND 
FINGERS. 
BY M. KINGSTON. 
Once upon a time I sat in a concert room listen¬ 
ing to a piano recital by Rubinstein. As I watched 
those large capable hands making melody to issue 
in beautiful streams of tone—for the player had a 
most velvety touch—and then later saw that same ■ 
pair of hands draw forth magnificent overwhelming 
harmonies with a rapidity of movement which 
seemed to suggest the presence of two or even of 
three pairs of hands gamboling over the keyboard, 
I was carried away, so to speak, by the glory of the 
effect and involuntarily exclaimed “How magnifi¬ 
cent! how beautiful!” But I was somewhat startled 
to hear a lady near me also exclaim, “How diffi¬ 
cult!” Alas, I fear that she had missed the glory of 
the music and was thinking about her thumbs and 
her fingers. 
And yet what are thumbs and fingers any way? 
Why, they are just thumbs and fingers; and, in the 
hands of a capable player with some divine fire 
within him, they enable him to charm, to delight, to 
teach and to make entry for us into the inner musi¬ 
cal world and there give us a taste of those spiritual 
joys which usually lie latent or dulled within us in 
the everyday prosaical life of the ordinary worker. 
And what are thumbs and fingers? Do they spell 
difficulty in another way? I remember having as a 
pupil a German lady, who was most persevering and 
painstaking in her studies and who was delighted 
to have every detail explained to her, which she 
would follow with the most rigorous exactitude. I 
gave her a moderately advanced sonata of Bee¬ 
thoven. She wished to learn upon which keys her 
thumbs and fingers should descend; and in the 
course of time she did learn this and played the 
sonata in question with considerable accuracy. But 
nothing could persuade her to listen to the music 
as music. It was, where must I put my thumbs and 
»y fingers? Until at last, these thumbs and fingers 
became her tyrannical masters instead of her hum- 
ble and efficient slaves. And curiously, almost 
everything she played sounded labored and difficult, 
e'-en when the music was not really so. I have had 
ne same identical sonata perfected by a younger 
1' ln a most spontaneous manner and the diffi- 
™ ties seemed non-existent. 
h rl ^P056 almost every teacher of experience has 
Jr the same or similar trouble in deciding upon 
Dun'l,1S °r-'S not difficult an<I in taking stock of a 
adva S apt’tude w*len approaching a new stage of 
H;n: ... ? unngs me to the question, wna 
And !t is a ^de question. A 
y music dealer in the country knows the c 
mer who wants a song, not too high, not too low, 
to end with a good top note and not too difficult! 
Most musicians are familiar with songs which have 
a simplified accompaniment, to suit the singers who 
want to sing (but who seldom or never practice) 
and who yet want to show off in musical accom¬ 
plishment. Most teachers know the parent who 
wants the pupil to play something showy (but not 
difficult) without much practice; to surpass another 
parent’s progeny, ostensibly aiming at the same ob¬ 
ject. Many teachers have met the distinguished 
amateur who will, in course of conversation about 
things in general, let leak the momentous informa¬ 
tion that he was, when younger, the most brilliant 
amateur in the locality; and if you ask him to take 
part in a trio or in a quartet, will invariably decline, 
because he has not kept up his practice; but may 
diffidently offer to sing a solo. The difficulty of 
singing a few bars of music in strict time intimi¬ 
dates him. Perhaps, this is fortunate; for a solo, as 
a rule, upsets nobody but perhaps the accompanist. 
Belonging to a distinguished circle if immature 
amateurs, who find it difficult to understand the 
symbols of length and the pitch of sounds which 
are used in music, he drifts on, a born shyer, con¬ 
stitutionally incapable of sustained effort and so ac¬ 
complishing nothing. 
What are difficulties, we asked just now? The 
question of what is “difficult” and what is not is 
sometimes a very real one. Difficulties there must 
be, as life is at present and will be; until the time 
comes when everybody is a born genius and can 
ascend the ladder of difficulty with flying steps. 
Sometimes “difficulty” is more a question of appear¬ 
ance of something that should appeal to the eye¬ 
sight from the paper, but is not made quite plain to 
the optic nerve. And here I would like to say that 
as a rule all music should be so spaced out in print¬ 
ing as to show where the different parts of a bar are 
to be looked for and should not be crowded to save 
space. The “slow eye” is not always the difficulty; 
it is the “slow mind” at times and it may be both 
together.—Musical Opinion. 
DON’T NEGLECT FUNDAMENTALS. 
BY HELENA STONE. 
With the majority of young students the ability 
to play “a piece” is the end and aim of all music 
study. The girls and boys in countless homes who 
are made to grind out finger exercises and stumble 
through scales without the least idea of the object 
of the finger work or the systems of scale building 
and the key relationships is appalling. To them it 
is drudgery, perhaps, and who can blame them? 
Children are of such an inquiring turn of mind and 
are so full of questions that occupation without par¬ 
ticular interest is a bore. To tell the child that the 
key of F has one flat is not half so interesting to 
him as to find why F has one flat through the ex¬ 
perience of building the scale. 
The First Teacher. 
It is a mistake to think that any teacher but the 
very best will do for the first lessons. Thoughtful, 
conscientious teaching should be given from the 
first, for the impressions gained and the work done 
then often influence the whole musical life. This 
is saying nothing of the incalculable benefit that as¬ 
sociation with a sincere, well balanced, but enthu¬ 
siastic mind would be to a child. A poor instrument 
is also a mistake, for the ear is unconsciously being 
trained into an acute or a deadened sense of pitch 
and tonal values. 
Why should the science of the art be withheld 
from the young pupil? So many people revolt at 
the idea of giving harmony to any but the mature 
student. There are many ways of imparting the 
fundamental principles without frightening and 
thereby paralyzing the faculties. Although many of 
the methods for simplifying music are practically 
worthless there are many men and women who are 
giving their lives to discovering and training all of 
the musical faculties. Harmony need not be im¬ 
parted to the young student in the grown-up lan¬ 
guage of books dealing with the subject. Many 
harmonies are clear and helpful only after one has 
acquired an understanding of the matter, but to the 
beginner they often confuse rather than clarify. To 
follow a book it is sometimes necessary to overlook 
the special need of the student; while it seems to 
me a better way is to study the subject or harmony 
so carefully that there is no question of the real 
understanding of it, absorb it, then do not teach it 
unless you cannot help doing so because of a deep 
love for it. It has been made to seem a bugbear. 
Therefore teachers and pupils put off the work until 
it is de-nanded of them at some school of music. 
Then it is taken because required. 
The number of teachers who know nothing of the 
fundamental principles of music is appalling. 
Teaching the student how to play one composition, 
two or three, or even an entire program,_ is not 
enough. He must have foundation, or in time the 
inadequacy of his equipment will be apparent. A 
great show is often made with little or no justifica¬ 
tion, but it is only solid musicianship that counts. 
It is often easy to play a few things passably well, 
but to do everything that presents itself is another 
matter. The musician who at short notice can take 
another’s place or accompany sympathetically 
another’s song, whether at sight or not, or adapt 
himself to the musical feeling of fellow players and 
the requirements of various instruments, is as a rule 
the man who has had fundamental training. These 
are some startling exceptions, but they are few and 
the average student cannot depend on a heaven- 
born gift. 
Harmony Always Desirable. 
There are many teachers of piano who think the 
study of harmony is not necessary, that it is not a 
practical help to the pianist. This seems to me a 
grave mistake, not because I' am an enthusiast on 
the subject, but because I firmly believe it is abso¬ 
lutely necessary for sustained musical endeavor. To 
begin with the practical side of the question, it gives 
confidence to know the keys through the means of 
something more than a little practice is of itself of 
infinite value. To know the chord structure is an 
aid to memorization. This is saying nothing about 
key values, recognition of quality and color of tone 
through an understandng of overtones and sympa¬ 
thetic vibrations. The dissonant tone, interval or 
chord that requires a certain resolution is given its 
true significance by the musician who, understanding 
the governing laws of chord formation and pro¬ 
gression, brings out that resolution, thus throwing 
out the beauty of the passage. 
To the parents who are anxious for their children 
to have a good musical education let me say again, 
select the best teacher possible, see that some ear¬ 
training work is included and just as soon as the 
mental development will warrant a good course in 
harmony and composition. But unless there is 
natural aptitude for music, above all, do not force 
a child to study it. There are so many mechanical 
players, and unless there is a love of music, the re¬ 
sult will be largely mechanical. Every one has some 
talent or, I should say, special talent; if it is not 
for music it will be something else just as desirable. 
The time wasted on trying to make musicians of 
people who are wild to draw, paint or employ their 
time in some other form cf self expression could be 
put to much better use for parent, teacher and 
pupil. On the other hand, however, it is always 
pleasant for the girls and boys to be able to sing 
and play for the entertainment of their classmates, 
even if serious study is not contemplated. I am 
speaking more of the gifted boy or girl who looking 
around for some means of expression chooses music. 
Hints to Older Students. 
To the older student I would suggest that when 
the choice has been made, stand by it. You may 
have to sacrifice—often social pleasures must be 
given up—but to the modern musician these things 
are as nothing, it is only the central idea for which 
you are working that counts. If, when you have 
worked through harmony, and the opportunity pre¬ 
sents itself, take counter-point; it will repay you in 
the added interest and understanding of the great 
works. Orchestration is necessary for the writer 
for strings or band and for the arranger—but it is 
not necessary for the piano player or as essential to 
any but the composer or arranger. Composition is 
necessary on the other hand to the equipment of the 
musician. 
The profession of music means work, work and 
then work. It means “never stop.” Do not enter 
it, as I have said before, unless you love it too well 
to keep out of it, then as far as possible, sink per¬ 
sonal gratification in the general good—in your own 
earnest work and in helping others to keep up the 
standard—that no reproach may come to a beloved 
and divine art through you.—The Grand Rapids 
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ECCENTRIC MOODS AND MA 
NERS OF THE GREAT 
COMPOSERS. 
When listening to the wonderful strains 
of Beethoven’s immortal symphonies 
and sonatas it is difficult to imagine 
that they could come from the pen o 
such an eccentric man. Though mu si 
chns -ire as a rule, men with many 
peculiarities. Beethoven was probably 
the most extraordinary of them all. 
He wrote his music in all sorts of 
places—when dining, walking, or con¬ 
versing with a friend. Often 111 the 
midst of a crowded street he would 
stop and write furiously for a few min 
utes on the back of a letter or an en¬ 
velope, oblivious to the bustling crowd 
about him. Some of his greatest 
themes were composed when he was 
walking along in the pouring ram, for 
in the worst weather he was a familiar 
figure in the streets of Vienna, unci, 
though often the object of much ridi¬ 
cule and many gibes, he was pro¬ 
foundly inattentive to his surroundings, 
as his mind was wholly occupied with 
his music. His friends were not unac¬ 
customed to have him break off in the 
midst of a conversation and begin to 
write rapidly some motif which had 
presented itself to him. 
This great composer would play for 
hours at a stretch, and in order to cool 
his hands, which often became fever¬ 
ish, he would seize a water jug and 
walk about the room, pouring the 
water first on one hand and then on 
the other, utterly ignoring the fact that 
there was no receptacle to catch it. 
This was the cause of many of his 
hasty retreats from his lodgings for the 
slightest complaint would cause him to 
give notice to quit, so puerile was he 
at times. As a result he sometimes was 
paying for no fewer than three differ¬ 
ent lodgings at the same time, which, 
after engaging for a month, he had ab¬ 
ruptly left in a day. 
Haydn’s Queer Habits. 
Though Haydn ranks next to Bee¬ 
thoven on the list of eccentric musi¬ 
cians, still their peculiarities were very 
unlike. Beethoven lived in the midst 
of disorder and confusion, while Haydn 
averred that he could not compose a 
line unless everything in his study was 
in its exact place. Even every orna¬ 
ment must be where it belonged. 
He always rose early to write, for 
he found his greatest inspiration when 
the birds were singing in the dewy 
morning hours. His most extraordi¬ 
nary characteristics, however, was to 
don his full court dress, with bob wig, 
hat and ruffles, and put on his finger a 
certain ring before he wrote a line, for 
he declared that he had not a musical 
idea unless so attired. 
Mozart can not be called eccentric 
m the same sense as the two men¬ 
tioned, for they were very retiring_in 
fact, recluses—while he was to a great 
extent a man of the worldr To him 
however, must be credited one of the 
strangest documents that perhaps has 
ever been written. 
He became engaged to a young wo- 
®‘‘land ,at th® ^quest of his future 
mother-in-law, he drew up in the pres¬ 
ence of an attorney a contract which 
bound nm to marry one of the 
womans daughters within three years’ 
he Said daughter always having the 
lberty to refuse the composer if she 
wished to marry another. But in case 
tendon ThreuXLk tHfe^cSs^ 
the condition of a stranger „ her ,n 
This support was to be a fixed sum 
paid quarterly or half yearly. 
Wagner’s Peculiarities. 
Wagner, too, was not exempt from 
peculiar fancies. His mind seemed to 
run to the gruesome, and during his 
lifetime he had his grave constructed. 
It was in the garden back of his home, 
and he would often go and look at it 
that he might not forget its existence. 
But the worst of it was that he con¬ 
stantly insisted that his friends should 
remember it too, and when he was en¬ 
tertaining them at dinner he would 
suddenjy break off the conversation 
and begin declaiming on eternity and 
the grave. 
“My friends,” he would say, “in the 
midst of life we are in death. Death is 
a lot that we all must face, even so 
great a man as myself. I, too, must 
die. I should like very much to show 
you my grave, if you will allow me.” 
And starting from the dinner table, 
he would lead the way, followed by 
his guests to the corner of the garden 
where his grave was, and there he 
would give his companions further dis¬ 
sertations on eternity. 
Meyerbeer’s Inspiration. 
Meyerbeer gathered his thoughts 
amid the rumble of thunder, the flash 
of lightning and the downpour of rain. 
In order more fully to expose himself 
to the stimulating effects of the ele¬ 
ments he had constructed for himself 
at the top of his house a room whose 
sides were entirely of glass, and here 
he would hasten at the approach of a 
storm and amid its fury would have a 
rush of musical thoughts. 
There is a story about him to the 
effect that once when entertaining 
friends at dinner he heard a distant 
rumble of thunder just as the soif 
(Continued on page 6„) 
COFFEE THE CAUSE 
Of Various Ailments. 
It does not require a scientist to dis¬ 
cover if coffee is harmful. 
Plain common sense and the simple 
habit of looking for the cause of things, 
soon reveals coffee in its true light—that 
of a habit-forming drug. 
“My family on both sides were con¬ 
firmed coffee topers,” writes a Penna. 
painter, “and we suffered from nerv¬ 
ousness, headache, sleeplessness, dizzi¬ 
ness and palpitation of the heart. 
“Medical treatment never seemed to 
do any permanent good. I thought there 
must be some cause for these troubles 
and yet did not find it was coffee until 
I was forty-one. 
“Hearing of the benefit that many had 
derived from changing to Postum, I quit 
coffee and used Postum entirely. Now 
I am like a new man. 
“I sleep well, can eat three good meals 
a day, have no headache nor palpitation, 
no nerve twitching in my face, and I 
don t have to pay out hard-earned money 
for medicines. 
“I believe a good hot cup of Postum 
made strong, with half milk and taken 
before retiring at night, is the best thing 
to keep a painter from having lead poisoti- 
mg. That’s my experience anyway.” 
“There’s a Reason.” 
Name given by Postum Co., Battle 
Creek, Mich. Read, “The Road to Well- 
ville,” in pkgs. 
Ever read the above letter? A new 
one appears from time to time. They 
are genuine, true, and full of human 
interest. 
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The ltalia"tj0n°by a means which 
c'^injurious that it caused the 
f** S° decay of his faculties. He 
Lena"1* „ed to shut himself in a 
‘ a quantity of music paper 
• * l ink and three or four pots of |*«’andfl": He would then begin to 
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*nte and f exhaUsted he would order 
^ continue to drink it so long 
CjjeVblack and a nervous system 
«S soon caused his breakdown and 
death. , 
Rosinni’s Laziness. 
Rosinni was perhaps the laziest of all 
musicians whose names are famous. 
would rarely rise until midday, and 
L when he awoke and the weather 
' dull or the muse did not inspire 
L,0 write he would turn over again 
,n(1 after directions to his servant to 
[ be called the following day would 
sleep blissfully for another twenty-four 
' He did most of his writing in bed, 
I and before retiring for the night he 
would place music paper and a pencil 
I near his bedside so that he would not 
I have to move in order to have the 
means at hand for. writing down the 
musical thoughts which came. 
It is told of him that after writing 
i part of a beautiful duet for an opera 
the sheet on which he was writing fell 
to the floor and . caught by a puff of 
wind was soon beyond his reach. He 
was too lazy to get up and get it and 
thereby disturb the nicely arranged 
bedclothes, so he set to work and wrote 
another melody, as he could not re¬ 
member how the first one went. Thus, 
in the opera “II Turpo in Italia,” there 
‘ are two duets for one situation, and 
singers can choose the one which 
| pleases them best. 
Liszt’s Vanity. 
Liszt was probably the vaine 
great composers and also one of the 
most capricious. It was only when 
the mood that he would play, and .. 
pressed to do so against his will he 
w°uld often become almost insulting. 
It is told of him that after being en¬ 
tertained at dinner he was asked by 
his hostess to perform on the piano, 
and on refusing and again being asked 
he stalked to the piano and after dash- 
lnR off a short but brilliant compos! 
bon he hurried from the room, saying 
a- he went; “There, madam! I have 
paid for my dinner!” 
On a similar occasion after a dinn 
Party, he was pressed by his host t 
Pay- Not being in the mood, howeve., 
r,e 'efuse<U but no doubt thinking that 
genius needed urging, his host insisted, 
e miK,then walked to the piano 
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MUSIC A UTILITARIAN STUDY. 
BY FRANCIS LINCOLN. 
The teacher and student should never 
loose an opportunity to represent the 
usefulness of music. So very many 
people regard music as a kind of 
luxury that in many parts of the coun¬ 
try music is regarded as a pastime for 
the idle. Music has a place in the 
great universal scheme of things, and 
its place is a necessary one, an essential 
one. and important one. 
Although philosophers of all ages 
have recognized the value of music, it 
has only been in recent years that 
psychologists have been able to scien¬ 
tifically determine its real significance. 
They now tell us that there is no other 
study that affords a similar “mind rest’’ 
for the busy man or woman, that 
there is no other study that will do so 
much to obscure the thousand and one 
worries that arise every day in the 
work of the busy man; that there is no 
study that will so effectually soothe an 
overwrought nervous system; that 
musicians are singularly long lived, and 
that the intellectual development that 
ivsic promotes leads to culture and re- 
The music teacher then has a posi¬ 
tion that should be ranked with the 
most important of our public servants. 
He should notice the usefulness of hi; 
work and be proud of his occupation. 
Can statesmanship, the bench, the pul¬ 
pit, the clinic, or the counting hoiise bj 
regarded as more essential, useful or 
vital? 
MISCONCEPTION OF MUSICAL 
TERMS OF FORCE. 
It is safe to say that very few 
musicians have any accurate concep¬ 
tion of the meaning of musical terms 
of force. Forte and fortissimo are 
pretty much the same in effect. There 
are some seven degrees of force re¬ 
quired by our conventional musical 
terms. They range from pianissimo to 
fortissimo. 
A great pianist once told the writer 
that he had at His command some ten 
degrees of force. In other words, he 
claimed that the muscles of his hand, arm 
and shoulder were so developed that 
he could administer blows to the key¬ 
board that would produce ten different 
quantities of tone. The player with 
such an unusual muscular development 
would also have to have a finely edu¬ 
cated sense of hearing. He would have 
to determine the quantity of tone he 
was producing as he was playing. 
Again, the action and sonority of the 
instrument make a very serious ob¬ 
stacle that young students must over¬ 
come. After the pupil has cultivated 
the various perceptions of d.egrees of 
force and adjusted his touch to them, 
he must accommodate his touch to the 
requirements of a new instrument. 
This is often an exceedingly difficult 
task. The great virtuoso pianists when 
upon tour insist upon having otfe and 
the same piano throughout the tour. 
A new piano means—to the man with 
a finely adjusted sense of tone quantity 
_a change far more radical than 
would to the young student. 
The most conspicuous fault that 
young pupils make is that they do not 
discriminate between the terms for 
and fortissimo and between the terms 
piano and pianissimo. When they see 
the sign forte they immediately com¬ 
mence to play just as loudly as pos¬ 
sible. They leave no reserve degrees ot 
force for fortissimo. The same criti¬ 
cism applies to the degrees of force, 
piano, pianissimo. A prominent teachei 
in an Eastern city teaches pianissimo 
in this way: He has the pupil play the 
scales over and over again, pressing 
down the keys so lightly that absolutely 
no sound is elicited. This is very hard 
to do with some pianos and impossible 
with others, but it can be accomplished 
upon most pianos. Then the teacher 
directs the pupil to press down the 
keys making the least possible sound. 
If the preceding exercise has been 
faithfully practiced the fingers will 
have become accustomed to a sense 
of control otherwise unobtainable and 
the pianissimo will soon be an accom¬ 
plishment. This touch is extremely 
rare. Many possess the ability to play 
passages piano, but those who can play 
pianissimo are numbered amon^j very 
advanced students and the great vir¬ 
tuosos. It is really not difficult to ac¬ 
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